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Abstract

A Computational Study of

Vehicle Routing Applications

by

Jennifer L� Rich

This thesis examines three speci�c routing applications� In the �rst model� the

scheduling of home health care providers from their homes� to a set of patients� and

then back to their respective homes� is performed both heuristically and optimally for

very small instances� The problem is complicated by the presence of multiple depots�

time windows� and the scheduling of lunch breaks� It is shown that the problem can

be formulated as a mixed integer programming problem and� in very small instances�

solved to optimality with a branch�and�cut procedure� To obtain solutions for larger

instances� though� a heuristic is shown to have more success�

The second application considers the vehicle routing problem with time windows�

or VRPTW� The vehicle routing problem involves �nding a set of routes starting and

ending at a single depot that together visit a set of customers� In the VRPTW� there

is an additional constraint requiring that each customer must be visited within a

given time window� The best known solution procedures for solving the VRPTW use

a set partitioning model with column generation� Within this framework� we present

a new approach for generating valid inequalities� speci�cally k�path cuts� to improve

the linear programming relaxation� Computational results are given for the standard



library of test instances� In particular� the results include solutions for ten previously

unsolved instances�

The �nal application concerns the less�than�truckload� or LTL� trucking industry�

An LTL carrier primarily handles shipments that are signi�cantly smaller than the

size of a tractor�trailer� Savings are achieved by consolidating shipments into loads

at regional terminals and transporting these loads from terminal to terminal� The

strategic load plan determines how to route the �ow of consolidated loads from origin

terminals to destination terminals cost e�ectively and allowing for certain service

standards� To �nd good solutions to this problem� we apply a dual�ascent procedure

to a related uncapacitated network design problem to obtain computational results

for three di�erent companies�
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Chapter �

Introduction

Since routing decisions must be made in almost every industry that involves the

transportation of goods or services� improved vehicle routing methods represent a

signi�cant savings potential to businesses throughout the world� In the U� S� economy

alone� the importance of such distribution problems was established in a survey by

Kearney ���� that estimates the annual distribution costs even in ���� at ���� billion�

These routing problems� though� are quite complex and frequently cannot be solved

to optimality� given the current state of technology� Still� small improvements in the

distribution network of large companies can yield signi�cant savings�

The research presented in this thesis improves upon known methods for solving�

either optimally or heuristically� three types of routing applications� One application

from the American home health care industry requires a set of routes that schedule

a nurse from home� to a set of patients� and then back home� subject to certain

feasibility constraints� A randomized greedy algorithm in conjunction with insertion

and exchange heuristics succeeds in �nding relatively good solutions to this problem�

In addition� an exact solution method tests the e�ectiveness of several types of cutting

planes� In particular� a known algorithm for �nding ��path cutting planes in the

vehicle routing problem with time windows is improved upon and modi�ed for this

speci�c home health care problem� A separate application applies the improvement

made to the separation algorithm for ��path cuts to the original vehicle routing

problem with time windows� An extension of this new algorithm to k�path cuts

where k is greater than two is successfully applied� as well� Finally� the thesis also

examines an application from the less�than�truckload trucking industry� A heuristic



�

procedure using an uncapacitated network design problem that is iteratively modi�ed

to approximate the true problem provides improved networks for data sets from three

di�erent trucking carriers�

This thesis establishes in chapter � some standard notation and terminology used

to discuss various solution approaches in the vehicle routing �eld� It then gives a brief

overview of some of the applications and work that has been done in the area of vehicle

routing� Following this review� chapter � introduces a new model for an application

of vehicle routing in the American home health care industry and considers some

completed work on the model� In chapter �� traditional vehicle routing problems

with time windows are solved using a new algorithm for �nding violated k�path cuts�

In chapter �� a routing problem from the less�than�truckload trucking industry is

de�ned and an e�ective solution method is presented along with results from real�

world data�



�

Chapter �

Notation and Terminology

When applying mathematics to real�world applications� it is common to want to �nd

the best solution to a problem given certain restrictions� Oftentimes� the problem is

stated in terms of optimizing an objective function subject to a set of constraints�

In many cases� the objective corresponds to minimizing cost� or� alternately� to max�

imizing output or pro�t� The constraints may refer to problem parameters such

as production capability� labor restrictions and limited resources� If the objective

function and the constraints are linear� then the problem can be formed as a linear

programming problem �LP��

Minimize Z �
nX
j��

cjxj

subject to
nX
j��

aijxj � bi 	i � �� � � � � m


lj � xj � uj 	j � �� � � � � n


The vectors c� b� l� and u and the matrix A� made up of the aij terms� are constants

in the formulation� The constraints may contain linear equalities as well as linear

inequalities� If there is the additional requirement that some of the xj variables must

be integer� then the problem is called a mixed integer linear programming problem

�MIP�� If all of the variables must be integer� then the problem is a pure integer

linear programming problem �IP��

Optimization problems� such as LP�s� MIP�s� and IP�s� can be phrased as deci�

sion problems 	that is� problems having a yes�no solution
 by asking the question�

does there exist a solution with value at most k� As a means of measuring the

level of di�culty involved in solving an optimization problem� the corresponding de�



�

cision problem 	and thus� indirectly� the optimization problem
 is often classi�ed as

P�NP�NP�hard and�orNP�complete� The complexity class P is the set of decision

problems that are polynomial�time solvable� Problems in this class are generally con�

sidered tractable since the running time for instances of the problem can be bounded

by some polynomial in terms of the size of the instance�

A decision problem is in the class NP if it can be veri�ed by a polynomial�time

algorithm� In terms of our optimization problem� this means that given a potential

solution for any instance of our problem� a polynomial time algorithm can determine

if that potential solution is feasible� Additionally� a problem A isNP�complete if it is

inNP and any instance of any other problem contained inNP� say B� can be reduced

in polynomial time to an instance of problem A� If the problem A satis�es the latter

property� but is not necessarily in NP� then the problem is said to be NP�hard�

Since the existence of a polynomial�time algorithm for some NP�complete problem

implies the existence of a polynomial�time algorithm for all NP�complete problems�

NP�complete andNP�hard problems are generally considered quite di�cult to solve�

This evidence that a decision problem corresponding to an optimization problem is

hard thus provides evidence that the optimization problem is hard� as well� The

reader is directed to Garey and Johnson ���� for a more detailed explanation of NP�

completeness and related issues�

A straightforward lower bound on the value of a MIP or IP can always be obtained

by looking at the problem�s LP relaxation� This is the linear programming problem

obtained by removing all of the integer restrictions on the variables� Clearly� the LP

relaxation contains all of the feasible points in the mixed integer or integer problem�

as well as possibly fractional solutions� Thus� any feasible solution to the MIP or

IP cannot have a lower objective function value than the optimal solution to the LP

relaxation�
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A common solution method for solving integer and mixed integer linear program�

ming problems is an algorithm referred to as branch and bound� This is an enumer�

ative� search tree approach that uses some lower bounding procedure in an attempt

to prevent the enumeration of all possible solutions� In general terms� this algo�

rithm  branches! by taking a problem and separating it into � or more subproblems�

Throughout the method� the best known upper and lower bound values are main�

tained� At each stage of the algorithm� a problem Si is selected from some set S of

subproblems 	S initially contains only the original problem
� The subproblems con�

tained in S are often referred to as the set of active nodes of the branch�and�bound

tree� A lower bound is determined for Si� Solving an LP relaxation is a common

means of acquiring this bound� If this lower bound is greater than or equal to the

upper bound� then the problem is discarded� If an integer feasible solution that is

lower than the current best upper bound is generated� then the best upper bound is

updated accordingly� If the upper bound is new� then any problem in S with a lower

bound greater than or equal to this new bound is deleted� If the current problem is

not discarded� then the problem Si is branched on and the generated subproblems

are placed in the set S� The next step in the algorithm is to start again by selecting

another node from the set S� The algorithm terminates when there are no more

problems contained in the set S�

The branch�and�cut method is a variation of the branch�and�bound algorithm

using LP relaxations to calculate the lower bounds� In this method� additional valid

inequalities are added to the polyhedral description of the solution space to improve

the lower bounds� A violated valid inequality� also called a cutting plane� is a con�

straint that tightens the LP relaxation by cutting o� a fractional solution that is

infeasible for the MIP or IP� but would otherwise be feasible in the relaxation� By

generating cutting planes in the initial formulation 	that is� the root node of the
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search tree
 and optionally at each node of the branch�and�bound tree� the lower

bounds may become better� allowing for more nodes of the tree to be deleted sooner�

thus reaching a solution faster� For example� in Figure ��� the feasible region of an

LP relaxation is shown here as the polytope outlined in the heavy black lines� The

gray dots refer to the integer�feasible solutions and the LP optimal solution is circled

in a dash�dot line� Clearly� both lines� L� and L�� represent valid inequalities since

neither one eliminates any integer�feasible points� The L� line� however� is a cutting

plane since it is valid and it cuts o� a fractional solution� Adding the linear inequality

corresponding to line L� to the LP relaxation will yield a new optimal solution� In

the best case� the new solution will be integer� as is shown in the example� In many

cases� the addition of cutting planes will succeed in reducing the size of the feasible

region� but will not generate an integer solution� The smaller region� though� will

hopefully produce a smaller branching tree�

1L L2

Figure ��� Using valid inequalites to tighten the LP formulation�
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Chapter �

Existing Literature on the Vehicle Routing

Problem

The vehicle routing problem� or VRP� in its most basic form is the problem of routing

a �eet of vehicles to a set of clients� The clients have known demands� each vehicle

may have a capacity� and the routes must start and end at a depot� The routing must

be done with respect to minimizing some value� typically the total distance traveled�

the total number of vehicles� or some combination of the two� Side constraints may

limit the number of available vehicles or the number of clients permissible on any

single route� Other variations of the problem impose time window restrictions or

contain multiple depots� The VRP and most of its variants are known to be NP�

hard problems� For example� the well�known traveling salesman problem� or TSP� is

an NP�complete problem which can be classi�ed as a VRP� It is a one depot� one

vehicle� non�capacitated vehicle routing problem� While the TSP has been an area of

interest for researchers for many decades� study of the VRP began its rapid expansion

only about �� years ago� Much of the motivation for studying the VRP has come

from the numerous real�world applications and the considerable savings that better

solutions to these problems represent�

��� The TSP and m
TSP

Given a set of cities represented by nodes in a graph� the traveling salesman problem

seeks the least cost route which visits each node once� The multiple traveling salesman

problem� or m�TSP� is de�ned as �nding a set of routes originating and terminating
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at a single node which visits each node once� As in the case of the TSP� the m�TSP

can also be classi�ed as a non�capacitated vehicle routing problem� It can be de�ned

on the directed graph G � 	V�A
 where V is a set of n nodes and A is the set of arcs�

If the problem is symmetric� in the sense that going from point x to point y costs

the same as going from y to x� then the set A of arcs may be replaced by the set

E of undirected edges� Let V � f�� �� � � � � n � �g where the depot is assumed to be

node �� The number of salesmen� m� can be bounded by a lower and upper bound�

m � m � m� In most of the m�TSP�s considered in the literature� the value of m is

�xed 	that is� m � m
� This means that the solution must contain exactly m routes�

In other cases of the m�TSP� the value of m is free 	that is� � � m � n��
� in which

case� m is a variable of the problem�

It is useful to see the exact integer programming formulation of the m�TSP� First�

some additional notation must be de�ned� Let S be a subset of nodes in the graph

and V nS be the nodes in V excluding those in the set S� Then� �	S
 is de�ned to

be the set of edges having both endpoints in the set S� In other terms� for S � V �

�	S
 � f	i� j
 � E � i� j � Sg� The variable xij is a ��� variable that indicates whether

the edge 	i� j
 appears 	xij � �
 or not 	xij � �
 in the solution� When considering

the x values of a set of edges T � we use the notation x	T 
 to mean
P

�i�j��T xij�

These de�nitions are used throughout this thesis� An integer linear programming

formulation of the asymmetric m�TSP can be written as follows�

Minimize
X

�i�j��A

cijxij 	���


subject to
n��X
j��

	x�j " xj�
 � �m 	���


X
i��j

xij � � 	j � �� � � � � n� �
 	���


X
i��j

xji � � 	j � �� � � � � n� �
 	���




�

x	�	S

 � jSj � � 	S � f�� � � � � n� �g
 	���


xij � � or � 		i� j
 � A
 	���


m � m � m m integer� 	���


So� if m is �xed� it can be removed from the formulation entirely� If m � ��

then the equivalent TSP 	for an asymmetric graph
 can be written with constraint

	���
 combined with constraints 	���
 and 	���
� Constraints 	���
 are called subtour

elimination constraints because they forbid subtours  that is� cycles that do not

include the depot� These constraints make the formulation quite large� since the

number of subsets S grows exponentially with the size of V � Constraints 	���
� 	���


and 	���
 actually represent another well studied problem known as the assignment

problem� or AP�

Compared to the quantity of literature that can be found on the TSP� relatively

few papers have been written on the m�TSP for either the symmetric or asymmetric

case� This is due largely to the fact that several transformations exist which can

convert any m�TSP into an equivalent ��TSP� All of these transformations� though�

introduce at least m� � arti�cial nodes 	see for example ��� ��� ���
� If m is free� this

doubles the number of nodes in the problem� Laporte� Nobert� and Nga ���� observe

that there is a known special case where �nding an optimal solution to the m�TSP

is equivalent to solving a standard TSP on the same graph� If the triangle inequality

condition� which says that cij " cjk � cik for all i� j� k� holds� then there exists an

optimal solution to the m�TSP such that the value of m equals the lower bound m�

Thus� if m is free and the triangle inequality holds� then the m�TSP reduces to a

��TSP 	or TSP
 on the same graph� Appendix A includes a new transformation of

the symmetric m�TSP in which m is free and the triangle inequality does not hold�
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This transformation does not increase the number of nodes in the graph� and the

solution to the TSP on the new graph yields the solution to the m�TSP�

Svestka and Huckfeldt ���� propose a solution strategy for solving the asymmetric

m�TSP where m is �xed� Their method �rst transforms the problem into a ��TSP

and then solves a series of assignment problems embedded in a branch�and�bound

scheme� Subtours are eliminated by a branching strategy developed by Bellmore and

Malone ���� Their method also uses a heuristic tour generator at the �rst node of

the branch�and�bound tree� With this algorithm� problems become easier to solve

the more salesman there are� They are able to solve randomly generated instances

ranging from �� to �� nodes�

Another algorithm for the asymmetric case is given by Laporte� Nobert� and

Nga ����� They do not transform the problem into a ��TSP# rather they reformulate

the m�TSP� so that removing the subtour elimination constraints yields a standard

maximum cost �ow problem� Their method eliminates illegal subtours by using a

branch�and�bound algorithm that includes and excludes arcs of a maximum cost

�ow problem at each iteration� They also develop a heuristic which they use inside

the search tree to generate feasible routes from a graph containing subtours� While

their algorithm allows for the possibility for m to be a variable� they only test their

method with m being �xed in the data sets� They solve problem instances with the

number of cities ranging from �� to ���� The cost matrices in all cases were randomly

generated from a uniform distribution and then rounded to the nearest integer�

For either the symmetric or asymmetric case of the m�TSP� Laporte and Nobert

���� implement a pure cutting plane approach to solving the problem� They do not

require that the value of m be �xed� They test their method on non�Euclidean

problem instances which are generated from a uniform distribution� and on Euclidean

problem instances which are obtained by generating the 	x� y
 coordinate points from
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a uniform distribution� Using a simplex solver written in FORTRAN� the authors �nd

solutions for symmetric� non�Euclidean instances of the m�TSP with up to ��� nodes

by using subtour elimination cuts and Gomory cuts� The authors used the Gomory

cuts as a means of attaining integrality# thus� no branch�and�bound algorithm is

implemented�

��� The VRP

The VRP can be thought of as an m�TSP with additional side constraints� As in

the m�TSP� the VRP typically requires the least�cost set of routes such that the

number of vehicles� m� is between m and m# each node in V nf�g is visited once

by a single vehicle# and all routes start and end at the depot 	node �
� The most

common side constraint is a limit on the capacity of each vehicle� If each non�depot

node represents a client with a known demand� then a vehicle may only visit a set

of clients on a given route if the total demand of the set of clients is less than or

equal to the vehicle�s capacity� This is referred to as a capacitated vehicle routing

problem� or CVRP� In most cases� a standard VRP is considered to have capacities�

If there are actually none� then the capacities can simply be set to "� so that any

capacity restrictions are not binding� Many other side constraints have been studied

as well� There are several very good survey articles that have been written about the

vehicle routing problem� For example� the surveys of Bodin and Golden ���� Laporte

and Nobert ����� Assad ���� Laporte ���� and Fisher ���� describe known formulations�

heuristics� and exact solution methods for the VRP�

����� Exact Algorithms for the VRP

In a survey article written by Laporte ����� the author identi�es three broad categories

of exact algorithms for the VRP� direct tree search methods� dynamic programming�
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and integer linear programming� The numerous proposed algorithms for the VRP

generally �t into one of these three areas� We review a few examples to illustrate the

variety of exact algorithms within this categorization� For a more detailed survey� see

Laporte ���� and Laporte and Nobert �����

Direct tree search methods typically embed a non�LP based lower bounding pro�

cedure within a branch�and�bound scheme� One such method is the k�degree center

tree and related algorithm� Developed by Christo�des� Mingozzi and Toth ����� a

k�degree center tree is a tree 	that is� a subset of n � � edges� T � such that T is

a single connected component containing no cycles
 where the degree of the depot

node is k� The algorithm assumes that m is �xed and works best on small problems�

The lower bound from the k�degree center tree is embedded in a branch�and�bound

scheme which solves problems taken from the literature ranging from �� to �� nodes�

An apparently better variation on this idea� is given in Fisher ����� In his paper� the

bound is based on �nding a minimum K�tree� where K is the number of vehicles

	m
 and a K�tree is de�ned to be a set of n " K � � edges that span the graph�

Fisher adds the additional constraint that routes containing a single customer are

not allowed� Thus� to obtain a good bound for the VRP� the optimum K�tree with

�K edges adjacent to the depot is needed� This bound appears to be much stronger

and enables the algorithm to solve some ��� customer problems taken from the liter�

ature and from real vehicle routing applications� Another recent example is Fishetti�

Toth� and Vigo�s ���� branch�and�bound algorithm which utilizes two new bounding

procedures at each node of the branch�and�bound search tree� The �rst procedure

comes from solving assignment problems in a disjunctive lower bounding procedure

involving infeasible arc subsets� The second lower bounding procedure uses a mini�

mum cost �ow relaxation and projection� Although this algorithm requires that m
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be �xed� the authors are able to solve randomly generated problems with as many as

��� customers and � vehicles�

In his survey article� Laporte states that dynamic programming was �rst proposed

as a method of solving VRPs in ���� by Eilon� Watson�Gandy� and Christo�des �����

This method assumes that the number of vehicles 	or routes
 is �xed� E�cient use

of dynamic programming requires a substantial reduction of the number of states�

State�space relaxation� introduced by Christo�des� Mingozzi and Toth ���� in �����

seems to be the most successful means of using dynamic programming to generate

lower bounds� Christo�des ���� reports using this procedure to solve CVRPs with up

to �� nodes�

Many methods have been proposed that use integer linear programming� three of

which merit discussion in this review� The �rst combines a set partitioning model

with a column generation approach� The set partitioning model considers the set R

of all feasible routes r and de�nes air to be a � or � coe�cient that takes the value �

if and only if city i is on route r� The cost of a route is given by c�r� Thus� the model

can be written as�

Minimize
X
r�R

c�rxr 	���


subject to
X
r�R

airxr � � i � V nf�g 	���


xr � � or � �r � R� 	����


The di�culty with this formulation� however� is that the number of feasible routes is

generally too large to be manageable� Thus� these routes� also referred to as columns

since they imply the column a�r in the formulation� are generated only as needed� The

method used to generate feasible routes depends on the model and the algorithm being

implemented� Various authors have proposed column generation methods to solve the
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VRP incorporating di�erent cutting plane and branch�and�bound approaches 	see

���� ���
�

The second IP approach is the two�index vehicle �ow formulation� This formula�

tion uses a �ow variable x indexed on two variables� i and j� to indicate whether or

not a vehicle travels along the arc from node i to node j� The m�TSP formulation

given in an earlier section is a two�index formulation� This model is used by Laporte�

Nobert and Desrochers ���� in a branch�and�cut algorithm which uses the subtour

elimination constraints as the cutting planes� Their algorithm appears to perform

better on loosely constrained problem instances and solves instances with up to ��

nodes�

The third IP approach uses the three�index vehicle �ow formulation� In this case�

the �ow variable x is indexed on three variables� k� i and j where k is a vehicle and

i and j are nodes� So the binary variable xkij indicates whether or not a vehicle

k travels from node i to node j� Fisher and Jaikumar ���� use this method on the

CVRP� They decompose the problem into two well known problems� the generalized

assignment problem� or GAP� and the TSP� The method then iterates between solving

a GAP master problem and a TSP subproblem� One advantage of their algorithm

is that it produces a feasible solution even if it is not run to optimality� In fact�

the authors did not run it to completion� but reported heuristic results for randomly

generated instances with ������ nodes�

����� Heuristic Methods for the VRP

While there are many exact algorithms for the VRP in the literature� it is still more

common for real�world applications to rely on heuristics for good solutions� There

are numerous heuristics that have been used for the VRP� many of which have their
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roots in the TSP literature� Heuristics have proven to be quite adaptable to di�erent

problem variations� as well as being considerably faster than known exact techniques�

The savings�insertion approach was pioneered by Clarke and Wright ���� in �����

This procedure adds nodes with the greatest savings to a tour� Improvement or ex�

change procedures such as the well�known branch exchange heuristic were developed

by Lin ���� and Lin and Kernighan ���� for the traveling salesman problem and have

been extended to the VRP by many authors� such as Christo�des and Eilon �����

This heuristic starts with a feasible solution and repeatedly alters the solution� each

time improving the overall objective value and maintaining feasibility� until no more

improvements can be found� In the mid�����s� two heuristics based on very simple

ideas were developed� The cluster �rst�route second method involves �rst cluster�

ing the nodes and�or arcs and then determining the most economical route for each

grouping� The route �rst�cluster second method approaches the problem in the op�

posite direction� In this case� a large� usually infeasible route is created� and then

partitioned into a number of smaller� feasible tours�

In the ����s� the latest heuristics use meta�heuristics such as tabu search� genetic

algorithms� and simulated annealing to generate high quality solutions for the VRP

	see for example ���� ���
� The tabu search method performs a series of alterations

to a solution� allowing the quality of the solution to sometimes deteriorate� A list

of recent changes is maintained and kept as a tabu list� so that the algorithm does

not keep repeating the same set of changes over and over again� A genetic search

combines the best elements from a population of solutions to form a new population

of solutions with potentially better objective values� Simulated annealing is an im�

provement procedure which also accepts with certain probability feasible solutions

which increase the value of the objective function� These methods achieve improved

performance from the introduction of randomness and�or the allowance within im�
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provement procedures for some decline in solution quality in the hope that an overall

better solution will be found further along in the process� In other words� these pro�

cedures allow the solution search to move away from locally optimal solutions so that

a globally optimal solution may be discovered�

��� Time Window Problems

The vehicle routing problem with time windows� or VRPTW� refers to an NP�hard

vehicle routing problem in which the customers require vehicles to provide service

within a speci�ed time period� or window� As with any vehicle routing problem�

service can refer to the pickup or delivery of goods or to any other task being modeled�

In some cases� it is possible to have more than one time window for a single client#

in most� though� the model assumes that there is no more than one� or exactly one�

time window per client� A time window is typically given as �ai� bi� for a given node

i referring to client i� The value ai is the earliest time that service may begin at the

client# bi is the latest time that service may begin� If ai � bi for all nodes i� then the

start times are �xed and the problem is referred to as a vehicle scheduling problem� If

the di�erence between ai and bi is small� relative to the time horizon of the problem�

then the time window is said to be tight� Depending on the problem speci�cations�

the depot may or may not have a time window as well� If the depot does have a time

window� typically this window �a�� b�� will de�ne a� as the earliest time a vehicle may

leave the depot and b� as the latest time a vehicle may return to the depot�

Very little work had been done on solving VRPTWs prior to ����� Since then�

many of the exact and approximate methods developed for the VRP have been modi�

�ed to include the more constrained time windows problem� For example� Desrochers�

Desrosiers� and Solomon ���� use the set partitioning model with column generation

to solve ��� customer instances of the VRPTW� These randomly generated test sets
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known as the Solomon instances are established benchmark problems from the lit�

erature on the VRPTW� Their method adds feasible columns as needed by using

dynamic programming to solve shortest path problems with time windows and ca�

pacity constraints� They then use a branch�and�bound algorithm to solve the integer

set partitioning problem� A more recent optimization method developed by Kohl�

Desrosiers� Madsen� Solomon� and Soumis ���� apply a similar algorithm� They use a

branch�and�cut algorithm� rather than branch�and�bound� with a new cutting plane

based on a strengthened form of subtour elimination inequalities called k�path cuts�

These cuts use the added information about vehicle capacities and time windows to

tighten the inequality� Using this algorithm� they solve ��� customer instances of the

problem faster than do other methods and solve several previously unsolved problems�

as well� Heuristics for the VRP have been similarly adapted to the VRPTW�

��� Multiple Depot Problems

The multiple depot vehicle routing problem� or MDVRP� generalizes the VRP by per�

mitting the vehicles in the model to be located at more than one depot� The objective

of the problem is to design a set of routes using the vehicles located at each depot so

that all of the customers are visited exactly once� each vehicle departs and returns to

the same depot� and the total distance traveled by the �eet is minimized� Typically�

there are also customer demands to be met and capacity restrictions on the vehicles�

The number of vehicles stationed at each depot may be �xed or unbounded� If the

number is �xed� then merely checking the feasibility of a model can be di�cult# how�

ever� if there are an unlimited number of vehicles� then there exists a trivial feasible

solution in which each customer is visited by a single vehicle�

Only a handful of papers have been written about the MDVRP 	see� for exam�

ple� ���� ��� ��� ��� ���
� We know of only two ���� ��� that present exact solution
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methods for the problem� In both of these papers� the di�culty of the problem

increases with the number of depots� In ���� Laporte� Nobert� and Arpin ���� de�

veloped a branch�and�bound algorithm that solves relaxed subproblems� adds upper

bounds on variables� and branches on non�integer variables� They were able to solve

some randomly generated symmetric instances of the MDVRP with as many as ��

nodes 	including depots
� In ����� Laporte� Nobert� and Taillefer ���� solved some

asymmetric multi�depot problems by performing a graph extension and then creating

constrained assignment problems which they were able to solve through branch�and�

bound� Using this method� they solved problem instances with up to �� nodes� so

long as the number of depots was small 	� or � depots
�

While still few in number� more papers have been written concerning heuristic

approaches to the MDVRP� A ���� paper by Chao� Golden� and Wasil ���� provides a

review of the previous heuristics in the operations research literature� and introduces

a new heuristic� as well� The most important element in this new heuristic is the

improvement procedure which allows total distance to increase with the hope that

a solution with an overall decrease may be found further along in the improvement

process� The authors apply their new heuristic on data sets taken from the literature

and �nd that the new heuristic yields better solutions than were previously known�
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Chapter �

A Home Health Care Problem

The home health care industry in the United States is a growing service industry

that must perform scheduling and�or routing tasks on a regular basis� A company

came to us looking to improve the e�ciency of home health care operations� They

envision one company providing service for a large area and employing many health

care providers with whom it can communicate remotely� By using technology to relay

schedule information and patient reports� companies eliminate the need for employees

to travel to a central o�ce every day� Much of this vision is apparent in home health

care companies today� though the service region is typically segmented into several

small local problems which are then solved by hand� While this method may provide

working solutions� the potential for savings involved in �nding a better solution over

a larger service area is considerable�

The following problem is posed in the context of a home health care problem�

Much of the work done on this model is the result of a joint e�ort by the author and

Dr� Eddie Cheng� Despite the fact that in this industry health care is provided by

many quali�ed individuals� such as registered nurses� physical therapists and home

health aides� for simplicity� in this thesis all employees are referred to as nurses� The

only di�erentiation made is between salaried workers 	full�time nurses
 and non�

salaried workers 	part�time nurses
� Salaried workers are paid for a full�time shift

everyday� whether or not they are scheduled to work the entire time� They are

paid overtime if they are required to work for longer than the standard shift length�

Part�time nurses are paid by the hour� The di�erences in the nurses� quali�cations

are represented by a known binary relationship with each patient# a nurse�patient
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pair is thus� either a feasible match or an infeasible match� Accordingly� the nurse

may be scheduled to visit a given patient� or not� Additionally� a company in this

industry would like to satisfy not only a customer�s need for health care� but also the

customer�s happiness by providing dependable service 	that is� providing health care

when the customer requests it
� Thus� many home health care companies allow the

customer to specify a time window during which he or she will be at home awaiting

the requested care� In summary� the problem is to �nd an optimal schedule such

that each nurse that is scheduled to work leaves from his or her home� visits a set of

 feasible! patients within their time windows� takes a lunch break within the nurse�s

lunch time window� and returns home� all within the nurse�s time window 	the times

during which the nurse may work
 and within the known limit on the length of a

shift� The optimal schedule minimizes cost by reducing the amount of overtime and

part�time worked�

��� Previous work

This type of problem is not unique to the home health care industry� One ex�

ample of the same type of problem is what Caseau and Koppstein ���� called the

task�technician assignment problem� This problem involves assigning repairmen to

sets of tasks� Each technician has a speci�ed starting and ending location� The task

must be executed within a time window and the technician must have the appropriate

skills to perform the task� The goal is to maximize the amount of work by minimiz�

ing the amount of travel needed� The authors describe �nding solutions with an

expert system by dividing the problem into � subproblems� the matching of tasks to

technicians and the scheduling of each technician�s tour� This problem is essentially

the same structure as the home health care problem� One di�erence is that in their

problem each repairman�job pair has a match score rather than a binary relationship#
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in this way� their problem permits less quali�ed matches� The authors� decision to

approach this problem heuristically was based on their having many di�erent levels

on which to judge the quality of any solution� making it di�cult to determine the

meaning of optimal�

The home health care problem is� more generally� a vehicle routing problem with

time windows� many depots� and compatibility information� It has many depots since

each nurse�s home acts as a depot housing a single vehicle 	that is� a nurse
 where

a route must start and end� Although there is a signi�cant amount of literature in�

volving vehicle routing problems with time windows� most of the problems considered

have a central depot� rather than multiple depots� Similarly� multiple depot problems

in the literature tend not to consider time window constraints�

��� MIP Formulation

A di�culty in formulating the problem relates to the inclusion of lunch breaks in the

model� The author has found only one reference in the literature to such constraints�

Sans$o� Desrochers� Desrosiers� Dumas� and Soumis ���� model lunch breaks as a

special feature within a column generation approach� Their model is less �exible

than the one proposed here since all breaks in their model had to be taken within

the same time window and last the same amount of time� They then incorporate

these conditions into the column generation procedure� rather than into a direct MIP

model� In this thesis� two mixed integer linear programming problem formulations

are developed� both of which incorporate lunch breaks into the model� One model

uses the two�index vehicle �ow representation� while the other uses the three�index

vehicle �ow representation� The lunch breaks are handled the same way in both cases

� a lunch node is created for each nurse� made feasible for only the corresponding

nurse� and given the appropriate time window during which the beginning of lunch
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must be scheduled� After testing both formulations� the three�index vehicle �ow

model proved to be better suited to our methods� This formulation tends to have

more integer variables� fewer continuous variables� and far fewer constraints� Since

this is the model to which all computational results refer� the three�index formulation

of the problem is presented here� The two�index formulation of the model is provided

in appendix B�

����� Notation

Graph theory terminology used in this chapter follows that of Cook� Cunningham�

Pulleyblank and Schrijver ����� The home health care problem can be de�ned on a

simple� directed graph G � 	V�A
� The set of nodes� V � consists of three disjoint sets�

	�
 a set N of nurses 	or health care providers
# 	�
 a set P of patients# and 	�
 a set

L of lunches� The set of nurses is made up of the disjoint union of full�time nurses�

F � and part�time nurses� H� Each nurse i has a time window �ai� bi� in which to begin

and end a shift� 	Throughout this paper� times are recorded in minutes� where the

start of the day is � and the end of the day is �����
 Full�time nurses are salaried

workers who get paid for some �xed length of time each day� regardless of whether or

not they are scheduled to work� These workers only incur an additional cost 	�
 per

amount of overtime that they are scheduled to work 	overtime is taken to be the time

past the standard shift length� SL
� Part�time nurses incur a cost 	�
 proportional to

the total time that they work� A maximum shift length� MSL� limits the total time

any nurse may work� Each patient in the set P has a duration� di� which indicates the

time it takes to provide health care at that patient� and a time window� �ai� bi�� where

ai is the earliest time service may begin at patient i and bi is the latest time service

may begin at patient i� Included in the set P are the original patients of the problem

plus a dummy patient for each nurse� de�ned to be feasible only for its corresponding
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nurse� The reason for these dummy patients will become clear in the discussion of

the formulation� The dummy patient corresponding to some nurse n is denoted by

DP 	n
� Each dummy patient�s time window is de�ned to match the time window

of its corresponding nurse� The set of lunches consists of a unique lunch node for

each nurse� where each nurse�s lunch has a duration and a time window� The lunch

corresponding to some nurse n can be identi�ed using the notation L	n
�

In order to be able to de�ne the set of arcs for the graph� we must �rst consider

the time window notation� Let tij denote the duration of service at node i plus the

time it takes to travel from i to j for every i� j � V � If i is a nurse node� then the

duration of service at i is de�ned to be zero and tij represents only travel time� If

either i or j is a lunch node� then de�ne the value tij to be zero since any travel

involved in a lunch break is considered to be part of the break and therefore must

take place within the known duration of the lunch 	denoted dL�n�
� An ordered pair

of nodes 	i� j
 are said to be time window compatible if ai " tij � bj�

Thus� the set of arcs� A� is based on a notion of time window compatibility and

feasibility� The feasibility restrictions exist as a binary relationship between each

nurse and every other node� In other words� each nurse is either allowed or disallowed

to visit a node in V � This known relationship is entirely contained in the set of

feasibility lists for each nurse�

Bn � fng � fL	n
g � fj � P � nurse n may visit patient jg� �n � N�

By de�nition� there is only one lunch node and one dummy patient node that each

nurse is permitted to visit� Given the feasibility lists� an ordered triple 	n� i� j
 is

de�ned to be feasible if n is a nurse node and i and j are both nodes which n is

permitted to visit and the ordered pair 	i� j
 is time window compatible� Thus� the

set A of arcs can be de�ned over the set of feasible triples 	n� i� j
 in the graph� A
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given arc 	n� i� j
 starts at node i and ends at node j� Thus� there may be more than

one arc connecting a pair of nodes� Note that the graph is not permitted to contain

any loops 	that is� no arcs that start and end at the same node
 nor does it contain

arcs between two nurse nodes or between two lunch nodes�

Several types of variables are needed to describe the model� Let xnij be a binary

variable de�ned on the set of arcs A� The interpretation of xnij is that xnij � � if

nurse n travels from node i to node j and xnij � � otherwise� The continuous variable

yi indicates the starting time at node i and is de�ned for all nodes in the graph� The

variable zn is de�ned for n � N and refers to the ending time of nurse n�s shift� The

variable sn is de�ned only for n � F and represents the slack in a full�time nurse�s

shift�

For a set S of vertices in our directed graph� we de�ne the following notation� The

set �	S
 refers to the set of edges 	i� j
 such that i � S and j 	� S and the set �	S
 is

the set of edges 	i� j
 such that i 	� S and j � S�

����� Triple�Indexed Formulation

The mixed integer programming problem de�ned on this graph is as follows�

Minimize �
X
n�F

	zn � yn " sn � dL�n� � SL
 " �
X
n�H

	zn � yn
 	���


subject to

x	�	L	n


 � �� n � F 	���


x	�	L	n


 � 	�� xn�DP �n��n
� n � H 	���


x	�	n

� xnnL�n� � x	�	n

 � �� n � N 	���


x	�	i

�
X
n�N

xniL�n� � x	�	i

 � �� i � P 	���


X
j�Bn

xnji �
X
j�Bn

xnij� n � N� i � P 
 Bn 	���
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xniL�n� � xnni �
X

j�P�Bn

xnji � �� n � N� i � P 
 Bn 	���


yi " tij � yj � 	bi " tij � aj
	��
X

n�N��n�i�j��A

xnij
� i� j � P� i 	� j 	���


dL�n�xnnL�n� " yi " tin � zn � 	dL�n� " bi " tin � an
	�� xnin
�

n � N� i � P 
 Bn 	���


yL�n� " dL�n� � yi � 	bL�n� " dL�n� � ai
	�� xniL�n�
�

n � N� i � P 
 Bn 	����


yL�n� " dL�n� � zn � 	bL�n� " dL�n� � an
	�� xnnL�n�
� n � N 	����


yn � yL�n� � 	bn �
�

�
aL�n�
	�� xnnDP �n� � xnDP �n�L�n�
� n � N 	����


yi " tij � yL�n� � 	bi " tij �
�

�
aL�n�
	�� xnij � xnjL�n�
�

n � N� i� j � P 
Bn� i 	� j 	����


yi " tin � yL�n� � 	bi " tin �
�

�
aL�n�
	�� xnin � xnnL�n�
�

n � N� i � P 
 Bn� 	����


yn � yDP �n�� n � N 	����


yn " dL�n� � zn� n � F� 	����


yn � zn� n � H 	����


zn � yn " sn � dL�n� � SL � �� sn � �� n � F 	����


zn � yn �MSL� n � N 	����


an � yn� zn � bn n � N 	����


ai � yi � bi� i � P � L 	����


xnnDP �n� � �� n � N 	����


xe � f�� �g� e � A� 	����
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The objective function seeks to minimize the cost associated with the amount of

overtime and part�time work that is scheduled� Taken together� constraints 	���
�

	���
� 	����
 and 	����
 guarantee that a feasible solution will be made up of at most

two types of components� 	�
 the �rst� see for example Figure �����	a
� is a circuit

containing in its  body! one nurse node and two or more patient nodes� plus a  tail!

connecting a lunch node to a nurse or patient node of the circuit# and 	�
 a circuit�

shown in Figure �����	b
� containing only a part�time nurse and its corresponding

dummy patient� with the corresponding lunch node forced to be an isolated node in

the solution� The former refers to a complete route for the nurse in the component�

and the latter indicates that the part�time nurse is not scheduled to work� Constraints

	���
�	���
 imply that every lunch node is either a member of exactly one component

of the �rst type� or it is an isolated node in the solution� Due to constraint 	���
� a

lunch node is adjacent to some node of a solution if and only if the corresponding nurse

is scheduled to work� This interpretation is correct given the following observation�

Since equation 	����
 ensures that each nurse visits his or her dummy patient �rst�

it is easy to determine if that nurse is actually scheduled to visit any real patients

by simply looking at the value of the arc from the dummy patient back to the nurse�

If that arc has value �� then the nurse does not visit any other patients� Thus�

equation 	���
 forces a part�time nurse that does not visit any real patients to have a

corresponding lunch node that is not visited� Full�time nurses are always scheduled

to visit their lunch nodes since it is part of the regular shift length for which they

are paid regardless of the hours that they actually work� Every non�lunch node is a

member of exactly one circuit 	that is� a  body! of some component
�

The inequalities in 	���
 require for each node that the amount of �ow entering

the node from any nurse n must equal the �ow out of that node from nurse n� Thus�

the body must be composed of arcs which correspond to the same nurse n� The next
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Lunch NodeLunch Node

nurse

dummy
patient

part-time

(b)(a)

Figure ��� Two types of solution components�

	a
 The solid nodes form the  body! of the main circuit containing one
nurse node and �ve patient nodes� and the lunch node is connected to the
body by a  tail�! 	b
 The body is composed of only a part�time nurse
and its dummy patient� and the corresponding lunch node is isolated�

constraint� 	���
� then forces the upper bound on any arc to a lunch node k � L	n


from a feasible node i to be bounded by the amount of �ow coming into node i from

nurse n� Therefore� a lunch node can only be assigned to a route at node i which is

being serviced by the feasible nurse n for that lunch� So� each connected component

represents a feasible route for a speci�c nurse� These conditions restrict the solution

set to routes that contain only one nurse� one dummy patient� any number of patients

which that nurse is permitted to visit� and one lunch when the nurse is scheduled to

visit more than just the dummy patient or the nurse is full�time�

Constraints 	���
�	����
 and 	����
 enforce the time window and route constraints�

Clearly� 	����
�	����
 bound the variables y and z within the appropriate time win�

dow feasibility constraints� The constraints 	���
�	����
 are variations on the Miller�

Tucker�Zemlin 	MTZ
 subtour elimination constraints ���� adapted for our model to

include lunch nodes� All of these constraints are trivially true if any of the x variables

on the right hand side of the constraint equal zero� Thus� they are equivalent to the

0 
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following�

xnij � �� yi " tij � yj n � N� i� j � P� i 	� j

xnin � �� dL�n�xnnL�n� " yi " tin � zn� n � N� i � P 
 Bn

xniL�n� � �� yL�n� " dL�n� � yi� n � N� i � P 
 Bn

xnnL�n� � �� yL�n� " dL�n� � zn� n � N

xnnDP �n� � xnDP �n�L�n� � �� yn � yL�n�� n � N

xnij � xnjL�n� � �� yi " tij � yL�n�� n � N� i 	� j � P 
 Bn

xnin � xnnL�n� � �� yi " tin � yL�n�� n � N� i � P 
 Bn�

Note that if a lunch node m is connected to some patient node j� then the start of

lunch 	ym
 must be at least the length of that lunch 	dm
 before the start time at

node j 	yj
� In such a case� there must be some non�lunch node i such that the arc

from i to j is traversed as well� Thus the start time of lunch ym must also be at least

as large as yi " tij since service at patient j may begin immediately after lunch� If a

lunch node m is connected to its corresponding nurse node n� then the lunch must

be taken after the last patient visited by that nurse and before the end of the nurse�s

shift 	zm
� Note that if a nurse travels to a lunch node from some patient node i�

then this implies that the lunch break is taken before providing service at patient i�

Given these constraints� it is easy to show that the variables y and z have the correct

interpretation in our model� 	We also adapted the extensions to the MTZ constraints

developed by Desrochers and Laporte ���� and found that the addition of these to

our formulation generally did not improve performance of the solvers on the model�


And �nally� the inequalities in 	����
�	����
 describe overtime for full�time nurses

and limit the length of any nurse�s shift to no longer than MSL� the maximum shift

length�
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This MIP formulation is very large� If n is the number of nurses and p is the

number of patients� then the number of variables and the number of constraints is

O	np�
� The more constrained the problem is� though� the fewer variables are needed

since in such a case there will be fewer feasible nurses between pairs of nodes�

��� Heuristics

Since the MIP formulation is so complex� a heuristic approach is most likely needed

to handle large instances of the problem� The heuristic which we have chosen to

implement is an intuitive two�phase algorithm� The �rst phase of the heuristic falls

into the category of a parallel tour�building procedure since it typically builds several

routes simultaneously� The second phase attempts to make improvements on the

tours identi�ed in phase one� A few important observations about this problem

need to be made before describing the heuristic itself� First� note that the time

windows are assumed to be  hard�! In other words� if a nurse arrives at a patient�s

home prior to the earliest start time� ai� then it must wait at that patient until the

beginning of the time window before it may start servicing the patient� Similarly�

service absolutely must begin by the latest start time� bi� And �nally� recall from

the formulation that for patient j to follow patient i on some nurse�s route� the

starting times� yi and yj� at i and j� respectively� must satisfy the following conditions�

ai � yi � bi� aj � yj � bj� yi " tij � yj�

In the �rst phase of our heuristic� feasible schedules� that is� collections of tours

for each nurse� are generated using a randomized greedy algorithm� This algorithm

takes as input the value of a random seed� as well as a number referring to the number

of iterations to perform� The procedure begins with an ordered list of patients� The

actual order of the list is varied from one iteration to the next� The list is �rst sorted

by the patient time window lower bounds and then sectioned into intervals of size s�
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The interval size s� determined through computational experimentation on our data

sets� is taken to be p� p	��� p	�� ��� ��� ��� ��� or a random number between �� and

��� Within each interval� the order of the patients is randomly determined� Once

the patient order is set� the algorithm selects one patient from the list at a time

and attempts to insert it into some nurse�s schedule� In order to accomplish this

goal� the method examines each feasible nurse for the selected patient and determines

both the feasibility of visiting that patient next on the nurse�s schedule and the

feasibility of taking a lunch break next and then visiting that patient� This decision

is randomized by varying the amount of time a nurse is permitted to wait at each

patient before service may begin� This parameter was picked randomly from the set

f�� ��� ��� ��� ��g at each iteration� Thus� if the wait time parameter is set to zero

for some iteration� then no wait time is permitted anywhere in the schedule� If both

options are feasible� this parameter is also used to determine whether or not to take

lunch prior to visiting the patient� If the di�erence in the two schedules� times is less

than or equal to the wait time parameter� than the option including the lunch break

is the one considered in the next step� We found that this encourages the heuristic to

schedule the lunch breaks as early as possible in the routes� The next step is to insert

the patient into the best possible nurse�s schedule� At the end of each iteration of

building a schedule� the overall best schedule is updated� A schedule is deemed better

than the best schedule if 	�
 there is no best schedule� 	�
 the number of unscheduled

patients in the new schedule is smaller than the corresponding number in the best

schedule� 	�
 the number of scheduled patients is the same in both schedules� but the

new schedule has less scheduled overtime and part�time� or 	�
 the number of patients

scheduled and the sum of overtime and part�time are the same in both schedules� but

the amount of full�time time or part�time scheduled is smaller in the new schedule

than in the best schedule�
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Once the best schedule is found with the randomized greedy algorithm� the second

phase of our heuristic attempts to �nd improvements to this solution� In this next

phase� a re�solve implies sending a problem with possibly �xed elements of the sched�

ule and a known best solution back to the phase one algorithm so that unscheduled�

or freed� patients can be scheduled via the randomized tour generator�

First� a form of local search is performed in the following manner�

� Select � nurses� i and j� such that at least one nurse is scheduled to work

overtime or part�time�

� Free the patients on both nurse�s routes while �xing all other patients in the

schedule�

� Re�solve� both allowing and disallowing the nurses i and j to be scheduled�

� Keep the best known schedule created thus far�

The idea behind this procedure is to provide local �x�ups in small portions of the

solution�

Next� an attempt is made to improve the current best solution by tightening the

schedule� For each scheduled nurse� determine the �rst point in his�her route that

the nurse is forced to wait� Fix all of the patients on the route prior to this point

and free all of the rest� So� if a route has no waiting time� then all of the patients are

�xed along that route� Note that other patients may be added at the end of the route

prior to the nurse�s return trip home� This reduced problem must now be re�solved�

At this point in the heuristic� the question is asked whether or not there are

still unscheduled patients in the best known solution� If the answer is yes� then

there are two procedures� insert and shu%e� which are performed in an attempt to

schedule all of the patients� The insert procedure is a very basic attempt to insert
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Figure ��� This �owchart describes the steps involved in the heuristic�
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each unvisited patient into feasible nurse�s routes� Typically this procedure is not

especially bene�cial� so it becomes necessary to shu%e other patients around to make

room for the unvisited patient� The shu%e procedure in this heuristic considers each

feasible nurse n for each unvisited patient� plost� until either all feasible nurses for plost

have been considered or plost is placed in some route� For this nurse n� consider each

patient p on n�s route� If it is possible to insert p into some other nurse�s route� then

do the insertion� followed by a check to see if plost can now be inserted into nurse n�s

route� If plost was inserted into the schedule� then the shu%e procedure succeeded

in this case and continues with the remaining unvisited patients� If plost was not

inserted� then advance p to the next patient on the route 	or if no other patients on

the route� consider the next feasible nurse�s route
 and repeat�

Now� the question of whether all the patient have been scheduled is asked again�

If unscheduled patients still exist� the algorithm terminates and reports the incom�

plete schedule� Otherwise� it continues with the tour improvement procedures that it

performs if the schedule is complete without the insert and shu%e procedures�

The �rst of these is a procedure aimed at minimizing the time schedules for the

given tours� The time schedule for each nurse�s tour is made to be minimal by using

the results on optimality of a time schedule by Florkiewicz and Kulej ����� At the same

time� a check is made to see if the lunch should be moved in the schedule� Recall that

the �rst phase of the heuristic favors inserting lunches as early as possible� Sometimes

a route can be greatly improved by simply moving the lunch� So� without changing

the order in which a nurse visits assigned patients� the actual time may be reduced�

The second procedure seeks to reduce the maximum waiting time at a patient so

long as that patient is visited by a part�time nurse� Given a schedule� the patient at

which a nurse must wait the longest amount of time is determined� If that patient

is visited by a part�time nurse� then reducing the waiting time by that nurse can
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reduce the overall amount of part�time labor required� so it is sent to the procedure�

Similarly� if the patient is visited by a nurse who works overtime� then there exists

the possibility of reducing the amount of overtime� If removing this patient from

his or her assigned nurse reduces the amount of part�time or overtime in the nurse�s

tour� then the patient is removed� Then� if the patient can be inserted into another

feasible nurse�s schedule with a cost in terms of part�time and overtime which is less

than the initial gain� the reduction is complete� If not� then the patient is returned to

the original nurse�s tour� If there is only one other patient on the nurse�s tour� then

this patient can be removed and tested for a better insertion place in an attempt to

improve the overall solution� as well� This procedure can be called repeatedly� so long

as the total amount of overtime and part�time labor in the best solution is reduced

at each step� At the end of the loop to reduce the maximum waiting time� the tour

minimizing procedure is run on the best solution�

The last procedure is labeled as an isolated patient swap� Oftentimes� the pro�

cedure to reduce wait times will contribute to the creation of tours in which nurses

visit only one patient� This procedure takes such isolated patients and attempts

to insert them into other feasible nurse�s tours� If inserting the patient into the tour

makes the new tour feasible and reduces the objective value� then the procedure ends�

Otherwise� the new tour was made infeasible� and it is checked to see if moving one

of the original patients onto the schedule of the nurse who was assigned to visit the

isolated patient is a feasible option� If this swap is feasible and improves the overall

solution� then it is performed� The entire process is repeated while improvements are

found� At the end� the tour minimizing procedure is once again applied to the best

solution�
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����� Results from Heuristic

We tested our heuristic on two types of data sets� The �rst type of data we randomly

generate using the following rules�

�� All lunch breaks have a length of �� minutes�

�� The 	x� y
�coordinates of the nurses� and patients� homes are supplied by the

user� The traveling time between two points is an adjusted Euclidean distance�

To be precise� the times are adjusted so that all of the traveling times are

between �� minutes and �� minutes�

�� The service time required at each patient is chosen at random from �� minutes

to �� minutes with � minutes as the step size�

�� The patient time windows are chosen at random from ��� ���� to ����� �����

with �� minutes as the step size�

�� To increase the chance of the existence of a feasible solution� a predetermined

number of part�time nurses 	usually one
 have ��� ����� as both the work time

window and the lunch time window� Furthermore� they are compatible with

every non�dummy patient�

�� The time windows for all other nurses are chosen at random from ��� ���� to

����� ����� with �� minutes as the step size�

�� The lunch time windows for these nurses depend on the corresponding nurse�s

time window� If �a� b� is the nurse�s time window� then the lunch time window

for the nurse is de�ned to be �a " ���� b� �����
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�� Given a nurse and a patient� the probability of their compatibility is ��� 	unless

the nurse is one of the part�time nurses already de�ned to be compatible with

all non�dummy patients
�

Heur� Cplex Heur� Cplex
Case Best Opt sec� & Gap Case Best Opt sec� & Gap
� ��� ��� ������ ��� �� ��� ��� ������ ���
� ��� ��� ������� ��� �� ��� ��� ������ ���
� ��� ��� ������ ��� �� ��� ��� ������ ���
� ��� ��� ������ ��� �� ��� ��� ������ ���
� ��� ��� ������ ��� �� ��� ��� ������ ���
� ��� ��� ������ ��� �� ��� ��� ������ ���
� ��� ��� ������ ��� �� ��� ��� ������ ���
� ��� ��� ����� ��� �� ��� ��� ������ ���
� ��� ��� ������ ��� �� ��� ��� ������ ����
�� ��� ��� ������ ��� �� ��� ��� ������ ���
�� ��� ��� ������ ��� �� ��� ��� ������ ���
�� ��� ��� ������ ��� �� ��� ��� ������ ���
�� ��� ��� ������ ��� �� ��� ��� ������ ���
�� ��� ��� ������ ���� �� ��� ��� ������ ����
�� ��� ��� ������ ��� �� ��� ��� ������ ����
�� ��� ��� ������ ��� �� ��� ��� ������ ���
�� ��� ��� ������ ��� �� ��� ��� ������ ���
�� ��� ��� ������ ��� �� ��� ��� ������� ���
�� ��� ��� ������ ��� �� ��� ��� ������ ����
�� ��� ��� ������ ��� �� ��� ��� ������� ���

Table ��� Heuristic results on data sets with �
full�time nurses� � part�time nurses� �� patients

We ran our test data on a Sun UltraSparc I ��� MHz machine with ��� megabytes

of memory� The largest problem instance of this type that CPLEX ���� was able to

solve using the MIP solver of version ��� contained � full�time nurses� � part�time

nurses� and �� patients� With dummy patients and lunch nodes� this corresponds

to a problem on a graph with �� vertices� The next largest size tested on CPLEX
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contains � full�time nurses� � part�time nurses� and �� patients� and was unable to

solve with a node limit of ���� ���� We tested the heuristic on �� di�erent problem

instances generated with �� di�erent seed values for � di�erent input �les� Since the

heuristic takes a random seed and the number of iterations as input each time it is

run� we used three di�erent input �les to generate three solutions for each problem

instance� One �le contained the value �� for the iteration parameter and the other

two �les used the value ���� Each �le contained a di�erent random seed value� The

best solution value out of the three runs is reported in Table ��� under  Heuristic

Best�! The optimal value and the time CPLEX required to determine it are reported

next� and �nally the percentage optimality gap between the heuristic value and the

optimal value can be found in the last column� The time the heuristic took to run is

less than a second in all cases� Upon closer examination of the �ve instances with an

optimality gap greater than ��&� we found that our heuristic solutions could be made

optimal by a sequence of patient moves from one schedule to another without further

rearrangement of the tour� 	The isolated patient swap considers only a special case

of this type of move�
 Any procedure which attempts to consider all such patient

moves would have a high level of complexity due to the multi�depot� time window�

and lunch�constrained nature of the problem� We tried to avoid this cumbersome and

timely type of procedure by using the randomness inherent in our heuristic to combat

this type of problem�

Unfortunately� it is not possible to evaluate the heuristic�s performance on larger

data sets� since we have no means to determine the optimal solution in such cases� We

do� however� have three problem instances that were given to us by the Fortune ���

company which originally brought us this problem� These are generated instances�

as well� but details on the rules used to generate them were not provided� We do

know that this company developed its own heuristic for the problem as well� and
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their method was able to �nd a solution for instance A with some di�culty� could not

determine if instance B is solvable# and solved instance C easily� From the results in

Table ���� it appears that our heuristic did at least as well as the company�s heuristic�

Neither method could �nd a solution for instance B� but in our case� we could supply

a partial solution that excludes only � out of ��� patients�

Case num�nurses num�patients unvisited time 	sec

A �� �� � ���
B ��� ��� � ����
C ��� ��� � �����

Table ��� Heuristic results on outside company data sets

��� Exact Branch
and
Cut Procedure

Since only very small instances of the home health care problem can be solved by

standard MIP solvers� we implement a branch�and�cut exact solution method in

an attempt to determine optimal solutions for larger instances� This procedure be�

gins with the LP relaxation of the entire formulation containing the smaller� though

weaker� set of subtour elimination constraints� It then searches for violated cutting

planes to add to the initial LP relaxation� as well as to the nodes of the branching

tree� We consider subtour� blossom� and comb inequalities� originating in the TSP

literature� as well as ��path cuts from the more recent VRPTW literature� The main

idea behind employing this method is to signi�cantly reduce the number of nodes in

the search tree by adding cutting planes to the LP� thus reducing the overall time

required to determine the optimal solution�

I I I I I 
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����� TSP�type Inequalities

To detect valid inequalities that are based on results from the symmetric traveling

salesman problem� we consider a graph obtained from an optimal solution� 	x� y� z
�

to the LP relaxation� Let G be the graph induced by x with the removal of all

lunch nodes and their adjacent edges� If this graph has a component that is a cycle

of patients� then this cycle is a subtour� Although our formulation guarantees the

exclusion of subtours in an integer solution� it is well�known that the constraints in

our formulation produce a weaker LP relaxation than the Dantzig� Fulkerson� and

Johnson 	DFJ
 subtour elimination constraints ����� The DFJ subtour elimination

constraints are written as x	�	S

 � � ����� For our directed graph� this translates

to the pair of constraints x	�	S

 � � and x	�	S

 � � for S � P � It is easy to see

that x	�	S

 � x	�	S

 always holds in our problem� so that only one of these sets of

constraints� say x	�	S

 � �� is required to cut o� a fractional optimal solution to the

LP relaxation which violates the DFJ subtour elimination constraints� Since there

are exponentially many of these constraints� only those that are violated are added

to the LP relaxation�

Once a set S is found such that x	�	S

 
 �� the corresponding DFJ subtour elim�

ination constraint can be added to the problem� By identifying all of the nurse nodes

to a single depot node in the graph G� the separation problem for the subtour elimina�

tion constraints becomes a standard application of a max�ow algorithm� Once found�

these subtour inequalities can potentially be strengthened by letting the right hand

side equal the minimum number of nurses needed to visit the set S� Unfortunately�

this is not a trivial value to determine� A lower bound on this value� however� can be

determined based solely on the minimum number of nurses that� based on compat�

ibility information� can cover the set S� This bound corresponds to the solution of
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the LP relaxation of an integer programming problem which minimizes the number

of nurses subject to every patient having at least one nurse which may visit it� We�

however� did not attempt to increase the right hand side of the subtour elimination

constraints in this way since we designed the problems in our test cases so that at

least one part time nurse was feasible for every patient� thus making the right hand

side lower bound always equal to one�

The formulation of the blossom and comb inequalities in the context of the home

health care problem varies only slightly from that of the TSP� Blossom inequalities

are a subset of the more general comb inequalities� A comb is de�ned by a subset of

the vertex�set H� known as the handle� and the subsets Ti 	i � �� �� � � � � �k " �
 of

the set of patient�nodes� known as the teeth� such that

x	�	H

 "
�k��X
i��

x	�	Ti

 � jHj"
�k��X
i��

	jTij � �
� 	k " �


is a valid inequality ���� ���� If every tooth is of size two� we have the blossom in�

equalities� If A is the set of edges corresponding to the teeth� the blossom inequalities

can be written as�

x	�	H
 n A
 " 	jAj � x	A

 � ��

To separate over the blossom inequalities� we mimic the technique of Padberg

and Gr'otschel ����� To modify this procedure to our problem� though� we may not

simply identify all of the nurse nodes� The separation algorithm �rst requires �nding

the components of the graph induced by x� It is easy to see that there is a violated

blossom inequality if and only if there is a violated blossom inequality in a component�

A component that is a cycle is ignored since it must be a valid route for some nurse�

For each of the non�cycle components� we determine whether there is a violated

blossom inequality contained in it� Let H be the undirected graph obtained from a

component by deleting the direction on all of the edges and by replacing multiple
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edges with a single edge whose weight is the sum of the weights of the edges that

it replaces� Consequently� an edge in H may have a weight greater than one� In

such instances� so long as there are no violated subtour inequalities in the x solution�

one of the edge�s end nodes must be a nurse node� For the TSP� the procedure of

Padberg and Gr'otschel transforms H into H� by replacing every edge 	v� w
 with

weight xe by three edges 	v� u�
 with weight xe� 	u�� u�
 with weight � � xe and

	u�� w
 with weight xe The new nodes u� and u� are known as subdivision nodes�

Let T be the set of subdivision vertices� In the TSP� the separation problem for the

blossom inequalities can be solved by �nding a minimum T �cut in H�� 	A T�cut is

a cut S such that jS 
 T j is odd� and jT j is even�
 In our case� the only adjustment

necessary is to replace the weight of 	u�� u�
 by � if either of v or w is a nurse node�

This modi�cation corresponds exactly to handling those edges that may have weights

greater than one in our model� Then� as in the TSP� the separation problem for the

blossom inequalities reduces to �nding a minimum T�cut in H�� Thus� the inclusion

of a subdivision edge 	u�� u�
 in the cut corresponds to the edge 	v� w
 being a tooth�

Hence� all of the vertices contained in the set of teeth must be patient nodes� since

otherwise the minimum T�cut would have an in�nite value�

Finally� we implement a heuristic algorithm for �nding violated comb inequalities�

As in the TSP� if S is a set 	in our case S � P 
 and S is tight with respect to our

subtour inequalities 	that is� x	�	S

 � x	�	S

 � �
� then we can contract S to a

single node� Moreover� if there is a violated blossom inequality in the reduced graph�

there is a violated comb inequality in the original graph� We use the heuristics of

Gr'otschel and Holland ���� to choose such a set S�
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����� ��path Inequalities

In addition to the TSP�related inequalities� we adapt a separation algorithm for

�nding ��path cutting planes in the VRPTW to this nurse scheduling problem� The

more general k�path inequality was introduced for the VRP by Laporte� Nobert� and

Desrochers ����� and for the VRPTW by Kohl� Desrosiers� Madsen� Solomon� and

Soumis ����� Kohl et al� establish heuristic and exact routines for �nding violated

cuts in the case where k � � ����� Since a ��path inequality can easily be translated

into the appropriate context for this problem� we base an alternate algorithm for

�nding these cutting planes on their work�

The k�path inequality is very similar in appearance to the subtour inequality

except that the value one on the right hand side is replaced by a value k	S
� x	�	S

 �

k	S
 � For the VRPTW� k	S
 refers to the number of vehicles needed to service

all customers in the set S 	S may not include the depot
� For the home health

care problem under consideration� the value k	S
 for a subset of patients S must

be interpreted as the number of nurses needed to visit all patients in the set� More

speci�cally� a ��path inequality refers to the instance where k	S
 � �� indicating

that at least � routes are required to service the set S� Thus� a ��path inequality�

which clearly must be true for any subset not containing the depot� is actually a DFJ

subtour constraint�

As in the VRPTW� calculating k	S
 for a set S of patients is very di�cult� Such

a calculation must take into consideration both time windows and nurse�patient fea�

sibility restrictions� The problem becomes more manageable� though� if the focus is

only to identify ��path cuts� Since by de�nition k	S
 is an integer value� determining

if k	S
 � � is equivalent to �nding that k	S
 � �� Two conditions must be checked

in order to verify that more than one nurse is required to visit the set of patients S
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	that is� k	S
 � �
� The �rst check determines which nurses� if any� are feasible for

every patient in the set� This can be accomplished in polynomial time� If there are

no nurses which can visit the entire set� then clearly this set yields a valid ��path

inequality� Otherwise� it must be determined whether or not a feasible route which

visits all of the patients in the set can be found for any of the feasible nurses for

the set� If we disregard the scheduling of the lunch break� this amounts to solving

a TSPTW for each of the feasible nurses� The TSPTW�feasibility problem is NP�

hard� but if the size of S is small� as in our case� then dynamic programming can be

used to solve the problem relatively easily ����� If the TSPTW is infeasible for all of

these nurses� then we have a valid ��path inequality� If the TSPTW is feasible for

any of these nurses� then we may or may not have a valid ��path cut� This rather

di�cult determination� which we do not address� depends on whether or not there

exists a feasible schedule including the lunch break� Thus� we have a fast� though not

polynomial� algorithm which� in certain instances� can determine if k	S
 � ��

To �nd a violated ��path cut� we must �nd a subset of patients S such that

k	S
 � � is valid and the condition x	�	S

 
 � is satis�ed in the directed� fractional

x solution� The method which we propose to �nd these cuts �rst identi�es sets of

patients which currently have a directed outward �ow of less than two� Then we

check to see if we can determine that the outward �ow must be greater than or equal

to two� If we can� then we have a violated ��path cut� So long as we include lunch

breaks in the model and do not attempt to determine the feasibility of the TSPTW

with lunch breaks � this approach cannot guarantee that all violated ��path cuts will

be found�

Identifying the sets S of patients which have less than two paths entering them

requires �rst building an undirected graph H � 	V�E
 from the current x vector

solution of the LP relaxation� The nodes of H are the nurse and patient nodes�
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including dummy patients� from the original graph� The graph�s edges represent

the cumulative �ow in either direction between a pair of nodes� If there is no �ow

between a pair of nodes� then there is no edge connecting the nodes� Otherwise� each

undirected edge ij has a capacity� or weight� equal to the positive value�
P

n�N	xnij"

xnji
� Note that in an undirected graph� the notation �	R
 for a set of nodes R

is de�ned as the set of edges fe � E � e has an end in R� and an end in V nRg� The

weight of a set of edges� F � is denoted w	F 
� Since the x solution satis�es the condition

that the �ow into a set of patients equals the �ow out of the set� then clearly the

value� or weight� of a cut �	R
� where R is a set of patients� is double the value of the

corresponding directed cut in the original graph� Thus� identifying a set of patients S

such that the condition x	�	S

 
 � holds in the original solution amounts to �nding

a set in H satisfying the condition that w	�	S

 
 ��

If the graph H is built from an x solution which does not contain any violated

subtour inequalities� then the minimum value of any cut in the graph is �� Thus�

our goal is to �nd every set S of patients in the graph H such that the value of the

cut is less than double the minimum cut� A random contraction algorithm developed

by Karger ���� is used to accomplish this task� In an implementation�oriented paper

by Karger and Stein ����� the authors prove that using Karger�s algorithm on an

undirected graph with n vertices �nds all cuts with weight within a multiplicative

factor � of the minimum cut in O	n��log�n
 time� We use a modi�ed version of this

algorithm with � � � to generate the relevant sets S such that S � P� jSj � �� and

w	�	S

 
 �� The version used is not guaranteed to generate all of the relevant sets�

but does run in less time� Further details on Karger�s algorithm are given in the next

chapter�
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Algorithm ��� Heuristic for the ��path separation problem

	�
 Build undirected graph H from x vector�

	�
 Use Karger�s algorithm to �nd
( � fS � S � P� jSj � �� w	�	S

 
 �g�

	�
 For every S � (� if k	S
 � � then add S to list of valid inequalities�

����� Some Computational Experience

The max�ow code used in the subtour elimination procedure comes from an imple�

mentation written by R� Anderson and J� Setubal ���� The implementation of Karger�s

algorithm was written by Sanjeeb Dash� a Rice University PhD student� All com�

putation was done on a Sun UltraSparc I ��� MHz machine with ��� megabytes of

memory with code written in the ANSI C programming language�

The exact solver requires several key pieces of information� First� the actual data

de�ning the problem must be supplied� Second� one of two formulations must be

selected� The primary formulation is the basic one found in the MIP formulation sec�

tion� The other option adds additional constraints to the MIP so as to strengthen the

formulation� These extra constraints extend the MTZ subtour elimination constraints

as in Desrochers and Laporte ����� Although this second option was tested� the results

were generally far worse with the extra constraints� Since the stronger DFJ subtour

elimination constraints are added to the model as cutting planes� strengthening the

weaker constraints provides little value� Thus� all results presented here refer to the

basic formulation� And �nally� the third user�supplied information indicates whether

or not a depth��rst search or a best�bound breadth��rst search is performed� The

depth��rst search recursively searches the nodes of the tree� The breadth��rst ap�

proach maintains a heap of the nodes of the tree� and selection is based on the node

with the lowest objective function value�
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Several branching options are available to the exact solver� as well� To aid in the

branching decision� the formulation was altered to incorporate a new binary variable

qni that indicates whether or not a nurse n is assigned to visit patient i� In math�

ematical terms� this is equivalent to the constraint qni �
P

j��BnnL�n�� xnij for every

n � N and i � 	Bn 
 P 
� Thus� branching on a fractional q variable e�ects many

x variables simultaneously� The branching strategy applied in all of the test cases�

�rst branches on the most fractional q variable� if one exists� Otherwise� the most

fractional x variable is selected as the next branching variable� The variable selection

process can have a signi�cant e�ect on the solution procedure� For example� the

use of pseudo�cost variable selection by CPLEX� rather then branching on maximal

infeasibilities� reduces the time and number of nodes by as much as a factor of thirty�

Unfortunately� the approximate pseudo�cost methods which we applied were not suc�

cessful� It is likely that more study of possible branching strategies in this setting

could greatly improve the success of this approach�

DFS BFS
Case Opt Best & Gap nodes seconds nodes seconds
� ��� ��� ��� ������ ������� ������ �������
� ��� ��� ��� ������� ������� ������� �������
� ��� ��� ��� ������ ������� ������ �������
� ��� ��� ��� ������ ������ ������ ������
� ��� ��� ��� ������� ������� ������� �������
� ��� ��� ��� ������� ������� ������ �������
� ��� ��� ��� ������ ������� ������ �������
� ��� ��� ��� ������ ������ ������ ������
� ��� ��� ��� ������ ������ ������ �������
�� ��� ��� ��� ������ ������� ������ �������

Totals ������� �������� ������� ���������

Table ��� Branch�and�bound 	no cutting planes
 on instances
with � full�time�� part�time nurses� �� patients
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Table ��� establishes the base line by which the e�ectiveness of adding cutting

planes to the LP throughout a branch�and�bound scheme is judged� Results are

obtained for ten data sets� each with two full�time nurses� two part�time nurses� and

ten patients� The results in Table ��� correspond to an implementation which ignores

the cutting plane procedures and �nds the optimal solutions by applying a branch�

and�bound algorithm� The column marked  Opt! refers to the value of the optimal

solution to the problem instance� The  Best! column contains the best known so�

lutions provided by the heuristic� These values become the starting upper bounds

for the branch�and�bound and branch�and�cut approaches� The  Gap! column in�

dicates the size of each optimality gap which ultimately must be eliminated to prove

optimality� The results under the  DFS! heading indicate the number of nodes and

the total amount of time required to solve the problem using a depth��rst search tree�

Similarly� the  BFS! results relate to the use of a best�bound breadth��rst search

tree� The depth��rst search tree is faster in our implementation due to the need for

less storage� as well as the e�ciency of reoptimization methods� Thus� from this point

forward only the results from the DFS approach are reported�

The success of the subtour inequalities within the DFS branch�and�cut approach

is illustrated in Table ���� In this implementation of the branch�and�cut algorithm�

separation routines for �nding subtour� blossom� and comb inequalities are called at

the root node of the tree� At all subsequent nodes of the search tree� the search for

violated valid inequalities is restricted to subtour cuts� Table ��� reports the number

of nodes in the tree� the total time in seconds required to �nd the solution� and

the number of subtour 	 Sub!
� blossom� and comb inequalities found throughout

the tree� The branch�and�cut approach using only subtour cuts clearly reduces the

number of nodes in each of the ten instances� In addition� the solution time decreases

in all but one of the data sets�
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Subtour Cuts Cutting Planes
Case nodes seconds Sub Blossom Comb
� ������ ������� ��
� ������ ������� ��
� ������ ������� �
� ����� ������ � �
� ������ ������� ��
� ������ ������� �
� ������ ������ ��
� ����� ������ �
� ������ ������ �
�� ������ ������ � �

Totals ������� �������� ��� �

Table ��� DFS Branch�and�cut

Subtour ) Combs Cutting Planes
Case nodes seconds Sub Blossom Comb
� ������ ������� �� ��� ����
� ������ ������� �� ��� ����
� ������ ������� � ���� ����
� ����� ������� � ��� ����
� ������ ������� �� ���� ����
� ������ ������� �� ��� ����
� ������ ������� �� ��� ����
� ����� ������ � �� ����
� ������ ������� � ��� ����
�� ������ ������� � ��� ����

Total ������� ��������� ��� ����� ������

Table ��	 DFS Branch�and�cut
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The branch�and�cut algorithm used to obtain the results in Table ��� searches for

subtour� blossom� and comb inequalities at every node of the search tree� Versions of

the code which at any given node of the tree keep all cuts in the formulation� remove

all cuts from the formulation� and keep only subtour cuts in the formulation were

tested� The best results� shown in Table ���� correspond to the case which keeps only

the subtour cuts in the formulation as the search tree is explored� Since this allows

for the same blossom or comb inequality to be added to an LP relaxation in di�erent

parts of the search tree� the reported number of blossom and comb inequalities does

not re�ect the total number of di�erent blossom and comb cuts found in the search

tree�

Subtour ) Combs* Cutting Planes
Case nodes seconds Sub Blossom Comb
� ������ ������� �� �� ��
� ������ ������� �� �� ��
� ������ ������� � � ��
� ����� ������ � � ��
� ������ ������� �� �� ��
� ������ ������� � �� ��
� ������ ������ �� � ��
� ����� ������ � � ��
� ������ ������ � � ��
�� ����� ������ � � ��

Total ������� ��������� ��� �� ���

Table ��
 DFS Branch�and�cut

Adding the blossom and comb inequalities to the subtour cuts does not have as

signi�cant an e�ect on the number of nodes as adding the subtour cuts to the non�

cutting plane procedure did� Although the number of nodes typically decreases� the

solution time uniformly increases� To reduce the overall time� a modi�ed branch�and�

cut approach is used to generate the results in Table ���� Rather than applying the
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cutting plane procedures at every node� the algorithm only searches for cuts every ���

nodes� Since the search tree for any given problem has a large number of nodes which

do not provide any violated inequalities� this reduces the amount of unproductive time

the algorithm spends in the cutting plane procedures� Additionally� adding only a

couple of cuts to many LP relaxations is computationally more expensive than adding

many cuts to only a couple of LP relaxations� Thus� applying cuts at set intervals of

the tree reduces the solution time� Thus� the cut frequency within a branch�and�cut

algorithm can be set at values greater than one� Of course� some of the value of

adding cutting planes at every node is lost� so the number of nodes is not quite as

small�

DFS�Sub ) ��path Cutting Plane s
Case nodes seconds Sub Blossom Comb ��path
� ������ ������� �� ���
� ������ ������� � ���
� ������ ������� � ��
� ����� ������ � � ���
� ������ ������� � ��
� ������ ������� � ���
� ������ ������� � ���
� ����� ������� � ���
� ������ ������� � ���
�� ������ ������� � ���

Total ������� ��������� �� � �����

Table ��� DFS Branch�and�cut

The ��path separation algorithm requires that the solution contains no violated

subtour inequalities� It does not� however� need to have all blossom and comb cuts

eliminated� So� the e�ectiveness of the ��path cutting planes must be tested in

conjunction with the subtour elimination cuts� These results are found in Tables ���

and ���� In both tables� the applied algorithm uses all cutting plane procedures at the
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DFS�Sub ) ��path* Cuttin g Planes
Case nodes seconds Sub Blossom Comb ��path
� ������ ������� �� ���
� ������ ������ � ��
� ������ ������� � ��
� ����� ������ � � ��
� ������ ������� � �
� ������ ������� � ���
� ������ ������ � ��
� ����� ������ � ��
� ������ ������ � ��
�� ������ ������ � ���

Total ������� ��������� �� � ���

Table ��� DFS Branch�and�cut

root node of the search tree and only subtour and ��path cuts elsewhere� Results in

Table ��� correspond to cutting at every node of the tree� while those in Table ��� refer

to cutting at every ���th node� In both cases� all cuts are kept in the formulation�

The results in Table ��� are the best so far�

Finally� Figure ��� shows the number of nodes in the search tree and the solution

time for �ve di�erent branch�and�cut scenarios using all four types of cuts� The

number of nodes in the tree and the corresponding solution time for the branch�

and�bound approach without any cutting planes is given by the  No Cuts! black

line� In the other four methods� the term cuts refers to subtour� blossom� comb� and

��path inequalities� Keeping all cuts refers to leaving the cuts in the LP relaxation�

Removing combs means that comb inequalities are applied to the node at which they

are found� and then they are removed from the formulation� And an asterisk 	*


indicates that cutting was only applied to every ���th node of the search tree� The

graphs clearly show that applying as many cuts as possible at every node of the search

tree reduces the number of nodes� However� it also illustrates that in such cases the
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cost in terms of time completely overshadows the savings in the number of nodes that

must be explored� By not applying the cutting plane techniques at every node of the

search tree� a compromise is reached that achieves small savings in both number of

nodes and time�

Although the separation procedures and cutting planes described in this thesis

are known to work well for the TSP and the VRPTW� they do not yield as e�ective

results in our test sets� Although many violated inequalities are found over the entire

branch�and�cut search tree� only a handful� if any� are found at any given node of the

tree� The cutting plane procedures do succeed in reducing the number of nodes in the

branch�and�cut tree� but oftentimes the cost in terms of time is too large to justify

adding the cuts� When solution time increases� it is generally due to a combination

of the time spent in the separation routines� as well as in the reoptimization of LP

relaxations containing new cutting planes� To combat both of these factors� cutting

algorithms can be applied at regular intervals within the search tree� rather than at

every node� While this does achieve some savings in the solution process� it does not

improve the approach enough to enable it to solve larger instances of the home health

care problem�

��	 Disregarding Lunch Breaks

Despite the necessity of having lunch breaks� the actual scheduling of such breaks is a

convention that is rarely followed in practice� Instead� the nurses �t their meal breaks

into their day whenever possible� Though this may seem less e�cient� oftentimes

nurses prefer the �exibility which this allows them�

Removing lunches from the model not only simpli�es the formulation� but also

improves the separation algorithm for ��path cuts� The ��path cutting plane routine

requires determining whether or not a feasible route which visits a set S of patients
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exists for a given nurse� Without lunch breaks in the model� this can be determined

de�nitively by solving a TSPTW� Thus� the same ��path cutting plane algorithm as

before generates more accurately the ��path cuts in the simpli�ed model�

DFS
Case Opt Best & Gap nodes seconds
� ��� ��� ��� ������ ������
� ��� � � ������ �������
� ��� ��� ��� ������ ������
� ��� ��� ��� ����� ������
� ��� ��� ��� ������ ������
� ��� ��� ��� ������ �������
� ��� ��� ��� ������ ������
� ��� ��� ��� ����� ������
� ��� ��� ��� ������ ������
�� ��� ��� ��� ������ ������

Totals ������� ��������

Table �� Branch�and�bound 	no cutting
planes
 on instances without lunch breaks

The same set of ten data sets� with the lunches removed� are tested in the revised

model� The heuristic can still be used to obtain upper bounds by simply making

the lunch break have a duration of zero units of time� The heuristic did not �nd a

solution for case �� so the in�nity value is used as the upper bound� The results of the

depth��rst search branch�and�bound algorithm without cutting planes are presented

in Table ����

Once again� the addition of subtour cuts within the branch�and�cut algorithm

improves the overall results� The cumulative number of nodes over all ten cases is

reduced by ��&� The time reduction� however� is much less signi�cant� ����&� The

individual results in Table ���� show the number of nodes� the time� and the number

of cuts for each instance� As in the instances including lunch breaks� the branch�and�
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Subtour Cuts Cutting Planes
Case nodes seconds Sub Blossom Comb
� ����� ������ ��
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� ����� ������ �� �
� ����� ������ �
� ����� ������ ��
� ���� ������ �
� ����� ������ � �
�� ����� ������ �

Total ������� �������� ��� �

Table ���� Without Lunches� DFS Branch�and�cut

cut algorithm using subtour elimination cutting planes is the only version in which

cutting at every node of the search tree proves to be e�cient� Tables ���� and ����

give results using subtour and comb inequalities and subtour and ��path inequalities�

respectively� at every node� Though the number of nodes decreases for the latter� the

total solution time for both is unreasonably large�

As illustrated in Tables ����� ����� and ����� using a cut frequency of ��� within

the branch�and�cut code yields similar results regardless of which cutting planes are

applied� The branch�and�cut approach with subtour and ��path inequalities and a

cut frequency of ��� is slightly more e�ective on these ten problems� The number

of nodes per problem instance which must be explored is still very large� considering

that this number will grow exponentially as the problem size increases� Despite the

improvements over the non�cutting plane branch�and�bound approach� this branch�

and�cut approach still proves ine�ective on problems of a larger� more realistic size�
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Table ���� Without Lunches� DFS Branch�and�cut

Subtour ) ��path Cutting Planes
Case nodes seconds Sub Blossom Comb ��path
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Table ���� Without Lunches� DFS Branch�and�cut
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Chapter �

k�Path Cuts for the VRPTW

For the nurse scheduling and routing problem of chapter �� we develop a separa�

tion routine for �nding ��path cuts based upon the method introduced by Kohl�

Desrosiers� Madsen� Solomon� and Soumis ���� for the vehicle routing problem with

time windows� To demonstrate that the new algorithm is an improvement over the

previous method� in this chapter we test the new routine in its original context of the

VRPTW� Additionally� the new separation algorithm is extended to search for the

more general k�path cutting planes� Computationally� �� and ��path cuts are imple�

mented within the solution procedure framework described by Kohl et al ����� Thus�

the e�ectiveness of the new algorithm is easily compared to the previous results�

As noted� the vehicle routing problem with time windows involves �nding a set

of routes starting and ending at a single depot that together visit a set of customers�

Each customer must be visited once and within a certain time window� Each route is

limited not only by time constraints� but also by the vehicle�s capacity� Each customer

has a demand� and the accumulative demand over all of the customers on a route may

not exceed the vehicle�s capacity� The objective can be to minimize the total distance

traveled� the number of vehicles used� or the combination of both of these goals�

In the �rst section of this chapter� a mathematical formulation of the VRPTW

is de�ned� Though this model is not solved directly� it does provide the appropriate

context in which one should view the problem� The set partitioning model used in

the solution procedure is presented in section ���� along with the column generation

approach used to solve the LP�relaxation of the model� The next section explains

the concept of valid inequalities and their application in the VRPTW� Section ���
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introduces a new separation routine for �nding ��path cutting planes and section

��� presents a separation routine for �nding k�path cutting planes� The benchmark

problems used to test the solution procedure are described in section ��� and the

implementation details are explained in section ���� Finally� the computational results

are given in section ����

	�� Mathematical Formulation

The VRPTW is de�ned on a directed graph G � 	N �A
� The set of nodes� N �

contains the depot node and a set of clients� C� The depot node is represented as

� and n " �� and the clients are labeled from � to n� The set of arcs� A� indicates

the potential connections among the nodes� Node � is incident to outgoing arcs only�

while node n"� is incident only to incoming arcs� All routes must originate at node

� and terminate at node n" ��

The set of vehicles V represents a homogeneous �eet� each with a capacity of q�

The number of vehicles� jVj� may be essentially free by allowing as many vehicles in

the model as there are clients� Since there is a demand� di for each customer i � C�

the length of a route is restricted by the vehicle capacity� Each arc 	i� j
 in the graph

has a cost cij and a travel time tij� The travel time from i to j may include the service

time at customer i� as well as a measure of the time it takes to travel the distance

between the two clients� The service provided at a customer i must begin within a

time window denoted as �ai� bi�� i � C� The value ai represents the earliest time at

which service may begin for client i# similarly� bi is the latest time at which service

may begin� If a vehicle arrives at a client prior to the beginning of its time window�

then it may wait at no cost at the client until service may begin� However� a vehicle

may not arrive at a client after the end of the time window� These time restrictions

are known as hard time window constraints since they do not allow any time window
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violations to occur� For the depot� all vehicles must leave node � within the time

window �a�� b�� and return within the time window �an��� bn���� Since the model does

not penalize routes based on total time� we may assume without loss of generality

that a� � b� � an�� � ��

Graph G � 	N �A

N � set of nodes� f�� n" �g � C where

f�g and fn " �g are the depot and
C � f�� �� � � � � ng are clients

A � set of arcs
V � set of vehicles

Constants
cij � cost of arc 	i� j

tij � travel time along arc 	i� j

di � demand at node i � C
�ai� bi� � earliest and latest time

service may begin at node i
q � vehicle capacity

Variables
Si � time service begins at node i

xkij �

�
� if vehicle k drives from i to j
� otherwise

Figure 	�� Notation for the VRPTW

The data is assumed to have certain characteristics� First� the constants q� di� cij�

tij� ai� and bi are non�negative integers� In particular� tij must be strictly positive

for reasons related to our solution approach� Our solution methods also require that

the triangle inequality in cost and travel� that is cij " cjk � cik� and tij " tjk �

tik� �i� j� k � N � is satis�ed� In terms of the original problem� though� the arc costs

are permitted to violate the triangle inequality� By adding a scalar to all of the arc

costs cij� i � C� the costs can be transformed into an instance of the VRPTW that

satis�es the triangle inequality in cost without changing the original optimal solution�
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This increases the objective function value of any solution by a �xed amount� which

is subsequently subtracted from the �nal solution� Unfortunately� the same cannot

be done to the travel times tij� However� in most instances� especially when service

time is included in the travel time� it is a fairly safe assumption that travel time will

satisfy the triangle inequality�

The mathematical formulation of the VRPTW requires two types of decision vari�

ables� The continuous variables� Si for i � N � indicate the time service is scheduled

to begin at node i� As previously indicated� the starting time at the depot is assumed

to be at time �� Thus� it is known that S� � �� The binary �ow variables� xkij for

	i� j
 � A� k � V� determine if vehicle k travels from i to j 	xkij � �
 or not 	xkij � �
�

The objective of the mixed integer linear programming formulation is to select

the least�cost set of routes that satisfy all of the constraints� The routes must cover

the entire set of clients while respecting the vehicle capacity restrictions and the time

window constraints� The notation is summarized in Figure ���� The MIP formulation

is as follows�

Minimize
X
k�V

X
ij�A

cijx
k
ij 	���


subject to
X
k�V

X
j�N

xkij � � �i � C 	���


X
i�C

di
X
j�N

xkij � q �k � V 	���


X
j�N

xkoj � � �k � V 	���


X
i�N

xkih �
X
j�N

xkhj � � �h � C� �k � V 	���


X
i�N

xki�n�� � � �k � V 	���


Si " tij � Sj �M	�� xkij
 �ij � A� �k � V�M large 	���


ai � Si � bi �i � N 	���


xkij � f�� �g �ij � A� �k � V 	���
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The objective function 	���
 minimizes cost over the arcs of the vehicles� routes�

Constraint set 	���
 ensures that each client is visited by one vehicle� Constraint

set 	���
 forces each vehicle to visit only as many clients as its capacity allows� The

constraints in 	���
� 	���
� and 	���
 are the �ow conservation constraints� They� in

combination with the binary constraints 	���
� restrict the solution to valid paths

from node � to node n " � for each vehicle� Constraint set 	���
 is the linearization

of the set xkij	Si " tij " Sj
 � �� The scalar M may be any large number� Thus� if

vehicle k travels from i to j� then the inequality Si " tij � Sj must hold# otherwise�

the constraint is non�binding because it is trivially true� These constraints� combined

with 	���
� guarantee that the Si variables indicate valid starting times� An additional

constraint providing a lower bound on the number of vehicles can easily be added� as

well�

	�� Optimization Method

Formulating the VRPTW as a set partitioning problem has proven to be an e�ec�

tive technique in solving these problems� While there does exist alternate solution

approaches for solving the VRPTW 	see for example ���� and ����
� no other method

has succeeded in solving as many or as diverse of problems as the set partitioning and

column generation approach� In particular� Desrochers� Desrosiers� and Solomon ����

successfully solve �fty out of eighty�seven of the VRPTW Solomon benchmark prob�

lems ����� including several having ��� customers� Most recently� Kohl et al� ����

succeeded in using this approach with the addition of cutting planes to solve seventy

out of the same set of eighty�seven problems�
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	���� Set Partitioning Model

The VRPTW can be formulated as a set partitioning problem by de�ning a set R to

be the set of feasible routes for the VRPTW� Then for each route r � R� let air be a

constant integer equal to the number of times route r visits customer i� The cost of

a route� cr� is de�ned as the sum of the costs of each arc of the route� Thus� the set

partitioning formulation of the VRPTW is stated as�

Minimize
X
r�R

cryr 	����


subject to
X
r�R

airyr � � �i � C 	����


yr � �� integer �r � R� 	����


Clearly the set of feasible routes R is extremely large for all but very small�sized

problems� Thus� the set partitioning problem is only the master problem� while a sub�

problem is solved to obtain those routes which are useful within the set partitioning

model� Since each route is represented by the column of contants a�r� the process of

generating new routes is called column generation� A route not contained in the set

R is desirable if its reduced cost in the master problem is strictly negative� that is�

if cr �
P

i�C �iair 
 �� where �i is the dual variable associated with the constraint

requiring that customer i is visited� The LP relaxation of the set partitioning problem

is found by generating negative reduced cost columns as needed and adding them to

the set R� The LP relaxation generally provides an excellent lower bound which is

imbedded into a branch�and�bound scheme to solve the integer set partitioning prob�

lem� Bramel and Simchi�Levi ���� explain this very good behavior by demonstrating

that the relative gap between fractional and integer solutions of the set partitioning

formulation of the VRPTW decreases to zero as the number of customers increases�

Oftentimes� the set partitioning formulation is tightened by adding a simple con�

straint requiring a minimum number of vehicles 	or routes
 in the solution� A trivial
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lower bound on the number of vehicles is the total demand over all customers divided

by the vehicle capacity� rounded up� The constraint is written as

X
r�R

yr � d
X
i�C

di	qe

where d�e is the smallest integer greater than or equal to �� This strengthened set

partitioning formulation thus contains a constraint at the depot node limiting the

total number of routes� as well as a constraint corresponding to each customer as in

	����
� The reduced cost associated with a route in this version of the problem is

cr�
P

i��C�f�g� �iair� where �i is de�ned as above for i � C and �� is the dual variable

associated with the lower bound constraint on the number of vehicles� From this point

on� any reference to the set partitioning formulation used in this work is assumed to

include 	or permit
 the use of this additional constraint�

	���� Column Generation

The exact subproblem for the set partitioning model is known as the elementary

shortest paths problem with time windows and capacity constraints� or ESPPTWCC�

The cost of a path in the subproblem must correspond to the reduced cost of the

path 	or route
 in the master problem� Thus� the arc cost of using arc 	i� j
 in the

subproblem is +cij � cij � �i� To generate the relevant columns� the ESPPTWCC

seeks to �nd the shortest path from node � to node n"� that does not visit any node

more than once and does not violate any time window or capacity constraints� The

model can be stated using almost the same data and variables as the VRPTW� The

only exceptions are the modi�ed costs of the arcs and the elimination of the index k

since only one vehicle is considered�

Minimize
X
i�N

X
j�N

+cijxij 	����
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subject to
X
i�C

di
X
j�N

xij � q 	����


X
j�N

x�j � � 	����


X
i�N

xih �
X
j�N

xhj � � �h � C 	����


X
i�N

xi�n�� � � 	����


Si " tij � Sj �M	�� xij
 �i � N � �j � N 	����


ai � Si � bi �i � N 	����


xij � f�� �g �i � N � �j � N 	����


Unfortunately� there is no e�cient solution method known to solve the

ESPPTWCC� In fact� the ESPPTWCC is NP�Hard in the strong sense �����

Therefore� it is necessary to relax the problem by permitting cycles in the paths� This

problem� known as the shortest paths problem with time windows and capacity con�

straints� or SPPTWCC� is alsoNP�Hard� but is solvable by a pseudo�polynomial dy�

namic programming algorithm if tij � � for all ij � N � i 	� j ����� In the SPPTWCC�

a non�elementary path must satisfy time and capacity constraints� but arcs may be

used more than once and customers may appear on the same path more than once�

To model the SPPTWCC� the decision variables corresponding to �ow and time

are replaced by the variables xlij and Sli� The index l is used to order the arcs� xlij is

� if the arc 	i� j
 is used as the lth arc� and � otherwise# Sli is the start of service at

customer i if that customer is serviced as the lth customer� The value of S�
� is de�ned

to be zero and l is de�ned to be in the set L � f�� �� � � � jLjg where jLj � b bn��
minij�tij �

c�

	Note that b�c is the largest integer not larger than ��
 Thus� the size of the set L is

equal to a trivial upper bound on the number of arcs in any route� The mathematical

model of the SPPTWCC can now be stated in a format very similar to that of the
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elementary paths problem�

Minimize
X
l�L

X
i�N

X
j�N

+cijx
l
ij 	����


subject to
X
i�N

X
j�N

x�ij � � 	����


X
i�N

X
j�N

xlij �
X
i�N

X
j�N

xl��ij � � �l � L � f�g 	����


X
i�C

di
X
l�L

X
j�N

xlij � q 	����


X
j�N

x��j � � 	����


X
i�N

xl��ih �
X
j�N

xlhj � � �h � C� �l � L � f�g 	����


X
l�L

X
i�N

xli�n�� � � 	����


Sl��i " tij � Slj �M	�� xlij
 �i � N � �j � N � �l � L� f�g	����


ai � Sli � bi �i � N � �l � L � f�g 	����


xlij � f�� �g �i � N � �j � N � �l � L 	����


Constraint 	����
 ensures that the �rst arc is used only once� while the constraints

in 	����
 state that the lth arc can only be used if the 	l � �
th arc is used� The

combination of these constraints gives a correct numbering of the arcs� The rest of

the constraints 	����
 � 	����
 correspond in function to constraints 	����
 � 	����


in the ESSPTWCC� These constraints are only altered to maintain the validity of

the ordering of the arcs provided by the index l� This model is not used explicitly to

solve the SPPTWCC# rather� the problem is solved by using a dynamic programming

algorithm�

A Dynamic Programming Algorithm for the SPPTWCC

The dynamic programming approach developed by Desrochers ���� is commonly used

to solve shortest paths problems with resource constraints� or SPR�s� The SPPTWCC
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is an SPR for which there are two resources� time and capacity� In his paper�

Desrochers describes in detail several variants of the algorithm� including a reaching

and a pulling version� For an excellent summary of Desrocher�s reaching algorithm

speci�cally for the SPPTWCC� including a section analyzing the algorithm�s com�

plexity with regards to di�erent data structures� the reader is referred to Kohl �����

Since the reaching algorithm is implemented in this thesis� we will brie�y describe

the algorithm by presenting the main points identi�ed by Kohl �����

The basic algorithm assumes that times and capacity are integer values and that

time is increasing on the arcs 	that is� tij � � �ij � N � i 	� j
� The algorithm then

exploits a discretization of time and capacity through the use of the states denoted

by the triple 	i� t� d
� Given a state 	i� t� d
� i denotes the last serviced node 	or

customer
 on the path� t denotes the current time� and d denotes the accumulated

demand serviced� The cost associated with a state is given by c	i� t� d
� The forward

dynamic programming algorithm begins with the initial state 	�� �� �
 and its cost�

c	�� �� �
� equal to zero� The recurrence equation is given by�

c	j� t� d
 � min
i

�+cij " c	i� t�� d�
 j t� " tij � t and d� " dj � d��

The optimal solution�s objective function value is given by�

min
t	bn�d	q

c	n " �� t� d
�

The actual solution is found by backtracking through the states�

The total number of states is bounded by , �
P

i�N 	bi� ai
	q"�
� Even though

, may be very large� in most cases some states will be infeasible and others will be

dominated by some other state and thus unnecessary to consider� The determination

of dominance will be discussed after the overall algorithm is presented� To exploit the

fact that not all states will necessarily need to be considered� the algorithm keeps track
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Algorithm 	�� SPPTWCC

Step �� Initialization � Labels �� f	�� �� �
g� c	�� �� �
 � �

Repeat
Step �� Find label to be treated� 	i�� t�� d�
��Newlabel	Labels


if 	i� 
 n" �
 then begin
Step �� Treat label

for j �� � to n " �
if 	j 	� i� and t� " tij � bj and d� " dj � q
 then begin

tnew � max	t� " tij� aj

dnew � d� " dj
if 	+cij " c	i�� t�� d�
 
 c	j� tnew� dnew

 then begin

Insertlabel	Labels� fj� tnew� dnewg

c	j� tnew� dnew
 �� c	i�� t�� d�
 " +cij

end
end

end
Until i� � n" �

Step �� Stop

of a set of labels corresponding to the states which are necessary to consider� The

labels are treated in order of increasing time� When a label is treated it is extended

to all other nodes of the network� if the extension is feasible and it decreases the cost�

The number of labels starts at one and increases during the algorithm� but never

beyond the value of ,� The structure of the algorithm is described in Algorithm ����

In step � of the algorithm the next label to be treated is selected from the set

of labels� The function Newlabel returns a label 	i�� t�� d�
 with the minimal value of

t� among all the labels such that i� 	� n " �� If no such label exists� then it returns

a label with i� � n " �� After selecting a label with i� 
 n " �� the second step is

to treat the label by extending it to as many nodes as possible� The label 	i�� t�� d�
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can be extended to the node j 	where j 	� i
 if the path associated with the label

can visit node j as the next node on the path without violating any time or capacity

constraints� If a feasible extension with a lower cost is found� then the function

Insertlabel inserts the new label onto the list of labels� If the label already exists� the

old label is replaced by the new one� If a label does not exist� it is said to have in�nite

cost� Note that since the states are considered in order of non�decreasing time� once

a state is considered� it is permanently treated� The algorithm is called a reaching

algorithm because the algorithm treats all of the successors of one state in a single

execution of step ��

Dominance

The amount of computational work involved in implementing Algorithm ��� may

be greatly reduced by applying a dominance criterion which identi�es labels which

need not be considered� For instance� consider the two labels 	i� t� d
 and 	i� t�� d�


such that c	i� t� d
 � c	i� t�� d�
� t � t�� and d � d�� Note that both labels correspond

to paths ending at node i and that any feasible extension of the second label is also

feasible for the �rst label� And since the cost of the �rst label is less than or equal to

that of the second� the �rst label 	i� t� d
 will yield at least as good of a path as the

second label 	i� t�� d�
� Therefore� the second label can be discarded and its possible

extensions ignored� This relationship is contained in the following formal de�nition�

De�nition� 	i� t� d
 dominates 	i� t�� d�
 if and only if c	i� t� d
 � c	i� t�� d�


and t � t� and d � d��

If equality holds in all three relations� then only one of the labels may be discarded�

even though the de�nition would imply that each dominates the other� It is possible

that no label will dominate another label� but computational experiments show that

in practice dominance will occur among labels� allowing for a reduction in the total
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number to be considered �����

The dominance criterion is applied in step � of the algorithm� It must be de�

termined whether the new label is dominated by any existing labels� and 	if this is

not the case
� whether the new label dominates any existing label� Thus� it may be

necessary to compare the new label with all other labels� This is done by storing the

set of labels as jN j linked lists 	one list of labels for each node
 sorted in order of time

�rst and then quantity� Using such a data structure� only one pass through the list

corresponding to the relevant node is required to make all of the necessary dominance

comparisons� Until the correct position for the new label has been found� a check to

see if the new label is dominated by the existing labels must be done� Assuming that

the new label is not discarded and that the correct position is found� then the subse�

quent labels in the list must be checked to see if any of them are dominated by the

new label� Thus� the tests for dominance are easily incorporated into the Insertlabel

function� The overall complexity of the linked list implementation of the algorithm

is O	,�
�

��cycle elimination

The non�elementary paths in the solution space of the SPPTWCC are those paths

that contain a cycle� A ��cycle� which takes the form �   i � j � i   �� is the most

common form of cycle found in such paths� To reduce the number of non�elementary

paths that are generated� the reaching algorithm can be modi�ed to eliminate these

��cycles� Eliminating ��cycles from shortest paths algorithms is a standard procedure

that was �rst presented by Houck� Picard� Queyranne� and Vemuganti ����� In our

problem� ��cycle elimination is equivalent to adding the following constraint to the

SPPTWCC model�

xl��ij " xlji � � �i � N � �j � N � �l � L 	����
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To describe the modi�ed algorithm� the ��dimensional label 	i� t� d� pred
 is re�

quired� The pred component refers to the predecessor node of the label� that is the

node that precedes i in the path that corresponds to the label� To extend the notion

of dominance to the ��dimensional label� the following de�nitions are needed�

De�nitions�

A� The label 	i� t� d� pred
 is strongly dominant if it is not dominated by any

other label and at least one of the following two conditions are satis�ed�

�� t " ti�pred � bpred

�� d" dpred � q

B� The label 	i� t� d� pred
 is semi�strongly dominant if it is not dominated

by any other label and neither condition � or � is satis�ed�

C� The label 	i� t� d� pred
 is weakly dominant if it is only dominated by

semi�strongly dominant labels 	i� t�� d�� pred�
 for which pred� is the same

and pred� 	� pred�

A strongly dominant label corresponds to a path that cannot feasibly be extended

to its predecessor� In other words� an extension of such a label will never yield a

��cycle� A semi�strongly dominant label corresponds to a path that could feasibly

be extended to its predecessor if ��cycles were permitted� A weakly dominant label

keeps track of the best path not having the same predecessor as the best path� Thus�

since we do not want to extend a semi�strongly dominant label to its predecessor�

the weakly dominant label is extended only to the predecessor of the semi�strongly

dominant label� In summary� for each state 	i� t� d
 there is either

�� no label� or

�� one strongly dominant label� or

�� one semi�strongly dominant label and possibly one weakly dominant label�
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Since the use of the ��dimensional labels increases the number of labels by at most

two� the computational complexity of the algorithm does not change� Since labels

are no longer necessarily discarded if they are dominated by some other label� the

Insertlabel function in step � becomes more complicated� If an existing 	or old
 label

dominates the new label� then the new label can be discarded in the following cases�

� if the old label is strongly dominant�

� if the old label is weakly dominant�

� if the old label and the new label have the same predecessor�

� if the new label cannot be extended to the predecessor of the old label�

� if the new label is dominated by two 	or more
 labels with di�erent predecessors�

If� on the other hand� the new label dominates an existing label� then the old label is

either discarded or its status is changed to weakly dominant�

	�� Valid Inequalities

After solving the LP relaxation of the VRPTW using the set partitioning formulation

with column generation� it is possible to search for violated valid inequalities� As

explained in chapter � of this thesis� adding violated valid inequalities� or cutting

planes� to the LP relaxation can tighten the relaxation and improve the bound� The

goal of the branch�and�cut method is to tighten the LP bound as much as possible

before branching�
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	���� Incorporating Valid Inequalities in Column Generation

All inequalities which we consider for the VRPTW can be stated in the form�

X
k�V

X
�i�j��A

�kijx
k
ij � ��

Since the vehicles are all identical� it is natural to simplify the valid inequality by

aggregating over the vehicles 	that is� xij �
P

k�V x
k
ij
� This gives us the simpler

form� X
�i�j��A

�ijxij � �� 	����


If x� represents the aggregated �ow over all of the arcs in the current LP solution�

then the separation problem consists of �nding �ij and � such that 	����
 is valid and

P
�i�j��A �ijx

�
ij 
 �� Once found� the violated valid inequality must be included in the

master problem by adding an extra row to the linear program� In order to rewrite

	����
 in the appropriate context for the set partitioning formulation� consider the

following de�nitions� Let fijr be the number of times arc 	i� j
 � A is used in route

r� Then xij �
P

r�R yrfijr� Substituting for xij� the valid inequality can be rewritten

as
P

r�R yr
P

�i�j��A �ijfijr � �� Finally� letting br �
P

�i�j��A �ijfijr the cutting plane

can be added to the master problem in the form

X
r�R

bryr � ��

Adding a constraint of this form to the master problem changes the costs of the

subproblem� but not the structure� For example� the new reduced costs for the

SPPTWCC after adding a single constraint to the master problem can be calculated

using the formula +cij � cij � �i � �ij where  is the dual variable associated with

the added constraint�
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	���� Known Valid Inequalities for the VRPTW

Derived from the literature on the TSP� the most commonly known valid inequalities

for the VRPTW are the subtour� comb� and blossom inequalities� Adding subtour

inequalities of the form x	�	S

 � � for S � C is a very e�ective means of tightening

the LP relaxation� This statement is supported by both the work presented in Kohl

et al� ���� and the computational work presented in this thesis� Although a form of

the comb inequality� as well as the more speci�c blossom inequality� is valid for the

VRPTW� our testing of the addition of these constraints yielded very little� if any�

improvement in the LP relaxation� The slightly altered form of the comb inequality

that is valid for this problem can be given as
PjT j

i�� x	�	Ti

 " x	�	H

 � � " �jT j

where jT j is the number of teeth� Ti � C is the set of nodes in each tooth i� and

H � N is the set of nodes in the handle� The separation routines for the subtour and

comb inequalities discussed in the previous chapter are easily modi�ed to apply to

the VRPTW� For further details� the reader is referred back to section ��� and Cook�

Cunningham� Pulleyblank� and Schrijver �����

Another known valid inequality for the VRPTW is the k�path cut� As in chapter

�� the inequality is written as x	�	S

 � k	S
 for S � C� where k	S
 is the fewest

number of vehicles needed to provide service to the clients contained in the set S�

This valid inequality is called a k�path inequality because it requires that at least

k paths enter 	and leave
 the set S in any feasible integer solution� The concept of

the k�path inequality for the VRPTW is introduced in Kohl et al� ����� but only the

cases where k � �� which is equivalent to the subtour inequality� and where k � ��

called a ��path inequality� are determined to be computationally tractable�

Two di�erent separation routines are presented in Kohl et al� ���� to identify

violated ��path inequalities� The �rst is an heuristic approach� The authors show
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that if the network is acyclic� then their heuristic actually �nds all violated ��path

inequalities� Otherwise� the heuristic fails to consider those sets S such that x	�	S

 


�� but x	�	S n frg

 � �� �r � S� The second method is an exact procedure which

will always �nd all of the ��path cutting planes� but at a much higher computational

cost� In fact� computational results are only provided using the heuristic separation

routine�

	�� A New Separation Routine for �
Path Cuts

In this section� we present a new separation algorithm for �nding violated ��path in�

equalities in the VRPTW� Our method is as computationally e�cient as that of Kohl

et al� ����� but with the added advantage that it is possible� though not guaranteed�

that the routine may generate all of the violated ��path inequalities� Although our

process for �nding these ��path cuts in the VRPTW is almost exactly the same as

the one presented for the home health care problem in chapter �� for completeness�

we present the algorithm here in its entirety�

Given a solution x� to the LP relaxation of the VRPTW� the set S � C is a ��path

cut if the following two conditions are satis�ed�

�� k	S
 � �� S represents a valid ��path inequality� and

�� x�	�	S

 
 �� the current solution violates the ��path inequality�

In other words� the goal is to identify sets of clients that require at least two vehicles

to be serviced� but in the current fractional solution are serviced by strictly less than

two vehicles�

To determine if k	S
 � � 	or equivalently� k	S
 � �
� we apply the same ��step

approach as that of Kohl et al ����� The �rst step is to check if there is su�cient

vehicle capacity on a single vehicle to visit all of the clients in set S� If not� then
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clearly more than one vehicle is needed and it becomes unnecessary to consider step

�� The check on capacity is performed in linear time by taking the sum of demands

for the clients in S� The second step is more complicated� as it requires determining

if there exists a feasible route that leaves from the depot� visits every client in S once�

and returns to the depot� This is exactly a TSPTW�feasibility problem� Despite the

fact that this is an NP�hard problem� so long as the size of S is relatively small� the

problem can be solved by dynamic programming 	see Dumas et al� ����
� Thus� if it

is concluded that the TSPTW is infeasible for a set S� then clearly more than one

vehicle is required for the set S� implying that the corresponding ��path inequality

is valid� Thus� we have a fast� though not polynomial� algorithm that determines if

k	S
 � ��

Identifying the sets S of clients which currently have less than two paths visiting

them requires �rst building an undirected graph G� � 	N � E
 from the current solu�

tion x� of the LP relaxation� The graph�s edges� E� represent the cumulative �ow in

either direction on all vehicles between a pair of nodes� If there is no �ow between a

pair of nodes� then there is no edge connecting the nodes� Otherwise� each undirected

edge ij has a capacity� or weight� equal to the positive value�
P

k�V	x
k
ij " xkji
� Recall

that in an undirected graph� the notation �	R
 for a set of nodes R is de�ned as the

set of edges fe � E � e has an end in R� and an end in V nRg� The weight of a set of

edges� F � is denoted w	F 
� Since the x� solution satis�es the condition that the �ow

into a set of clients equals the �ow out of the set� then clearly the value� or weight�

of a cut �	R
� where R is a set of clients� is double the value of the corresponding

directed cut in the original graph� Thus� identifying a set of clients S such that the

condition x�	�	S

 
 � holds in the original solution amounts to �nding a set in G�

satisfying the condition that w	�	S

 
 ��
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If the graph G� is built from an x� solution which does not contain any violated

subtour inequalities� then the minimum value of any cut in the graph is �� Thus�

our goal is to �nd every set S of clients in the graph G� such that the value of the

cut is less than double the minimum cut� A random contraction algorithm developed

by Karger ���� is used to accomplish this task� In an implementation�oriented paper

by Karger and Stein ����� the authors prove that using Karger�s algorithm on an

undirected graph with n vertices �nds all cuts with weight within a multiplicative

factor � of the minimum cut in O	n��log�n
 time� We use this algorithm with � � �

to generate the relevant sets S such that S � P� jSj � �� and w	�	S

 
 �� Note that

if S� � S� and both sets must be visited by at least � vehicles� then the smaller set

is� in a sense� the minimal set� It is minimal since it is possible that once the valid

inequality from this set is added to the formulation� the larger set may no longer

violate a ��path inequality� Thus� each set S generated by Karger�s algorithm must

be checked to determine if k	S
 � �� unless the set S contains another set in ( that

has already been determined as valid�

Algorithm 	�� ��path Separation Routine

	�
 Build undirected graph G� from x� vector�

	�
 Use Karger�s algorithm with � � � to �nd
( � fS � S � C� jSj � �� w	�	S

 
 �g�

	�
 Sort the sets in ( from smallest to largest�

	�
 For each S � (� if S does not contain a known valid set S� � (
corresponding to a ��path inequality and k	S
 � � then add S to
list of valid inequalities�

The implementation of Karger�s algorithm that is used in this work was written

by a fellow Rice Ph�D� student Sanjeeb Dash� The implementation is based on Karger

and Stein�s ���� paper� The premise of the algorithm is rooted in the simple notion
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of edge contraction� Given a graph of size n� the random process of selecting an edge

with probability proportional to its weight and then contracting it� can be repeated

until only � vertices remain in the graph� The remaining vertices de�ne a cut in the

graph� This is called the Random Contraction Algorithm� As edges are contracted�

the probability that the relevant cut survives a given contraction decreases as the

graph gets smaller� Karger and Stein observe that the algorithm can be improved

further by recursively calling itself on partially contracted graphs� By stopping the

contraction algorithm early� and then considering di�erent ways to contract the graph

from that point� the probability of the overall success of the algorithm increases� In the

version written by Sanjeeb Dash� once a graph is reduced to a small number of nodes�

we used the value �� then all possible cuts are enumerated� For most applications

though� running the random contraction algorithm the necessary number of iterations

to achieve the goal of probabilistically generating all of the desired sets is too costly�

Thus� Karger�s algorithm is implemented as a heuristic by reducing the number of calls

to the random contraction algorithm� In our code� we found that computationally�

setting the number of iterations at �n� consistently worked well with our data�

Since Karger�s algorithm generates the relevant sets in polynomial time� it is

reasonable to expect the overall separation routine to be relatively fast� so long as the

TSPTW problem can be solved e�ciently� The exact dynamic programming approach

to solving the TSPTW is clearly capable of very quickly solving problems� so long

as the size of S is small 	less than ����� nodes
� or the time windows are tight �����

If the time windows are tight� much larger instances may be solved quickly� as well�

It is not always necessary� though� to �nd the optimal solution for the TSPTW� If a

feasible solution is known to exist� then that is su�cient information to establish that

k	S
 � �� Thus� one may use a heuristic to �nd a feasible solution for the TSPTW�

If the heuristic fails to �nd a solution� then the optimization method is needed to
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either prove that the problem is infeasible or �nd a feasible solution� The heuristic

used in this work is a very simple insertion heuristic for the TSPTW� While using the

heuristic prior to the dynamic programming algorithm is optional� preliminary tests

indicate signi�cant savings in terms of time are achieved by doing so� In summary�

the following steps are taken to determine if k	S
 � ��

�� If
P

i�S di � q� then k	S
 � �# otherwise goto step ��

�� If TSPTW heuristic �nds a feasible solution� then k	S
 � �# otherwise goto

step ��

�� If TSPTW dynamic programming algorithm determines the problem is infeasi�

ble� then k	S
 � �# otherwise k	S
 � ��

	�	 A Separation Routine for k
Path Cuts

While the validity of the k�path inequality for k � � is clear� prior to this work�

the implementation of a separation routine for these inequalities appeared to be un�

reasonable� However� by modifying the new ��path cutting plane approach outlined

in section ���� a promising separation routine for k�path inequalities where k � �

emerges�

Clearly� Karger�s algorithm can be applied to generate the relevant sets S for any

size k� By setting � � k� sets S for which x	�	S

 
 k are found� Thus� the only

other modi�cation of the cutting plane algorithm must be to the routine for checking

if k	S
 � k� Once again� the sum of the demands associated with the clients in set

S is found in linear time� It is then necessary to determine if k � � vehicles have a

total capacity large enough to handle the sum of the demands� If so� then it must

be determined if there exists a set of no more than k � � routes which cover the set

S� This is no longer a TSPTW�feasibility problem� but rather a VRPTW�feasibility
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problem� In this smaller VRPTW instance� the objective is to minimize the number

of vehicles required� rather than the total distance traveled� Thus� an optimization

method for the VRPTW must be called from within the cutting plane procedure on

a smaller instance of the VRPTW with a modi�ed objective function� If the problem

is determined to be infeasible� or the minimum number of vehicles required is greater

than or equal to k� then the set corresponds to a valid k�path inequality�

One obvious choice for an optimization method for the smaller VRPTW is the set

partitioning and column generation method being used to solve the initial problem�

Since such an approach may not always provide a fast solution to the smaller VRPTW�

the separation routine can be transformed into a heuristic by enforcing a limit on the

amount of time spent on solving any single smaller VRPTW� If a solution to the

smaller instance is not determined within such a time limit� then the set is discarded�

and the next set is considered�

Algorithm 	�� k�Path Separation Routine

	�
 Build undirected graph G� from x� vector�

	�
 Use Karger�s algorithm with � � k to �nd
( � fS � S � C� jSj � k� w	�	S

 
 � � kg�

	�
 Sort the sets in ( from smallest to largest�

	�
 For each S � (� if S does not contain a known valid set S� � (
corresponding to a valid k�path inequality and k	S
 � k can be
determined� then add S to the list of valid inequalities�

As in the ��path case� the optimization method for solving the smaller VRPTW

is actually only necessary if a heuristic is unable to generate a feasible solution for

the instance� Thus� the heuristic TSPTW solution method is applied �rst� since

a feasible solution to the TSPTW clearly indicates that the corresponding k�path

inequality where k � � is not valid� This will typically work well on the very small
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sets contained in (� For a set S which can not be visited by a single vehicle� a heuristic

for the VRPTW is needed� We use two basic heuristics that are described in detail

by Solomon ����� The �rst is the nearest neighbor algorithm with the parameters

	��� ��� ��
 de�ned as 	���� ���� ���
� The second heuristic is called Insertion�Criterion

�i�� abbreviated as I�� For this heuristic� the following sets of parameters 	� �� ��� ��


are used� 	�� �� �� �
� 	�� �� �� �
� 	�� �� �� �
� and 	�� �� �� �
� If any of these heuristics

generates a feasible solution to the smaller VRPTW with k � � or fewer vehicles�

then k	S
 
 k and the current set is not a valid k�path inequality� While testing

the optimization method for the smaller VRPTW� we found that computationally�

solving the VRPTW instance with the objective of minimizing the number of vehicles

was far more time consuming than using the objective of minimizing total distance

traveled� Therefore� we optimized with the latter objective �rst� as an additional

heuristic before �nally having to call the optimization algorithm with the modi�ed

objective function to determine if the set actually yields a k�path cut�

	�� Solomon Benchmark Problems

Our computational study is done on the set of well�known Solomon problems �����

These data sets have become an accepted standard benchmark for testing exact and

heuristic solution procedures for the VRPTW� Despite some criticism for not being

realistic� they do represent a reasonable variation of both geography and time window

width�

There are two problem sets within the Solomon problems� Solutions to problems

in set � tend to be limited to approximately ���� customers per route� due to time

and capacity constraints� Alternately� in set �� solutions may assign more than ��

customers to a route� Within each of these two sets� there are three types of prob�

lems� The types are di�erentiated based on how the coordinates for each customer
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are determined� The r�problems refer to a set of customers for which location is de�

termined randomly� The c�problems contain customers that are located in clusters�

And �nally� the rc�problems assign the location of some of the customers randomly�

and the others in clusters� Each problem has ��� customers� though smaller instances

are made by taking only the �rst �� or �� customers� Within each of the three types

of problems� the coordinates for the customers are the same� but the width of the

time windows is varied� The c�problems are considered to be the easiest and least

realistic type� Problem set � is generally considered to contain more di�cult opti�

mization problems� and for this reason these problems have not yet been considered

by optimization methods� For this study� we consider only those problems in set ��

The customer locations in the Solomon problems are de�ned as 	x� y
�coordinates�

but the exact distance formula� needed to calculate cost and travel time� is not spec�

i�ed� Solutions in the literature have therefore varied with the di�erent conventions�

For our computational study� we follow the method of calculation used in ���� and

����� Cost� or equivalently distance� and travel time are calculated with one deci�

mal point and truncation� Thus� for customers i and j with coordinates 	xi� yi
 and

	xj� yj
� the cost is calculated as

cij �
b��
q
	xi � xj
� " 	yi � yj
�c

��
�

A small scalar of ��� can than be added to all of the costs to ensure that the triangle

inequality in cost holds� This makes the objective function value of any solution

increase by jCj
��
� All of the �nal objective function values are reported after subtracting

this value from the in�ated objective� Travel time is calculated as tij � cij " sti

where sti is the service time of customer i� In the computer program� cij and tij are

multiplied by �� and stored as integers� Thus� to ensure the appropriate integer data
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in the SPPTWCC subproblem� the time window parameters must be multiplied by

�� as well�

	�� Implementation Issues

Computational experiments are performed on a ��� MHz Pentium II with ��� mega�

bytes of memory and all times are reported not in CPU time� but in total elapsed

time� All of the algorithms are implemented in the ANSI C programming language

and compiled with the �O 	optimization
 option� The CPLEX callable library �����

version ��� is used to solve all of the linear programming problems� The primal

simplex algorithm is used to solve the LPs within the set partitioning and column

generation scheme� and the dual simplex algorithm is used to re�optimize after adding

cutting planes and before generating more columns� As is the standard in the vehicle

routing literature� solutions which the LP solver claims to be optimal are assumed to

be optimal and are not veri�ed with exact arithmetic�

As a preprocessing technique� standard time window reductions ���� are applied

at the outset� These reductions serve to tighten the time window at a node as much

as possible based on the earliest and latest possible arrival and departure times from

all other nodes�

In the column generation phase of the algorithm� a limit of at most �� columns

is placed on the number of columns to be added from each subproblem solved� The

limit is necessary since adding too many new columns to an LP will make the problem

more di�cult to optimize� Generated columns are required to have a reduced cost of

less than ����	�

The cutting strategy checks for subtour cuts �rst by calling a max�ow algorithm�

If none exist� then the ��path separation routine is called� If no ��path cuts are found�

then the ��path separation routine is called� and so on in this way until whatever
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value of k is speci�ed by the user� The largest value of k for which we present

complete results is three� Some experiments applying a global cutting strategy at

nodes within the branching tree were performed� but the results indicate that the

additional time required to do so is not accompanied by a signi�cantly smaller search

tree� Thus� in most of the computational results� cutting is only applied at the top of

the branching tree� We also experimented with adding blossom and comb inequalities�

but discovered that very few were found and even fewer improved the lower bound�

None of these results are provided since they did not enhance the algorithm in any

way�

If an integer solution is not obtained after solving the LP relaxation and generating

cuts� then branching is applied� We apply the same branching rules as in Kohl et

al� ����� At each node in the search tree� branching is performed on the number of

vehicles� if fractional# otherwise� branching is performed on the value of a single arc

	xij �
P

k�V x
k
ij
� The branching arc is selected as the arc maximizing fcij�min	xij� ��

xij
g� In terms of the set partitioning model� if xij � �� then the cost of each route

which uses arc 	i� j
 is penalized� and the arc is eliminated from the subproblem

network� If xij � �� then the cost of each route visiting i or j without using arc 	i� j


is penalized� and the arc 	i� j
 is made to be the only feasible way of leaving node i

or visiting node j in the subproblem� For more details on branching within the set

partitioning and column generation model� see ���� and �����

The proposed optimization method discussed thus far� also lends itself to a parallel

implementation in terms of evaluating the sets inside the �� and k�path separation

routine and the processing of nodes in the branching tree� We used the software

package TreadMarks ���� a distributed shared memory 	DSM
 system� to run a parallel

version of the code on a network of ��� MHz Pentium II machines� each with ���

megabytes of memory� Results are provided for the sequential version 	run on one
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machine
� as well as the parallel version run on four� eight� sixteen� and thirty�two

machines�

	�� Numerical Results

The sequential version of the algorithm using only subtour and ��path cutting planes

prior to branching succeeds in solving �� out of �� of the Solomon benchmark prob�

lems� This is four more than the number solved using the standard settings for the

heuristic ��path separation routine implemented by Kohl et al� ����� Three of these�

speci�cally r�������� r�������� and r������� were previously unsolved in the litera�

ture� The fourth� r������� was solved by Kohl et al ���� by modifying a parameter

speci�cally for that problem� whereas the new algorithm solves the problem with the

standard settings unchanged� Tables ���� ���� and ���� report the statistics for each

problem set using the ��path routine� The column designated LB	�
 refers to the

value of the LP relaxation prior to the addition of valid inequalities� The value of

the lower bound after all possible valid inequalities have been inserted into the LP

is denoted as LB	�
� The optimal integer objective value is given as IP	opt
� In

those instances where cutting planes are added to the LP� the  gap cl�! column indi�

cates the proportion of the gap between IP	opt
 and LB	�
 closed by the insertion of

valid inequalities� The number of nodes in the search tree is provided in the  nodes!

column� and the number of valid inequalities added to the LP is given in the  vi!

column� The total number of columns in the �nal LP is provided in the  ncols! col�

umn� Finally� the computation time in total elapsed seconds is displayed in the last

column� For those problems corresponding to blank rows� the code is unable to �nd

the optimal solution within a time limit of ������ seconds� Those problems that were

previously unsolved in the literature that our algorithm solved optimally are printed

in boldface�
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Table 	�� r�problems� Subtour and ��path cutting
planes added at root node of search tree�
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Table 	�� c�problems� Subtour and ��path cutting
planes added at root node of search tree�
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Problem LB��� LB��� IP�opt� gap cl� nodes vi ncols time�s�
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Table 	�� rc�problems� Subtour and ��path cutting
planes added at root node of search tree�
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For the r�problems in Table ���� all of the ���customer problems� all but one of

the ���customer problems� and almost half of the ����customer problems are solved�

The easier c�problems in Table ��� are all solved and only two of them use valid

inequalities in the solution procedure� For the rc�problems in Table ���� all of the

��� and ���customer problems� and two of the ����customer problems are solved�

The proportion of the integrality gap closed by the insertion of valid inequalities is

very large� generally larger than ��&� for most of these type of problems� Although

it is di�cult to compare the computational times reported in Kohl et al� ���� to these

results� it appears that the new ��path separation routine is comparable� if not better�

in terms of total time� In order to test this conclusion� we implemented the heuristic

��path separation routine of Kohl et al� ���� within our code and found that our

routine yielded equivalent or faster run times in most instances� as well as the same

or better LB	�
 values�

To measure the e�ectiveness of the cutting plane procedure� we attempted to

solve the problems without generating any valid inequalities� Since all but one of

the problems in Tables ������� �nished within ��� ��� seconds� we use this as our

time limit for these tests� All of the c�problems are solvable with simply the set

partitioning and column generation approach within a branch�and�bound scheme�

Given these results� it is clear that adding valid inequalities for these problems is

generally unneccesary� Thus� further results on our cutting plane approach for the

c�problems are not presented� For the r and rc problem sets� all of the ���customer

problems could be solved without cutting planes� Out of all of the ��� and ����

customer problems for sets r and rc� though� only �� out of �� and � out of ��

problems� respectively� could be solved without adding cuts� These results� which are

similar to those of Kohl et al� ����� indicate that the ��path cutting planes are most

e�ective on the rc�problems�
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Tables ��� and ��� report the same statistics for the problems when the ��path

cutting plane algorithm is applied as well� In these instances� the time limit on solving

each of the smaller VRPTW problems within the ��path cutting plane routine is set

at ��� seconds� The value of LB	�
 is improved with the addition of ��path cuts in six

of the r�problems 	r�������� r������� r������� r�������� r�������� and r������
 and

seven of the rc�problems 	rc�������� rc������� rc������� rc�������� rc������� rc������

and rc������
� Clearly� in those problems which do not yield any ��path cuts� the

additional time spent in the cutting plane portion of the code provides no bene�ts�

Unfortunately� for the thirteen problems that do �nd ��path cuts� the improvement

of the lower bound prior to branching does not yield similar improvements in time�

However� it is clear that the ��path separation routine can be applied without an

unreasonable cost in terms of time� In fact� it is likely that the overall routine would

improve with better heuristics and optimization methods for the smaller VRPTW�

To our knowledge� there has not been a focus on trying to solve small VRPTWs

optimally� The k�path separation routine� though� provides motivation for future

research in this area� As it is� out of all of the problems that are solved in Tables

�������� only one smaller VRPTW was not solved within the ��� second time limit�

Several other variations on the k�path algorithm are tested as well� The �rst of

which reduces the time limit on the smaller VRPTWs from ��� to �� seconds� In most

cases� the reduced time limit does not alter the algorithm�s performance at all� There

are three exceptions� though� which can be found in Table ���� In two cases� r������

and r������� a single smaller VRPTW was unable to be solved in each� causing a

��path cut not to be found and reducing the total number of valid inequalities added

to the formulation� the total time spent in the cutting plane routines� and the value

of LB	�
� In problem rc������ though� the failure to solve sixteen smaller VRPTWs
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Table 	�� Subtour� ��path and ��path cutting
planes added at root node of search tree
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Table 	�	 Subtour� ��path and ��path cutting
planes added at root node of search tree
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actually allowed the algorithm to �nd a di�erent set of ��path cuts which lead to an

improvement in the value of LB	�
 and an increase in the amount of time�

Problem LB��� LB��� IP�opt� gap cl� nodes vi ncols time�s�
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Table 	�
 Results using a �� second time limit on the smaller VRPTWs�

Another variation of the k�path algorithm tests the premise that it is better to

optimize the smaller VRPTWwith an objective function that minimizes total distance

prior to solving the actual problem that minimizes the number of vehicles� As initial

results predicted� the performance of this version of the algorithm is signi�cantly

worse� In fact� the same set of solved problems in Table ��� required ��� ������ seconds

in this version� This is more than six and a half times as long as the time it takes

when using the �rst optimization problem as a heuristic� This clearly demonstrates

the importance of being able to quickly �nd feasible solutions to the smaller VRPTW

instances�

As was mentioned in the implementation section� it is possible to search for global

cuts within the branch�and�bound search tree� To limit the cost in terms of time�

we only consider adding subtour and ��path inequalities inside the branching tree�

Initial testing of the algorithm� though� made it very clear that cutting at every node

of the search tree costs too much time relative to the added value of the cuts that are

found� Thus� a strategy that applies the cutting routines at every node of the tree

having a depth divisible by �ve is adopted� The results using this cut frequency of �ve

with k � � and k � � on the sets r and rc are provided in Tables ��� � ����� Notice

that Tables ��� and ��� have smaller total times� but that the algorithm in this form

cannot solve problem r������� A closer analysis shows that although the number of

I I I I I I I I I I 
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nodes necessary to solve problems does decrease in many cases� the overall times are

much greater due to the calling of the cutting plane routine within the search tree�

Two additional problems� r������� and r������� were able to be solved by run�

ning the parallel version of the ��path code on four processors� These results are

displayed in Table ����� The overall time limit in these parallel versions of the code

is ������ seconds� rather than ������ as previously used� The times for the r� and

rc�problems using one� four� and eight processors for both ��path and ��path cut�

ting plane algorithms are given in Tables ���� and ����� In all of these instances�

both the k�path separation routines and the branching sections of the code involve

parallelization� For the separation routines� Karger�s algorithm is called on one ma�

chine to generate the relevant sets S contained in (� Then each set S is sent to an

available machine to determine 	if possible
 whether k	S
 � k� The e�ectiveness of

performing this operation in parallel varies for the di�erent problems� In general� the

more cutting planes found� the greater the bene�t� In those instances with few or no

violated valid inequalities� the extra communication involved in parallelization of the

separation routine can actually add time to the solution process� It is also relevant to

note that the sequential and parallel versions of the computer code generate slightly

di�erent cutting planes since the LP solutions found with CPLEX are not necessarily

the same� The cutting plane results for the parallel version� though� are similar to

the sequential version�s results presented in Tables ��� to ����

The amount of computation time spent in the cutting plane routine often in�

creases or remains the same for a problem run on eight machines versus four machines�

Though there are clear bene�ts from parallization of the cutting plane method when

using four processors� adding too many machines can actually slow down the compu�

tation� For example� if the same algorithm is performed on sixteen processors� the

communication and wait time in the parallelized cutting plane routine becomes so
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Table 	�� Subtour and ��path cutting planes added at root# cuts of
k � � added at cut frequency of � at nodes of search tree
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Table 	�� Subtour and ��path cutting planes added at root# cuts of
k � � added at cut frequency of � at nodes of search tree
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Table 	� Subtour� ��path� and ��path cutting planes added at root# cuts
of k � � added at cut frequency of � at nodes of search tree
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Table 	��� Subtour� ��path� and ��path cutting planes added at root#
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Table 	��� Subtour and ��path cutting planes added at root node of
search tree� Cutting and branching performed on � processors�

large that the elapsed time increases beyond a reasonable level� Unfortunately� the

current version of TreadMarks only permits sequential operations on one processor or

parallel operations on all of the available processors� Thus� the code implemented on

sixteen processors performs all of the cutting plane routines on a single processor� and

then branches using all of the available machines� Using the ��path cutting routine�

the results for the ��� and ����customer problems in sets r and rc are displayed in

Tables ���� and ����� The savings in terms of time are more signi�cant for the r�

problem set� since these problems require the most branching� In fact� an additional

problem� r������� is solved to optimality in just under the time limit of ��� ��� sec�

onds� For the solved instances in the rc�problem set� the addition of violated valid

inequalities reduces the size of the required tree so much so that little time was saved

by adding additional machines to the branching process�

For the eleven unsolved problems that remain� we ran the algorithm on sixteen

processors� This version sets k � �� the time limit on the smaller VRPTWs is ���

seconds� and the overall time limit is ������ seconds� To �nd an initial upper bound

on the objective function value� the simple heuristic for the smaller VRPTW is called

on the larger problem� The results are displayed in Table ����� The LB	�
 column

indicates the lower bound achieved on a single machine prior to termination� In other

words� the lower bound is not strict since a di�erent machine may be working on a

node from the heap that has a lower value� It does� however� give a sense of how much

the branch�and�bound tree has accomplished� The UB value refers to the best known

I I I I I I I I I I 
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Table 	��� r�problems� TreadMarks summary of times�
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Table 	��� Subtour� ��path� and ��path cutting planes added at root node
of search tree without parallelization� Branching performed on �� processors
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 �����	
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��� �����
	 	��	 	���
�� ��
�� �� �� ���� 
����
rc��
���� � �
rc������ �����
 ������� ������� ���	� � �� ��� ������
rc������� � �

TOTAL TIME� ���	��

Table 	��	 Subtour� ��path� and ��path cutting planes added at root node
of search tree without parallelization� Branching performed on �� processors

upper bound� The total number of cuts is given in the column  Number of cuts! by

value of k 	that is� subtour���path���path� � � � ���path
� Note that only two ��path

cutting planes� one ��path cutting plane� and no ��path cutting planes were found in

the eleven problems� For two problems� rc������� and rc�������� the cutting plane

procedure was not able to �nish within the ��� ��� second time limit� The check to

determine if k	S
 � k failed for �� sets in rc������� and in �� sets for rc��������

Each of these failures are caused because the optimization of the smaller VRPTW

was not completed within the ��� second time limit� So as to reduce the time spent

in the cutting plane routine� we tried running the code on these problems with the

time limit on the smaller VRPTW reduced to �� seconds� With this new setting� the

cutting plane routines reached completion in both cases� For rc�������� the number of

incomplete optimizations for the smaller VRPTW increased only slightly to ��� and

the values LB	�
���������� LB	�
�������� and UB�������� were generated� For
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rc�������� the number of sets for which k	S
 � k could not be determined increased

considerably to ���� and the values LB	�
���������� LB	�
�������� and UB��������

were achieved�

Problem LB	�
 LB	�
 LB	�
 UB Number of cuts nodes
rc������� �������� �������� ������ ������ ������������� �����
rc������� �������� �������� ������ ������ ������������� ����
rc������� �������� �������� ������������� �
rc������� �������� �������� ������ ������ ������������� �����
rc������� �������� �������� ������ ������ ������������� �����
rc������� �������� �������� �������������� �

r������� ������� ������� ����� ������ ����������� �����
r������� ������� ������� ����� ������ ����������� ����
r������� �������� �������� ������ ������ ����������� �����
r������� �������� �������� ������ ������ ����������� �����
r������� ������� ������� ����� ������ ������������ ����

Table 	��
 Results on the �� unsolved problems using �� processors�

In a �nal attempt to solve the remaining unsolved problems� the code is run with

k � � on �� machines� the maximum number of computers available� with an increased

time limit� Optimal solutions for four more problems are displayed in Table ����� Due

to a technical issue in the TreadMarks software� the problem instance r������� cannot

be run to completion using �� processors� Thus the results in table ���� for r�������

are obtained using �� processors� rather than �� processors� Thus� our algorithm�

which is composed of a new separation algorithm for k�path cuts and a parallelized

branching tree� succeeds in solving �� out of �� of the Solomon benchmark problems�

Ten of these problems were previously unsolved in the literature�
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Problem LB��� LB��� IP�opt� gap cl� nodes vi time
rc������� �������� ���
���� ������ ����	 ����� �� �������


rc������� ���	��
� ������
� ���	�� ����� 
��� �� 	���	�
�

r������� �������	 �������� ���	�� ����� �	��� � ��	�
�
�

�r������� ���	��	� ���
�
�
 ���	�� ����� 
���	 
 �������
�

Table 	��� All cuts up to k�� are added at root node of search tree�
Branching performed on �� processors for the �rst three problems�
Branching performed on �� processors for problem instance r����

I I I I I I I I I 
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Chapter �

A Less	Than	Truckload Trucking Application

Less�than�truckload trucking represents a portion of the motor carrier industry in

which the shipments to be sent on trucks do not completely �ll a ������ lb� capacity

tractor�trailer ���� Typically� the freight in each shipment weighs under ������ lbs��

with a vast majority falling under ���� lbs� Since each shipment does not �ll a truck�

signi�cant savings can be achieved by consolidating shipments into loads at regional

terminals and transporting these loads from terminal to terminal� Companies in this

industry encounter variations of the traditional vehicle routing problem� as de�ned

in the literature review� both in the gathering and the distribution of shipments at

regional terminals� The application discussed in this chapter� however� di�ers from

the classical VRP in that it considers strategic�level decisions for the LTL carriers� In

particular� this thesis considers a routing problem called the strategic load planning

problem� or SLP� A solution to this problem determines how to route the �ow of

consolidated loads from origin terminals to destination terminals cost e�ectively and

allowing for certain service standards� The daily decisions of how speci�c shipments

are collected and delivered to the origin terminal and distributed from the destination

terminals are handled in completely separate problems from the SLP�

The work presented in this chapter is a result of work done by the author in

conjunction with two Rice University Ph�D� students� Cassandra McZeal and Erica

Klamp�� and under the direction of Dr� Bruce Hoppe of the SABRE Group� Our

approach to building a network for the SLP takes advantage of the close relationship

that exists between this problem and many classic network design problems� The �nal

solution procedure� in the form of a software system� builds a network to solve the
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strategic load planning problem provided that the appropriate data concerning the

LTL carrier�s needs and past routing decisions are available� The empirical results�

based on real data from trucking companies� indicates that our system does a very

credible job of building an e�cient network�

The �rst section of this chapter de�nes the MIP formulation of the strategic

load planning problem� A mathematical model is provided for clarity� but is not

essential to the methods discussed in the rest of the chapter� Section ��� discusses

the implemented solution strategy� including both a network�building procedure and

a �nal�stage improvement heuristic� In section ���� results obtained from the data

are provided� Finally� section ��� draws some conclusions and brie�y examines some

possibilities for future work�

��� Problem Formulation


���� Simplifying Assumptions

In order to model the strategic load planning problem� certain simplifying assumptions

are made� First� it is assumed that all freight moves via trucks� No airplanes� boats or

trains are available to ship the loads� In addition� the �eet is homogeneous� In other

words� there exists one type of trailer with one �xed capacity� Also� an unlimited

supply of company�owned trailers are available at each terminal for transporting the

loads� In order to facilitate higher�level decisions beyond the scope of this particular

problem� the number of trailers used to ship loads is allowed to be fractional� Driver

feasibility is not considered when creating the load plan since the goal is only to

model the movement of the freight� For example� direct service may be provided

between two terminals whose distance far exceeds the number of miles one driver

could traverse nonstop� so long as the freight remains in the same� unopened trailer
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throughout the journey� Additionally� it is assumed that a driver will be available at

any terminal to take a load wherever the load plan dictates�


���� Problem Description

The strategic load planning problem is based on data obtained from an analysis of a

company�s past and projected freight distribution needs� This analysis yields a set of

loads� referred to as commodities� each with an origin and destination terminal and a

quantity� These commodities are aggregated� meaning that a given origin�destination

pair uniquely identi�es a commodity� A commodity with zero freight simply indicates

that no freight is shipped from that commodity�s origin to its destination� Thus�

commodities represent the expected shipment needs of the company� If the origin�

to�destination path for a given commodity contains intermediate terminals� then the

commmodity�s freight is said to be  handled! at these terminals� Each terminal has

a capacity in terms of the quantity of freight handled per day� as well as a handling

cost per unit of freight and a handling time�

The arcs of the overall network are de�ned by the set of potential direct services

between terminals� A potential direct service is an ordered pair of terminals and refers

to the possibility of routing freight from one terminal to another with no intermediate

stops at other terminals� Each direct service has a unit cost per amount of freight

routed along the arc and a minimum frequency requirement� If freight is routed along

a direct service� then the minimum frequency refers to the minimum number of trailers

that the company must send along that arc throughout a day� If no freight is routed

along the direct service� then the minimum frequency restriction does not apply�

Finally� the company may also set certain service standards for each origin�destination

pair� These standards refer to the maximum time permitted to transport a commodity

from its origin to its destination� These restrictions limit the lengths of the routes�
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The solution to the strategic load planning problem must provide two key pieces

of information� First� it must reveal the status of each potential direct service� This

indicates that either freight is routed along a given direct service 	status in
 or it is

not 	status out
� Second� a load plan providing the path for each commodity from its

origin to its destination is required� This load plan must be tree�based so that given

a current terminal location and a destination� the next terminal on the commodity�s

path is uniquely de�ned� The set of terminals� along with the status�in directs� de�ne

the solution network� Other restrictions on the solution include that there be enough

trailers traveling along each status�in direct service to carry the amount of freight

being sent along that arc� as well as to meet the minimum frequency requirement�

A terminal may not exceed its handling capacity for freight and must have zero net

change in trailers� which may require the movement of empty trailers� The path for

each commodity may not exceed the service standard� Finally� the goal is to minimize

the sum of the cost of sending trailers along direct services and the cost of handling

freight at the terminals�


���� Mathematical Model

The SLP can be formulated as a mixed integer programming problem in the following

manner� The set of terminals for the strategic load planning problem is denoted by T �

For each t in T � there is a handling cost� HCt� and a handling time� HTt� Also for each

terminal� there is a capacity on the number of trailers of freight that can be handled

in a day� CAPt� The set of commodities to be shipped is denoted by K� and each

element k has an origin terminal denoted O	k
 and a destination terminal denoted

D	k
 	recall� commodities are unique origin�destination pairs
� The set D � T is

de�ned as the set of destination terminals for the set of commodities K� That is�

D �
S
k�K D	k
� The parameter Qk is the number of trailers� possibly fractional�
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needed to ship commodity k� The amount of time advertised to ship commodity k

from its origin terminal to its destination terminal is the service standard� STk� The

set of potential direct services is denoted by A� For each ij in A� TCij is the cost of

sending one trailer from terminal i to terminal j with transit time TTij� The �nal

parameter� MFij � refers to the minimum number of trailers that must be sent along

arc ij throughout a day� if freight is allowed to move along ij�

The decision variable fijk represents the assignment of ij � A to the freight

path for k � K� The variable fijk is � if direct ij is used to ship commodity k

to its destination terminal D	k
� These variables de�ne the freight path for each

commodity� The decision variable nijd is � if the next transfer at i is j for a commodity

whose �nal destination is d� These variables determine a load plan that depends only

on the destination terminal for a commodity� The variable vij is the number of trailers

sent on direct ij� The strategic load planning problem is stated as�

Min
X
ij�A

TCijvij "
X

k�K�O�k��D�k���j

X
ij�A

HCjQkfijk 	���


s�t�
X
ij�A

fijk �
X
ji�A

fjik �

���
��
�� i � D	k


� i 	� O	k
� D	k

i � T� k � K 	���


X
k�K�O�k��D�k���t

	Qk

X
it�A

fitk
 � CAPt t � T 	���


X
ij�A

	TTij "HTj
fijk � STk "HTD�k� k � K 	���


fijk � nijD�k� ij � A� k � K 	���


X
tj�A

ntjd � � d � D� t � T� t 	� d 	���


ndjd � � d � D� dj � A 	���


X
k�K

Qkfijk � vij ij � A 	���
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X
it�A

vit �
X
ti�A

vti � � t � T 	���


vij �MFijnijd ij � A� d � D 	����


nijD�k�� fijk � f�� �g ij � A� k � K 	����


The objective is to minimize total cost� The costs incurred are the transit costs per

trailer on each direct service provided� in addition to the cost of handling freight at

each of the intermediate handling terminals on a commodity�s freight path� The �rst

set of constraints in 	���
 are the �ow conservation constraints for each commodity

k in the network� The �ow of commodity k at the destination terminal D	k
 is

�� since no �ow leaves the terminal and one unit of �ow arrives� The reverse is

true for the origin terminal 	which has a �ow of "�
� though it does not need to be

explicitly stated in the formulation� The second set of constraints is the terminal

capacity constraints� The constraints specify that each terminal handle no more than

its capacity� The service standard set of constraints in 	���
 ensures that the handling

time and transit time for a commodity�s freight path to its destination terminal is

no more than the advertised time for arrival at the destination� The fourth set of

constraints 	���
 link the freight path variables to the load path variables so that if

the next destination from i is not j for a commodity destined for D	k
� then fijk is

forced to be zero�

Constraints 	���
 and 	���
 force the load plan to be tree�based and rooted in the

destination terminals� Constraint set 	���
 allows no more than one next transfer from

any terminal t for a speci�c destination d� The next set eliminates any next transfers

from a commodity�s destination terminal� Constraints 	���
�	����
 are related to the

trailers� Constraint set 	���
 requires that the numbre of trailers sent along an arc

is large enough to carry the amount of freight being shipped along the arc� The set

	���
 ensures that the trailers balance at each terminal� and 	����
 speci�es that the
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number of trailers shipping commodities on a direct service satis�es the minimum

frequency condition� Finally� the freight path and load plan decision variables are

binary�

Clearly� the MIP formulation of the problem can become very large� The number

of integer variables alone is on the order of jAj � jKj� Since both the number of

directs and the number of commodities are bounded by the square of the number

of terminals� the number of integer variables is on the order of jT j	� Given the size

and di�culty of the integer programming formulation for any realistic data set� it is

reasonable� if not necessary� to use an approximate solution method�

��� Solution Strategy

The solution strategy can be divided into three major phases� The �rst phase involves

pruning the overall network of possible direct services� Our goal in this phase is to

eliminate the more unlikely direct services while also maintaining feasibility� The sec�

ond stage is an iterative network building phase� A modi�ed version of Balakrishnan�

Magnanti� and Wong�s ��� dual�ascent procedure for uncapacitated network design is

used to build the network at each iteration� Also� at each iteration we modify the

network cost vectors in order to heuristically encourage solutions that adhere more

closely to the requirements of the strategic load planning problem� In the last stage

of the algorithm� we apply an add�drop procedure to the �nal solution from the iter�

ative phase� The add�drop procedure systematically adds and drops direct services

in order to �nd local improvements in the solution�


���� Pruning Techniques

To understand the necessity of pruning the overall network� consider an instance

with �� terminals� a complete� directed graph such that each arc is a potential direct
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service� and the requirement that some quantity of freight travel between every pair

of terminals� A complete graph� in this case� implies a network with ����� arcs� The

number of commodities is the same� Thus� the number of network �ow variables is

well over � million� Other than eliminating the commodities with zero freight� the

number of commodities cannot be reduced� However� it is possible to eliminate arcs

as a means of reducing the problem size� To ensure the feasibility of the problem�

we require the existence of a known feasible solution which we call the historical load

plan� or HLP� The HLP is a complete load plan� supplied as part of the original data�

and represents a solution previously used by the company� By not eliminating any

arcs belonging to the HLP� the known solution remains feasible and� thus� a valid

upper bound on the optimal solution�

By pruning arcs which are unlikely to be in the optimal load plan� the problem size

can be reduced signi�cantly� The two factors considered in the process of pruning

an arc are 	�
 the type of terminals at an arc�s endpoints and 	�
 the amount of

freight that would be sent along that arc if all commodities were sent along direct

services from their origins to their destinations� A terminal�s type is either end�of�

line �EOL� or breakbulk� An end�of�line terminal is one which is not permitted to

handle any freight� That is� freight may either originate or terminate at the terminal�

but it may not be an intermediate terminal on a commodity�s path� A breakbulk

terminal is permitted to handle intermediate transfers of freight� Recall that freight

originating and terminating at a terminal is not considered to be handled� Given this

knowledge about the terminals� it is known exactly how much freight could possibly

travel on an arc from one EOL to another  only the amount of freight belonging

to the commodity corresponding to that direct service� If this commodity�s quantity

of freight is less than some low freight parameter� and the arc is not in the HLP�
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then the arc is eliminated from the network� In general� as the low freight parameter

increases� so does the number of arcs that are pruned�

Given additional data� further reductions are possible� If a company can provide

a historical load summary relating how many loaded trailers are used over a certain

time frame� this information can be used to prune less frequently used direct services�

The real�world data is based on the use of pups� which translate into half of a trailer�

and vans� which translate into one trailer in the model� If the number of trailers

previously sent along an arc is less than the prede�ned parameter and is not in

the HLP� then the arc is pruned� Also in this pruning technique� as this parameter

indicating the minimum trailers permitted increases� in general the number of pruned

arcs increases� While there does exist the risk that optimal solutions are eliminated

by removing arcs using these two pruning techniques� so long as the values of these

parameters are relatively small� the likelihood of eliminating good solutions is small�

As the parameters increase� the tradeo� between a more manageable�sized network

and the quality of solutions found may become more pronounced�


���� The Uncapacitated Network Design Problem

An uncapacitated network design 	UND
 problem consists of a set of nodes� a set

of uncapacitated arcs� and a required �ow of one unit that must be routed between

speci�ed pairs of nodes� Each arc has a �xed cost associated with using the arc and

a per unit cost for the amount of �ow along the arc� The optimization problem is

to select the subset of arcs along which to route the required �ow that minimizes

the total cost� While this is an NP�hard problem� there exists several approximate

solution procedures which have succeeded in �nding good solutions for large scale

problems of this type� A survey of network design problems and solution methods

can be found in a paper written by Balakrishnan� Magnanti� and Mirchandani ����
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The general case of the UND problem has directed arcs ij in the set of arcs A

and is de�ned over the set of nodes V � There is a set of commodities K which

de�ne the sets of pairs which must have a �ow from the origin to the destination

of any given commodity k 	denoted O	k
 and D	k
� respectively
� Unit costs are

commodity dependent# thus� ckij is the per unit cost of routing commodity k along

arc ij� Fixed costs� however� are incurred if any commodity is routed along an arc�

Thus� Fij denotes the �xed cost of using the arc ij for any commodity� Given these

cost parameters� only two types of variables are needed� The �rst variable is the �ow

variable xkij� which is a variable indicating the fraction of commodity k � K which

is routed along arc ij � A� The second variable is the binary variable yij indicating

whether the arc ij � A is used 	yij � �
� or not 	yij � �
� Thus� the primal UND

problem can be written as follows�

Minimize
X
ij�A

X
k�K

ckijx
k
ij "

X
ij�A

Fijyij 	����


subject to
X
j�V

xkji �
X
j�V

xkij �

���
��

� if i � D	k


� if i 	� O	k
� D	k

k � K� i � V 	����


xkij � yij ij � A� k � K 	����


xkij � � ij � A� k � K 	����


yij � f�� �g ij � A� 	����


Note that in this formulation the �ow variables xkij are permitted to be free variables

even though they will always take on binary values 	that is� either none of a com�

modity or all of a commodity is routed along an arc
� This is due to the unit demand

assumed in the network �ow constraints�

Given a strategic load planning problem� we de�ne a related UND problem by

ignoring the capacity restrictions� service requirements� and empty trailer balancing
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constraints and by approximating the minimum frequency restrictions with the �xed

cost parameter of the UND model� More speci�cally� the related UND model is

constructed from an SLP problem containing the following data� First� the amount

of freight associated with a commodity k � K is represented by frt	k
� or Qk in the

MIP formulation� Similarly� for each arc ij in the SLP network� transit cost on the

arc is de�ned to be transcost	ij
� or TCij� and the minimum frequency on the arc

is de�ned to be minfreq	ij
� or MFij� For each terminal i in the set of terminals�

handcost	i
� or HCi� is the handling cost at terminal i�

In order to build the related UND problem� the set of nodes V must be built from

the set of terminals� T � Let each EOL terminal j be represented by a single node j

in the set V� and let every breakbulk terminal i be split into two nodes� i� and i� in

V � The set of arcs 	or direct services
 from the SLP problem can all be translated

into the UND model by forcing any arc that ended at a breakbulk terminal i in the

SLP model to end at the corresponding node i� in the UND model� Similarly� any

arc that originated at a breakbulk terminal i in the SLP model� must originate at the

corresponding node i� in the UND model� In addition to these arcs� there must be a

single arc from i� to i� for all breakbulk terminals i which were split into two nodes�

These additional arcs are referred to as the split breakbulk arcs� and they represent

the actual handling at a terminal of any commodity routed along that arc�

Since the UNDmodel requires a unit demand for each commodity� the commodity�

dependent demands of the SLP problem must be transformed to unit demands by

scaling the costs for each commodity� as is done in Balakrishnan� Magnanti� and

Wong ��� for their instances taken from the less�than�truckload� or LTL� industry�

In other words� the value of ckij for commodity k � K and for any arc ij � A which

is not a split breakbulk arc is de�ned to be transcost	ij
 � frt	k
� 	Note that every

arc ij � A which is not a split breakbulk arc corresponds to a unique arc in the SLP
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SLP: UND:
$200/trailer

$200/trailer
i

i1

i 2

Figure 
�� In the SLP� breakbulk terminal i is split into nodes i� and i� in
the UND� The handling cost of terminal i becomes the cost of using the split

breakbulk arc 	i�� i�
�

model� It is the transit cost of this original arc that transcost	ij
 refers to�
 The

value of cki�i� for commodity k � K and the split breakbulk arc i�i� obtained from

terminal i is assigned the value of handcost	i
 � frt	k
� Finally� the �xed cost Fij of

an arc ij � A which is not a split breakbulk arc is minfreq	ij
 � transcost	ij
� For

the split breakbulk arcs� Fij � �� Thus� we now have a related UND problem which

we can solve heuristically using a known algorithm�

SLP:

UND:

0.5 trailers ij
3.0 trailers it

1 trailer ij

1 trailer it

$100/trailer $50/trailer

$50/ij

$300/it

$25/ij

$150/it

i

i

j

j

t

t

Figure 
�� The transformation of the cost structure of � commodities 	one
from i to j� the other from i to t
 in the SLP to the cost structure in the

UND is illustrated above�

The method we use to solve the UND is essentially the dual�ascent procedure

described in Balakrishnan� Magnanti and Wong ���� This approach begins by �rst

relaxing the binary constraints on the y variables in the primal UND problem� Then

0-0-------0 
0-0-------0 
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the dual is formed using the dual variables vki for the �ow conservation constraints

and the dual variables wk
ij for the second set of constraints 	known as the forcing

constraints
� Thus� the dual UND problem can be written as follows�

Minimize
X
k�K

vkD�k� 	����


subject to vkj � vki � wk
ij � ckij ij � A� k � K 	����


X
k�K

wk
ij � Fij ij � A� k � K 	����


wk
ij � � ij � A� k � K 	����


Notice that when w is �xed� the remaining problem is the dual of a shortest paths

problem� As a result� the solution vki is the shortest path from O	k
 to i given that the

cost on the arcs is the value of ckij"wk
ij� The dual�ascent algorithm takes advantage of

this observation by initially setting w � � 	which is always feasible
 and then �nding

the best values for v using a shortest paths algorithm� From this point� the values

of w are iteratively increased with the v values being updated accordingly� until the

objective of the dual can no longer be increased by simply increasing a component

of w� This process in Balakrishnan� Magnanti� and Wong ��� is referred to as the

unrestricted labeling method�

Within the labeling algorithm� we found that it is possible to eliminate several

variables and thus improve e�ciency� All of the variable eliminations are based on the

di�erences between EOL and breakbulk terminals� Since an EOL terminal can never

be an intermediate stop on a commodity�s path� certain arcs do not make sense given a

particular commodity� For example� if a commodity�s origin and destination terminals

are both breakbulks� then that commodity can never be routed along an arc that has

an EOL terminal as one of its endpoints� Similarly� for a commodity with both

EOL origin and destination terminals� no EOL terminal other than the commodity�s
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origin or destination may appear in that commodity�s path� Thus� variables wk
ij

where the arc ij and the commodity k are incompatible may be eliminated� Also�

variables vki such that i is a terminal that can never appear on commodity k�s path

may also be eliminated� These observations are made in the paper by Balakrishnan�

Magnanti� and Wong ���� but the implementation details are not speci�ed� These

variable eliminations are carried out in our code� as well�

Once the labeling algorithm is completed� the information from the last iterate is

used to construct a primal UND solution� This method� though� does not necessarily

yield a tree�based UND solution� To acquire a tree�based solution� it is necessary to

build a graph including only the arcs in the newly constructed primal solution� Then

costs are assigned to the arcs based on their original commodity�independent transit

cost and the handling cost at terminals for the split breakbulk arcs� A subgraph is

then built for each terminal that is a destination for some commodity� This subgraph

contains only the relevant arcs for the given destination� The direction of each of

these arcs is reversed and the single�source shortest paths problem is solved with

the destination as the source� This destination�rooted tree then provides the paths

from every other node to the destination� given the arcs� original directions� This

guarantees that the solution will be tree�based� The corresponding primal UND

objective value for the tree�based solution is then computed� To complete the load

plan which must have a next transfer for every location�destination pair� we simply �ll

in unassigned pairs with the value from the historical load plan� Finally� we perform

the arc�exclusion test from Balakrishnan� Magnanti� and Wong ��� which is based on

the di�erence between the objective values of the best known primal and dual UND

solutions� If any arcs are excluded� then we repeat the algorithm using the smaller

network� The dual�ascent procedure terminates when no more arcs can be excluded

using the arc�exclusion test� as illustrated by the �owchart in Figure ����
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Figure 
�� Flowchart for the dual�ascent procedure
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���� Calculating the SLP Objective Function Value

The UND solution provides a starting load plan which must be evaluated in terms of

the SLP problem� This requires the calculation of the appropriate objective function

value� The SLP objective function is the sum of the transit costs of the vehicles used

to ship the freight and the handling costs of routing the freight through intermediate

	neither origin nor destination
 terminals on the freight�s path� Determining the

latter is more straightforward than determining the former� since a load plan uniquely

de�nes the route from origin to destination for each commodity� Thus� the handling

costs are computed for each commodity by a direct examination of the terminals

along each route�

Calculating the transit costs incurred shipping each commodity� however� cannot

be determined so readily from the load plan� The load plan determines how much

freight must be sent from one terminal to any other terminal� but it does not spec�

ify how to satisfy minimum frequency constraints or �ow conservation of trailers�

Fortunately� given the load plan variables nijd for all ij � A� d � D� our mathemat�

ical model decomposes into the following minimum cost network �ow problem that

deals with the minimum frequency and trailer balancing concerns in conjunction with

satisfying freight distribution�

Minimize
X
ij�A

TCijvij 	����


subject to
X
it�A

vit �
X
ti�A

vti � � t � T 	����


vij � max 	MFijnijd �
X

k�K�D�k��d

Qkfijk
 ij � A� d � D 	����


This minimum cost network �ow problem speci�es that each arc 	i� j
 has a �ow

of trailers� represented by the variable vij� that is at least enough to transport the
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freight assigned to the direct and enough to satisfy minimum frequency if the direct is

status in� The solution to this problem provides all of the information necessary for a

solution to the SLP problem that is not already provided by the UND load plan� This

problem is solved using the CPLEX ��� callable library routine CPXhybnetopt �����

The objective function value of this optimization corresponds to the �nal piece of the

SLP objective function� the transit cost of the vehicles�


���� SLP Heuristics

After creating an SLP solution based upon the load plan obtained by solving a UND

problem� the current solution may contain certain infeasibilities and�or bad character�

istics� In such a case� one would like to improve the approximation of the SLP problem

by the UND� To do so� it is possible to modify the cost vectors of the UND problem�

Thus� the tree�based solutions constructed within the dual�ascent algorithm are more

likely to be good� feasible solutions to the SLP problem� For further re�nements to

the approximation� this process is then performed in an iterative procedure�

One load plan trait that is avoided by most LTL carriers is the excessive handling

of freight caused by too many intermediate terminals on a commodity�s path� For

example� in the historical solution for the primary data set� all but one commodity

are handled at no more than two terminals� Even though this is not a feasibility

constraint for the SLP� this is an important requirement for most companies� In

practice� handling a commodity at more than two handling points makes it di�cult

to meet service requirements under real�world conditions� Even though the results

from the mathematical model may appear to reduce costs by handling the commodi�

ties at several di�erent terminals� the likelihood of unforeseen delays at terminals

is too large to risk more than two such points along a freight path� The �rst SLP

heuristic identi�es those commodities that are handled more than two times and then
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multiplies the per unit cost of every split breakbulk arc for such commodities by a

positive constant greater than one� Recall from section ����� that split breakbulk arcs

represent the actual handling cost at a terminal of any commodity routed along that

arc� By not increasing the cost on every arc of a commodity and only increasing the

cost on the split breakbulk arc� the algorithm is less likely to include as many of the

more expensive split breakbulk arcs in its next solution�

Another SLP heuristic is concerned with the feasibility restriction relating to ser�

vice standards� A service restriction is violated if the total time from origin to destina�

tion is greater than the commodity�s service time plus a service tolerance parameter�

which is set to �� minutes in the model� Unfortunately� the UND model uses the cost

function� not time� in its calculations� Thus� the implemented heuristic must rely

on the premise that a path using fewer arcs is likely to take less time than a longer

path� This is primarily due to the fact that shorter paths imply fewer intermediate

terminals� which implies less handling time is incurred� So� if service for a commodity

is violated� the cost of every arc for that commodity is multiplied by two� The cost on

every arc is increased for this commodity so that the transit costs for this commodity

become more important relative to the �xed cost of adding more arcs to the network�

Thus� the algorithm becomes more likely to select a more direct path with fewer arcs�

An SLP heuristic is also required to address the minimum frequency requirement

of the SLP� Recall that the minimum frequency is the minimum number of trailers

that must travel along a direct service that is status in� Each time the objective is

computed� though� the minimum frequency requirements are satis�ed by the de�nition

of the minimum cost network �ow problem� Once the number of vehicles sent along

each arc of the network is determined� the approximation of the minimum frequency

condition as a �xed cost in the UND model may be modi�ed� For example� in the

implemented heuristic� if the number of loaded trailers on a direct is at least minimum
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frequency� the �xed cost for that direct is set to zero in the UND model� Allowing the

arcs that meet minimum frequency to be less expensive improves the approximation

of the SLP�

The last requirement for the SLP to be feasible is that each terminal may not

exceed its capacity� For our purposes� this is the least important characteristic of

a solution� If a terminal is over its capacity� the cost of every commodity for that

terminal is multiplied by two� Since the cost for the terminal that exceeds its capacity

is increased for every commodity� fewer commodities are likely to be routed through

this terminal� and thus the terminal is more likely to meet its capacity requirements�

An iterative loop is implemented to search for a !better! solution� The most

important considerations are to reduce the number of service violations� the number

of commodities that are over�handled 	that is� commodities that are handled at more

than two intermediate breakbulk terminals
� and the objective function value� Given

a current solution and a best solution� the best solution is replaced by the current

load plan if

� the current number of service violations is less than the best solution�s number

of service violations# or

� the number of service violations in both solutions is the same and at least one

of the following is true�

�� the current number of commodities over�handled is not more than the

number of commodities over�handled in the HLP� and the current solu�

tion�s objective function value is less than the best solution�s objective

function value� or
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�� the number of commodities over�handled in the current solution is greater

than the number over�handled in the HLP� but less than the number over�

handled in the best solution# or

� the number of service violations and the number of commodities over�handled

is the same in both the current and best solutions� and the current objective

function value is less than the best objective function value�

Since we are continuously multiplying the arc costs in the UND problem� causing

them to increase� there is a danger that these costs will attain values that are com�

putationally too large� Therefore� we calculate the upper bound on the number of

iterations based on the maximum multiplier for any arc in a single iteration and how

many times an arc can be multiplied by this value before over�ow occurs� If the same

solution is generated in successive iterations or the iteration limit is reached� the loop

stops� and the best solution is reported�


���	 Add�Drop Heuristic

After �nding solutions to the strategic load planning problem� a simple add�drop

heuristic is applied to these solutions in an attempt to improve their overall quality�

The heuristic uses the original SLP commodity�independent cost structure for all of

the arcs� It begins by considering only the arcs belonging to the inputted load plan�

Given this subset of arcs� the heuristic constructs a tree�based load plan as is done

in the dual�ascent procedure� Using this load�plan� each origin�destination pair is a

potential add or drop candidate� If the direct corresponding to the origin�destination

pair is in the network and the freight shipped along it is less than the minimum fre�

quency� then it is a drop candidate� On the other hand� if the direct corresponding to

a pair is not in the network and the commodity associated with the origin�destination
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pair is handled more than twice or has at least minimum frequency amount of freight�

then it is considered an add candidate� Fixing a load plan after an arc has been added

or dropped simply requires building a new tree�based solution based on the new set

of arcs� If the adding or dropping of the arc improves the solution� then the change

is kept� otherwise we revert back to the previous solution� An improved solution is

one in which either

� the new objective value is lower than the best objective value found so far

and neither handling or service violations are worse than those in the original

tree�based solution� or

� the new objective value is as good as the best objective value found so far and

at least one of the number of handling or service violations has improved and

neither has worsened�

This process is repeated until an iteration without improvement is found�

��� Results

The computational runs are performed on a Sun UltraSparc I ��� MHz machine with

��� megabytes of memory running Solaris ���� The overall structure of the algorithm

is outlined in Figure ���� In order to �ne�tune the algorithm to adapt to di�erent

data sets� parameters are introduced that may be varied prior to the start of any

search for a feasible solution to the strategic load planning problem� Modifying these

parameters is another way to make the mathematical model adhere to real�world

considerations� Since the data used in this thesis contain proprietary information�

though� exact values for many of the parameters may not be given�

There are two pruning parameters� The low freight parameter refers to the pruning

of EOL to EOL arcs� Since this procedure only considers removing a subset of arcs�
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varying the value of the parameter has a limited e�ect� The pruning parameter used

with the historical load summary�on the other hand� can potentially a�ect all of the

arcs except for those in the HLP� Clearly� this technique is only relevant in instances

where a load summary is provided�

The original data assume a �xed minimal number of hours for handling at any

terminal� This throughput time at each terminal assumes that there is one time each

day 	around midnight
 when the majority of the freight to be transferred arrives and

is handled in one very busy time window� Chances are high that a path with more

than two transfer points will fall outside this window for at least one of the transfer

points� Thus� a constant parameter is used to arti�cially in�ate all handling times�

in this way promoting more directs and fewer handling points in the network�

The original data also assumes ������ lbs�van and ������ lbs�pup when computing

the number of trailer�volumes of freight for each commodity� The actual trailer

capacities are closer to ������ lbs�van and ������ lbs�pup� Increasing the amount

of freight that can be loaded onto each tractor�trailer e�ectively increases handling

costs relative to transit costs� This is easily seen since handling costs are a function

of the amount of freight� but transit costs are a function of the number of trailers

used� In the experments� a parameter is used to adjust the freight density of each

type of trailer�


���� SEFL Data Set

The primary data for this research comes from Southeastern Freight Lines 	SEFL


headquartered in Lexington� SC� Four types of data were provided to us by SEFL� The

�rst is terminal data� which includes the code for each terminal� the handling cost� the

handling time� and the capacity� The capacity data� in this case� is less of a restriction

and more of a suggestion as to how much freight is acceptable to transfer through each
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location� The SEFL network made available to us contains �� terminals� The second

set of data contains information about the possible direct services in the network�

The data includes the origin terminal� the destination terminal� the cost per trailer�

the transit time� and the minimum frequency for each direct� The third set of data

describes the commodities� We are given the origin terminal� destination terminal�

trailer volumes per day� and the service standard advertised for each commodity� The

trailer volumes per day is given as the number of trailers� possibly fractional� that

the freight will �ll� All freight is assumed to originate at ���� p�m� and is due by ����

a�m�� local time� Therefore� the service times vary in small amounts depending on

changes in time zones and in large amounts depending on the type of service 	one��

two�� or three�day service
� The fourth and �nal type of data provided is a historical

load summary relating the number of loaded trailers sent along each arc over a three

month period� As was previously mentioned� this permits the use of an intelligent

pruning technique�

In addition to this data� which de�nes the SLP problem� SEFL supplied a historical

load plan� or HLP� representing what they considered to be a very good solution in

their network� The HLP is used inside our algorithm to maintain feasibility and is

used outside the algorithm as a means of evaluating the quality of our solutions�

In order to have a basis for comparison between the historical load plan and the

various tests which we performed� we select one set of parameters corresponding to

our original data set which we use to evaluate all of the solutions� The parameters

correspond to 	�
 not changing the freight density 	Frt� D� � ���
� and 	�
 not

increasing the handling time at a terminal beyond its initial setting 	Handtime��
�

In this framework� the HLP has no service violations� a very small number of handling

violations 	de�ned as a commodity being handled more than two times
� and a small

number of capacity violations� Actual values are not given here due to con�dentiality
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restrictions� All of the results are reported relative to these actual values� regardless

of the individual test parameters�

In general� all of the SLP heuristics worked as anticipated� but with varying

degrees of success� The cost modi�cations implemented to improve the number of

commodities meeting the service standard worked most e�ciently� It worked well

alone� as well as in conjunction with the other heuristics� As for the heuristic to handle

commodities which were routed through more than two intermediate terminals� we

found that this heuristic worked better when combined with the service heuristic� In

other words� if only the handling heuristic is called at each iteration� we found that the

number of commodities which were over�handled improved# but� if both the handling

and the service heuristics were called at each iteration� the handling improved even

faster 	and with no negative consequences for the service heuristic
� Therefore� both

heuristics are applied at each iteration throughout the testing process�

In all of the preliminary testing� the heuristic to reduce the number of capacity

violations at terminals succeeds in reducing the capacity violations� but at great cost

in terms of the objective function� Recall that this heuristic increases the cost of

using a terminal that is over its capacity for every commodity� with no regard to the

degree to which the constraint is violated� Rather than modifying the heuristic� we

chose to simply disregard capacity violations in the model� This decision is based on

two major factors� First� and most importantly� SEFL expressed interest in a non�

capacitated SLP model which could be used to better understand capacity needs

at terminal locations� Second� the nature of the capacity data that was supplied

re�ects more of a soft constraint� than a strict requirement� Without more speci�c

information� the capacities that were supplied are better thought of as guidelines�

Since the solutions obtained without considering capacity violations tended to have

a comparable number of capacity violations to the HLP� it is likely that the solutions
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are within an acceptable range� Since comparison of solutions in terms of capacity

violations is not essential to SEFL and di�cult within the constraints of the data

set� numerical results for capacity violations are not given� The only form of capacity

restriction left in the model is the de�nition of an EOL terminal� Thus� each terminal

either has no capacity for handling freight 	an EOL
� or it has unlimited capacity 	a

breakbulk
�

Three basic settings are modi�ed to obtain the �nal results� The �rst setting con�

cerns the number of arcs not in the HLP that are pruned� The EOL�to�EOL pruning

parameter remains �xed at a reasonable value throughout all of the computations�

The frequency parameter pertaining to the historical load summary� though� is used

to prune varying proportions of those arcs not yet pruned and not in the HLP� As for

the freight density parameter� the values ��� 	corresponding to no change in the orig�

inal data
� ��� and ��� which yield valid interpretations of trailer capacity are tested�

The third setting refers to the handling time at terminals� By adding a positive value

to the through time at all terminals� the likelihood both of over�handling freight and

of service violations in the real world decreases� The extra handling time used to

provide a bu�er is tested with the values �� ��� and ��� minutes�

In the following tables� the results are reported in relative terms� so as to not reveal

con�dential information about the SEFL network� The value in the  Prune! column

refers to the proportion of arcs not in the HLP that are pruned� Thus� a ��� prune

value indicates that only the arcs of the HLP were used to obtain the UND�based

solution� The column marked  Frt� D�! refers to the freight density setting and the

column marked  Handtime! refers to the extra handling time added to all terminals�

Handling errors are reported as the number of violations in the new solution minus

the number of violations in the HLP divided by the number of violations in the HLP�

Since the HLP contains zero service violations� a plus sign is used to indicate a positive
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Parameter Settings UND�based Results
Case Prune Frt�D� Handtime Handling Service Objective Time �s�
S�� ��
	 ��� � ���� � �����	 ����
S�� ��
	 ��� 	� ���� � ������ 
����
S� ��
	 ��� ��� ���� � ����� ����
�
S�� ��
	 ��� � ���� � ������ 	�		
S�� ��
	 ��� 	� ���� � ������ 
	���
S�	 ��
	 ��� ��� ���� � ����� ����
�
S�
 ��
	 ��� � ���� � ����� �		�
S�� ��
	 ��� 	� ���� � �����
 �	�	�
S�� ��
	 ��� ��� ���� � ����� �����


S��� ���� ��� � ���� � ������ ������
S��� ���� ��� 	� ���� � ������ �	���
S��� ���� ��� ��� ���� � ������ �	����
S�� ���� ��� � ���� � ������ ������
S��� ���� ��� 	� ���� � �����
 �	��	�
S��� ���� ��� ��� ���� � ������ �	���
S��	 ���� ��� � ���� � �����	 �
���

S��
 ���� ��� 	� ���� � ������ �	����
S��� ���� ��� ��� ���� � ������ �����

S��� ��� ��� � ���� � ������ ��	��	
S��� ��� ��� 	� ���� � �����	 �����
S��� ��� ��� ��� ���� � ������ �����
S��� ��� ��� � ���� � ������ ��
���
S�� ��� ��� 	� ���� � ������ ������
S��� ��� ��� ��� ���� � ������ �	���

S��� ��� ��� � ��� � ������ ���	�
S��	 ��� ��� 	� ���� � ������ �	����
S��
 ��� ��� ��� ���� � ������ �	����

Table 
�� This table reports results with varying settings for the
prune� freight density and extra handling time parameters�
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Parameter Settings UND�based Results
Case Prune Frt�D� Handtime Handling Service Objective Time �s�
S��� ���	 ��� � ���� � ������ ������
S��� ���	 ��� 	� ���� � �����	 ����
S�� ���	 ��� ��� ���� � ������ ���
�
S�� ���	 ��� � ���� � ����� ������
S�� ���	 ��� 	� ���� � ������ �	��
S� ���	 ��� ��� ���� � ������ ���
�
S�� ���	 ��� � ���� � ������ ������
S�� ���	 ��� 	� ��� � �����
 ����	
S�	 ���	 ��� ��� ���� � ������ �		��

S�
 ���� ��� � ���� � �����
 �����
S�� ���� ��� 	� ���� � ������ ������
S�� ���� ��� ��� ���� � ������ �
����
S��� ���� ��� � ���� � ������ ��	���
S��� ���� ��� 	� ���� � �����
 ����	�
S��� ���� ��� ��� ���� � �����
 ��	��
S�� ���� ��� � ���� � �����
 ����
�
S��� ���� ��� 	� ��� � ������ ������
S��� ���� ��� ��� ���� � �����
 ������

S��	 ���� ��� � 	��� � ������ �
����
S��
 ���� ��� 	� ���� � ������ ������
S��� ���� ��� ��� ���� � �����
 �
���

S��� ���� ��� � ���� � ������ ������
S��� ���� ��� 	� ���� � ������ ������
S��� ���� ��� ��� ��� � �����
 �����
S��� ���� ��� � ���� � ������ �����

S�� ���� ��� 	� ���� � ������ �����

S��� ���� ��� ��� ���� � �����
 ������

Table 
�� This table reports results with varying settings for the
prune� freight density and extra handling time parameters�
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number of violations and a zero is used to indicate no violations� The objective value

refers to the new solution�s obective value minus the HLP�s objective value divided

by the HLP objective value� Thus� a negative value in the column for handling errors

or for objective values indicates an improvement over the HLP�

In addition to the above tests� an additional series of runs involving a new data

�le for the terminal information is performed� Rather than assume that all of the

terminals have the same handling time� the new data contains the actual handling

time for each terminal� This data is then modi�ed by forcing the through times to

have a certain minimum value� This resulted in a set of terminals with greater through

times which were more re�ective of real�world conditions� With this new �le� similar

tests to those in Tables ��� and ��� are run� but without adding any extra handling

time at the terminals� These solutions generally had fewer handling violations than

their counterparts and can be found in Table ����

Parameter Settings UND�based Results
Sed�le Prune Frt�D� Hand� Errors Serv� Errors Objective Time �s�
S��� ��� ��� ����� � ������ �	����
S��	 ��� ��� ����� � ������ �
��
�
S��
 ��� ��� ����� � ������ �	����
S��� ���	 ��� ���� � ������ ��	���
S��� ���	 ��� ���� � ������ ������
S�	� ���	 ��� ���� � ������ ����
S�	� ���� ��� ���� � �����	 �
���
S�	� ���� ��� ���� � �����	 ������
S�	 ���� ��� ���� � �����	 �����

Table 
�� This table reports results
obtained using a new terminal data �le�

Clearly the UND�based algorithm� prior to performing the add�drop heuristic�

is capable of �nding good solutions in the model� In every instance� the objective

value is lower than the original HLP objective value� In fact� a �& decrease 	that is�



���

����� change
 in objective value can save the company several thousands of dollars

a day� As for the feasibility issues� the service requirements are� for the most part�

easily met� Considering that the initial number of handling violations is marginal�

the number of handling violations in the solutions stays well within reason� and is

even improved in certain instances� Some of the best results were obtained using

the new �le on terminal handling times� This seems to indicate that the better the

data re�ects the real problem� the better the overall performance of the UND�based

algorithm� Pruning also has a large in�uence on the solution quality� Leaving only

 good! arcs in the network for the UND not only decreases solution time� but also

increases the improvement in solution quality� We suspect that the better the pruning

technique� the better the resulting solution�

Finally� an add�drop procedure is applied to all of the UND�based solutions� as

well as to the HLP� The results can be seen in Tables �������� All of these solutions

are clearly superior to the original HLP� though� unfortunately� the add�drop on the

HLP yields the overall best solution� The results do indicate that the UND�based

algorithm� in combination with the add�drop heuristic or standing alone� does do a

credible job of building a strategic load plan� It is possible that there is something

inherently better about SEFL�s HLP that our model simply does not capture� This is

di�cult to evaluate� though� without access to further SEFL data� It is also possible

that our simplistic add�drop heuristic actually lessens the quality of our solutions

by increasing the likelihood of service violations� given that we do not take into

consideration any bu�ers on handling time at the terminals in the add�drop heuristic�

In other words� though we maintain the same number of service violations while

performing the add drop� the way in which we calculate a service violation is to

always use the original terminal data with the minimal� �xed through times� As

discussed previously� it is not clear that this is the best way in which to model the
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UND�based SLP solution Add�Drop SLP solution
Case Handling Service Objective Time �s� Handling Service Objective Time �s�
HLP � � � � ����� � ������ 
���	

S�� ���� � �����	 ���� ����� � �����
 ����
S�� ���� � ������ 
���� ����� � ������ ������
S� ���� � ����� ����
� ����� � ����� 
����
S�� ���� � ������ 	�		 ����� � ������ ����
S�� ���� � ������ 
	��� ����� � ������ ����	�
S�	 ���� � ����� ����
� ����� � ����
 
���
S�
 ���� � ����� �		� ����� � ������ �
�

S�� ���� � �����
 �	�	� ����� � ������ ��
�
�
S�� ���� � ����� �����
 ����� � ����
 		���

S��� ���� � ������ ������ ����� � ������ ����
S��� ���� � ������ �	��� ����� � ����� 	��	
S��� ���� � ������ �	���� ����� � ������ �����	
S�� ���� � ������ ������ ����� � �����
 ����
S��� ���� � �����
 �	��	� ����� � ���� 	����
S��� ���� � ������ �	��� ����� � ����� ��
���
S��	 ���� � �����	 �
���
 ����� � ���� �����
S��
 ���� � ������ �	���� ����� � ����� ����

S��� ���� � ������ ����� ����� � ������ ��	���

S��� ���� � ������ ��	��	 ����� � ����� ����
S��� ���� � �����	 ����� ����� � ����� ������
S��� ���� � ������ ����� ����� � ������ ����
S��� ���� � ������ ��
��� ����� � ������ ����
S�� ���� � ������ ������ ����� � ���� ����

S��� ���� � ������ �	���
 ����� � ����� ��
���
S��� ��� � ������ ���	� ����� � ������ ����

S��	 ���� � ������ �	���� ����� � ���� �����
S��
 ���� � ������ �	���� ����� � ����� ��	���

Table 
�� Compares the UND�based solution to the solution
obtained after performing the add�drop heuristic�
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UND�based SLP solution Add�Drop SLP solution
Case Handling Service Objective Time �s� Handling Service Objective Time �s�
HLP � � � � ����� � ������ 
���	

S��� ���� � ������ ������ ����� � ����� �����
S��� ���� � �����	 ���� ����� � ����� ���
S�� ���� � ������ ���
� ����� � ����� ��	�	�
S�� ���� � ����� ������ ����� � ������ ���
�
S�� ���� � ������ �	�� ����� � ����� ���	

S� ���� � ������ ���
� ����� � ����
 �����
S�� ���� � ������ ������ ����� � �����
 ���

S�� ��� � �����
 ����	 ����� � ���� �����
S�	 ���� � ������ �		�� ����� � ����
 ������

S�
 ���� � �����
 ����� ����� � ����� �����
S�� ���� � ������ ������ ����� � ����	 ����
S�� ���� � ������ �
���� ����� � ����� 
	���
S��� ���� � ������ ��	��� ����� � ������ ��
���
S��� ���� � �����
 ����	� ����� � ���� �	��
S��� ���� � �����
 ��	�� ����� � ����
 �����
S�� ���� � �����
 ����
� ����� � ������ ������
S��� ��� � ������ ������ ����� � ����� �����	
S��� ���� � �����
 ������ ����� � ����
 �����	

S��	 	��� � ������ �
���� ����� � ������ ������
S��
 ���� � ������ ������ ����� � �����	 �����
S��� ���� � �����
 �
���
 ����� � ������ ����
S��� ���� � ������ ������ ����� � ������ ������
S��� ���� � ������ ������ ����� � ������ ��
�
S��� ��� � �����
 ����� ����� � ����� �����
S��� ���� � ������ �����
 ����� � ������ �
����
S�� ���� � ������ �����
 ����� � �����
 �	���
S��� ���� � �����
 ������ ����� � ����� ����

Table 
�	 Compares the UND�based solution to the solution
obtained after performing the add�drop heuristic�
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UND�based SLP solution Add�Drop SLP solution
Case Handling Service Objective Time �s� Handling Service Objective Time �s�
HLP � � � � ����� � ������ 
���	

S��� ����� � ������ �	���� ����� � ������ ��
�


S��	 ����� � ������ �
��
� ����� � ������ �	���
S��
 ����� � ������ �	���� ����� � ������ ��	�	�
S��� ���� � ������ ��	��� ����� � ����� ���
S��� ���� � ������ ������ ����� � ����� ������
S�	� ���� � ������ ���� ����� � ����� ����	
S�	� ���� � �����	 �
��� ����� � �����	 �
���
S�	� ���� � �����	 ������ ����� � ����� ����
S�	 ���� � �����	 ����� ����� � ����� ������

Table 
�
 Compares the UND�based solution to the solution
obtained after performing the add�drop heuristic�

SLP problem� Since it is� however� the setting in which we were given the HLP� it is

the one to which we adhere� Also note that the entire algorithm is easily completed

in under �� minutes�


���� Averitt Data Set

Although the code was initially tailored to the SEFL data set� a second set of data

was obtained to test the e�ectiveness of the algorithm� This data comes from the an

alternate carrier called Averitt Express� Their network contains �� terminals� rather

than ��� Essentially the same type of data was supplied as in the case of SEFL�

The one exception is the lack of an historical load summary� Though very useful as

a pruning tool� this data is not essential to the method� Averitt also supplied an

historical load plan� which we will continue to refer to as the HLP� In this case� the

HLP contained several handling and service violations� This solution� while consid�

ered very good by Averitt� was not as well�tested as the HLP provided by SEFL�

Solutions are evaluated relative to the HLP solution� as in the SEFL results section�

Since the number of service violations in the HLP for the Averitt data set is nonzero�

I I I I I I I I I I 
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the relative calculation of service errors is done in the same manner as the handling

errors� For the same reasons as previously discussed� we continue to disregard possible

capacity violations in the model�

Since the Averitt data does not include a load summary� the pruning techniques

available to us are more limited� The technique in which low freight EOL�to�EOL

arcs not in the HLP are eliminated is� in this case� the only �exible pruning method

we may use� In the �rst set of tests performed in Table ���� this low freight parameter

is set to a reasonably low value� In the second set of tests� the low freight parameter

is increased so that all EOL�to�EOL arcs not in the HLP are eliminated� Finally� in

the third set of runs� all arcs not in the HLP are pruned� The di�erent settings for

freight density and extra handling time remain the same�

Table ��� displays the results obtained by running the UND�based algorithm on

the Averitt data set� The larger network resulted in a considerable increase in time�

Creating a strategic load plan is not a task that is likely to be performed frequently�

Thus� the increase in time is not unreasonable� especially since the solutions obtained

are� overall� much better than the HLP solution� It is particularly interesting to

note that the solutions obtained using only the HLP arcs in the network have the

greatest improvement in objective function value� and the worst performance in terms

of handling and service violations� If a better pruning technique were available 

one in which approximately ��& of the arcs not in the HLP could be pruned  it is

very likely that even better solutions than those in Table ��� could be found� As the

results stand� the solutions are quite good� In this problem instance� a decrease in

the objective of �& also translates into a couple of thousands of dollars a day�

Due to the increased time involved in solving problems in this data set� the

add�drop portion of our algorithm was run on only three UND�based solutions and

the HLP� As can be seen in Table ���� two out of three of these solutions are clearly
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Parameter Settings UND�based Results
Case Prune Frt�D� Handling Hand� Errors Serv� Errors Objective Time �s�
A�� ���� ��� � ����� ���� ����� �	
���
A�� ���� ��� 	� ����� ���� ����	
 ������
A� ���� ��� ��� ����� ����� ������ ��
����
A�� ���� ��� � ����� ����� ������ �����	�
A�� ���� ��� 	� ����� ����
 ����	� ��	
�	�
A�	 ���� ��� ��� ����� ����� �����	 �������
A�
 ��	� ��� � ����� ����
 ������ �
�����
A�� ��	� ��� 	� ����� ����� ����
� ������
A�� ��	� ��� ��� ���
 ����� ������ �		����

A��� ��
� ��� � ����� ���� ����� 	���
A��� ��
� ��� 	� ����� ���� ����	
 ������
A��� ��
� ��� ��� ����� ����� ������ ������
A�� ��
� ��� � ����� ����� ������ ������
A��� ��
� ��� 	� ����� ����
 ����	� ������
A��� ��
� ��� ��� ����� ����� �����	 �����
A��	 ��
� ��� � ����� ����
 ������ 
�	�

A��
 ��
� ��� 	� ����� ����� ����
� ������	
A��� ��
� ��� ��� ���
 ����� ������ 

�	�

A��� ���� ��� � ��	� ���
 ������ 
�
���
A��� ���� ��� 	� ��	� ���� ����� ������
A��� ���� ��� ��� ��	� ���� �����
 ������	
A��� ���� ��� � ���� ���
 ������ 
	����
A�� ���� ��� 	� ���� ���� ����� �����
A��� ���� ��� ��� ���� ���� �����
 ������	
A��� ���� ��� � ��	 ���
 ����� 

���
A��	 ���� ��� 	� ��	 ���� ����� ��
��	�
A��
 ���� ��� ��� ��	 ���� ������ ���
�

Table 
�� UND�based results for the Averitt data set�

UND�based SLP solution Add�Drop SLP solution
Case Handling Service Objective Time �s� Handling Service Objective Time �s�
HLP � � � � ���� ���� ������ ��	�����

A�
 ����� ����
 ������ �
����� ����� ���� �����	 
��	���
A��� ����� ����
 ����	� ������ ����� ���� �����
 ���
��
A��� ���� ���
 ������ 
	���� ���� ���
 ������ 
����	�

Table 
�� Add�drop results for the Averitt data set�
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superior to the HLP and the add�drop on the HLP� Though it may look odd� it is

quite true that the number of handling and service errors increases in the solution

of the add�drop on the HLP� This is due to the fact that the add�drop heuristic is

based on �nding shortest paths in terms of cost� not time� So� the very �rst step of

the add�drop heuristic is to �nd a solution using the shortest paths in terms of cost

along only the arcs of the inputted SLP solution� Generally this solution is quite

similar to the inputted load plan� though it is not always as close as we would desire�

The add�drop heuristic cannot consider both cost and time tradeo�s as well as the

UND�based algorithm# and in this case� the handling and service errors increase as

a result� It is interesting to note� as well� that the time it takes to run the complete

algorithm is comparable to the time it takes to run just the add�drop on the HLP�

Thus� in approximately the same amount of time� the UND�based method found a

better solution�


���� Daiichi Data Set

The �nal set of data was provided by the Japanese carrier Daiichi Freight System�

This network containing �� terminals is the largest of our three data sets� Due to its

size� computation on this data set had to be performed on a larger machine� All of

the computation on the Daiichi data set was performed on a Sun MicroSystems i��pc

��� MHz machine with ���� megabytes of memory�

As in the Averitt case� the Daiichi data did not include a historical load summary�

The HLP for the Daiichi data contains many more handling and service violations

than the previous HLP solutions� leaving signi�cant room for improvement� In this

case we either prune all of the arcs not in the HLP� or all of the EOL�to�EOL arcs

not in the HLP� The signi�cant di�erence in the number of arcs in the network is

apparent from Table ���� Using the low freight pruning technique to its full potential
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Parameter Settings Results
Case Prune Frt�D� Handtime Handling Service Objective Time �s�
D�� ���� ��� � ����
 ���� ������ ����
�
D�� ���� ��� 	� ����� ���� ����	� ����	

D� ���� ��� ��� ����� ���� ����	� �

���
D�� ���� ��� � ����� ���� ������ 	����

D�� ���� ��� 	� ����� ���� ����		 �

���
D�	 ���� ��� ��� ����� ���� �����
 ���	�
D�
 ���� ��� � ����� ���� ����
� 
�����
D�� ���� ��� 	� ����� ���� ����		 	����	
D�� ���� ��� ��� ����� ���� �����	 ����	�

D��� ���� ��� � ����� ���
� ����� �	������
D��� ���� ��� 	� ����� ���
� ��		� �	����
D��� ���� ��� ��� ����� ���
	 ��
�� ��
����	

Table 
� UND�based results for the Daiichi data set�

only eliminates �& of the prunable arcs� Clearly� the very small percentage of EOL

terminals in this set of data contributes to its large network size� Fewer tests were done

in conjunction with the EOL pruning technique since the considerable number of arcs

prevented �nding good overall solutions� The results from the Daiichi data clearly

indicate the importance of an intelligent pruning technique� While the solutions

obtained by considering only the HLP arcs are certainly superior to the HLP solution�

it is likely that a better pruning technique based on more data from the company

would provide even better quality solutions�

UND�based SLP solution Add�Drop SLP solution
Case Handling Service Objective Time �s� Handling Service Objective Time �s�
HLP � � � � ����� ����� ������ �	�
���

D�
 ����� ���� ����
� 
����� ����� ����� ������ 	�����
D�� ����� ���� ����		 	����	 ����� ����� ������ 
�
���
D�� ����� ���� �����	 ����	� ����� ����� ����� 
����
�

Table 
��� Add�drop results for the Daiichi data set�
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Table ���� indicates the comparable solution quality of the add�drop solutions

for both UND�based solutions and the HLP� Unfortunately� though� the add�drop

heuristic on a network of this size takes � to �� hours� Since� the UND�based al�

gorithm only requires approximately one hour to return an improved solution� it is

likely that this method� combined with an intelligent pruning technique� is a better

alternative to a purely add�drop approach for a company whose network is as large

as this one�

��� Remarks

The complete algorithm� consisting of a modi�ed uncapacitated network design

method and an add�drop procedure� found good solutions to the strategic load plan�

ning problem for the data sets tested� These solutions are found in a reasonable

amount of time and are qualitatively on par with the historical load plans imple�

mented by the carriers� The UND�based portion of the algorithm consistently im�

proved upon the initial solution given� as did the add�drop procedure� Surprisingly�

however� when the add�drop procedure is applied to the historical load plans from

the SEFL carrier� the solution generated is better than the solutions generated from

add�drop when applied to the UND�based solutions� This result holds regardless of

whether or not the UND�based solutions input into the add�drop procedure were bet�

ter than the historical load plan� We do not believe that this result re�ects negatively

on our algorithm� but that it strongly con�rms the quality of the time�tested solution

used by SEFL�

In terms of future work� a better pruning technique could improve the algorith�

m�s e�ectiveness considerably� Currently� we rely on historical data provided by the

carriers for our most e�ective pruning heuristic� However� we would like to able to

ascertain which directs are reasonable or unreasonable based upon real�world consid�
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erations that apply generally to all carriers or speci�cally for an individual carrier�

As is commonly the case when considering real�world applications� the amount of

data available is key to the solution quality�

The terminal capacities were ignored in our algorithm because the company from

which our primary data came was interested in deciding whether or not to add to an

existing terminal or build a new one� Ignoring terminal capacities becomes a potential

problem if a carrier decides that this should be a hard constraint� If necessary� in such

cases� the current� though unused� capacity heuristic can be improved by basing the

cost multiplier on the degree of the capacity violation as opposed to using a constant

multiplier�

Lastly� the issue of actively improving minimum frequency was not fully addressed�

Currently� if the total trailer�loads of freight plus the number of empty trailers on a

direct meets the minimum frequency requirement� then we assume that we can safely

reduce the �xed cost associated with this direct to zero� On the other hand� if the

amount of freight and the number of empty trailers falls far below the minimum

frequency on an arc� then we do not change the �xed costs for the arc� For arcs that

fall between these two extremes the �xed costs could be modi�ed as a function of the

di�erence between the total number of trailers assigned 	loaded and empty
 and the

minimum frequency�
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Chapter 


Conclusions

In this thesis� three separate routing applications are considered� The �rst instance

is a problem from the American home health care industry in which health care

providers must be scheduled to visit a set of patients� The second is a standard vehicle

routing problem with time windows that represents distribution needs throughout a

variety of industries� And the �nal problem is that of solving the strategic load�

planning problem for less�than�truckload carriers� The common goals in all of these

applications are to reduce cost and increase e�ciency within the distribution network�

The work presented in this thesis on the home health care model indicates that

a heuristic approach is better suited to this problem� The implemented heuristic

behaves well and generates good solutions� The heuristic approach� though� is dif�

�cult to evaluate without more complete data� Although an exact approach using

a MIP formulation is easier to evaluate� it is unable to handle problems of the size

required by real�world problems� Further work on branching rules� as well as possible

improvements to the formulation� is required if larger problems are to be considered�

This is a relatively new area in which optimization techniques are being considered�

and the savings potential is high for those companies willing to implement the ap�

propriate methods� However� there are several obstacles which must be overcome�

In particular� there is a lack of data� and there is the potential that nurses may be

unwilling to release control over their schedules to a third party�

Although this thesis does not present a speci�c application of the VRPTW� many

advancements in solving real�world problems are derived from solution methods for

solving instances from the set of Solomon benchmark problems� By improving the so�
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lution method for �nding ��path cuts and by extending this approach to a separation

routine for k�path cuts� we are able to solve three previously unsolved problems� In

conjunction with these new methods� we illustrate the advantages to be gained from

using a parallel implementation of the branch�and�cut procedure� Seven additional

unsolved problems are solved using the k�path cutting plane approach and a network

of computers to perform the branching� In total� our solution procedure solves eighty

out of eighty�seven of the Solomon problems� ten of which were previously unsolved

in the literature�

Finally� the solution strategy developed in this thesis for the LTL carriers provides

an e�ective means of creating a cost�e�ective network� Data from three di�erent

trucking companies supports the premise that the UND�based algorithm is a worth�

while tool in developing a strategic load plan� The add�drop heuristic is also clearly

a bene�cial procedure� and one which in the future can be better tailored to speci�c

company goals� Overall� though� the issue of data availability can greatly e�ect the

quality of the �nal solution� There is strong evidence indicating that additional in�

formation used in an intelligent pruning technique will yield better solutions in less

time� Even without additional data� though� the solution method succeeds in �nding

improved strategic load plans for each of the three LTL carriers�
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Appendix A

A new transformation of the symmetric m�TSP

Given a set of cities represented by vertices in a symmetric graph G � 	V�E
� the m�

TSP is the problem of �nding the least�cost set of routes originating and terminating

at a single depot which visits every other city exactly once� Let V � f�� �� � � � � n� �g

be the set of vertices 	such that the depot is vertex �
 and E be the set of edges�

Also let cij be the cost of an edge 	i� j
 � E� We will consider only the case when

the number of routes� m� is free 	that is� � � m � n� �
� There must exist an edge

between the depot and every other vertex in the graph# in other words� it is a feasible

solution to have n � � routes all of which start and end at the depot and visit only

one vertex� Given such an m�TSP� we will prove that there exists a transformation

of this problem into a standard TSP on a graph with the same number of vertices�

First� we will give two integer linear programming formulations for the m�TSP�

Let xij de�ned on f	i� j
 � E � i� j � f�� �� � � � � n��g� i 
 jg be a binary variable equal

to � if edge 	i� j
 appears in the solution� and equal to � otherwise� Since we assume

that the edge costs are symmetric� we can de�ne xij only for i 
 j� although we may

use xij and xji to refer to the same variable� It is assumed throughout the discussion�

that i 	� j� Also let x�i be an integer variable equal to � if i is alone on a single route�

equal to � if i is the �rst or last vertex on a route with � or more non�depot vertices�

and equal to � otherwise� Thus� the following is a valid formulation of the m�TSP�

Minimize d �
X

�i�j��E

cijxij 	A��


subject to
n��X
j��

xij " x�i � �� 	i � �� � � � � n� �
 	A��


x	�	S

 � jSj � �� 	S � f�� � � � � n� �g
 	A��




���

xij � � or �� 		i� j
 � E� � � i 
 j � n� �

 	A��


x�i � �� �� or �� 	i � �� � � � � n� �
 	A��


Constraints 	A��
 are the degree constraints which ensure that every city is vis�

ited by exactly one route� Constraints 	A��
 are the well�known subtour elimination

constraints� These are used to eliminate routes that do not visit the depot� Now�

note that the x�i variables only appear in the degree constraints� These variables can

be treated as slack variables and eliminated from the formulation� This yields the

following�

Minimize d � �
n��X
i��

c�i "
X

�i�j��E��	i�j	n��

	cij � c�i � c�j
xij 	A��


subject to
n��X
j��

xij � �� 	i � �� � � � � n� �
 	A��


x	�	S

 � jSj � �� 	S � f�� � � � � n� �g
 	A��


xij � � or �� 		i� j
 � E� � � i 
 j � n� �

 	A��


Clearly the �rst term in the objective function is a constant which can be removed

from the formulation and the substitution c�ij � cij � c�i� c�j can be used� Thus� the

new objective can be written as�

Minimize s �
X

�i�j��E��	i�j	n��

c�ijxij 	A���


Now the objective functions are related by the formula� d � �
Pn��

i�� c�i"s� The values

of the c� terms correspond exactly to the negative of the savings term sij introduced

by Clarke and Wright ���� to represent the savings in cost that would result from

linking i and j in a route rather than visiting each separately from the depot� Due

to this connection� we will refer to this formulation 	A��� A�� � A��
 as the savings

form of the problem� This problem can be solved looking only at the reduced graph
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in which G� � 	V �� E �
 where V � � V nf�g and the edge set E � is the set of edges from

E with both endpoionts in V ��

Now� consider a solution vector x to the savings IP� The x�graph induced by a

vector x is the graph G� � 	V �� E�
 such that E� � f	i� j
 � E � � xij � �g� Clearly�

any feasible solution must be a collection of paths and single vertices in the x�graph�

A single vertex can actually be thought of as a path with no edges� so the solution is

a collection of paths� This is true since constraints 	A��
 restrict the set of solutions

to those in which the corresponding x�graph contains vertices with only �� �� or �

edges adjacent to a vertex� Constraints 	A��
 guarantee that there are no cycles in

an x�graph corresponding to a feasible solution�

Since the zero vector is a solution to the savings formulation� the optimal value

Z is bounded above by zero� Clearly� any solution using a positive cost edge can

be improved by simply not using that edge� Thus� the problem may be reduced

by deleting all edges 	i� j
 such that c�ij � �� Let this reduced graph be denoted

by G
�
� 	V �� E

�

� Although the set of feasible solutions has been reduced by this

transformation� the set of optimal solutions remains the same� Thus� the following

theorem holds�

Theorem A�� A solution to the savings formulation of the m�TSP is

optimal on graph G� if and only if it has a corresponding optimal solution

on the graph G
�
�

Proof Suppose x is an optimal solution to the savings formulation of the m�TSP

on the graph G� with objective value Z� Claim� every edge 	i� j
 such that xij � �

must have cost cij � �� If some edge 	i� j
 has a positive cost and xij � �� then

setting xij � � yields a new feasible solution with a smaller objective value# this is

a contradiction� So� the same solution in G
�
corresponds to the x solution extended
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so that xij � � for all edges 	i� j
 not in G�� The objective value� Z� remains the

same� Suppose this solution is not optimal for G
�
� This implies that there exists a

feasible solution to the savings formulation on the graph G
�
with an objective value

W 
 Z� Deleting all zero�cost edges in the new solution yields a feasible solution

to the problem on G� with objective value W 
 Z� This contradicts the original

assumption that x is optimal on G�# thus� the solution must be optimal on G
�
�

Now� suppose that x is an optimal solution to the savings formulation of the m�

TSP on the graph G
�
with objective value Z� The corresponding solution on the

graph G� is the x vector de�ned only over the edges in G�� Since the only edges not

in both graphs have cost zero in G
�
� the objective value remains the same� Suppose

the solution is not optimal on G�� Then� there must exists a feasible solution with a

smaller objective value� But� this solution must also be feasible on the graph G
�
with

the same 	lower
 objective value� This is a contradiction� So� the solution on G� must

be optimal�

Thus� solving the m�TSP can be done by �nding the optimal solution to the

savings formulation on the graph G
�
� Now� let G�� be the complete graph obtained

from adding a zero�cost edge 	i� j
 to the graph G
�
for every pair of vertices i� j such

that i 	� j and 	i� j
 	� E
�
� Thus� given a Hamiltonian path in G��� a corresponding

solution to the savings formulation of them�TSP with the same objective value can be

obtained by simply deleting the zero�cost edges in the solution� So� �nding the optimal

Hamiltonian path in G�� will �nd the optimal solution to the savings formulation on

the graph G
�
� Finally� it is well known that the optimal Hamiltonian path problem

can be transformed into an equivalent TSP problem by adding a single node� Thus�

the symmetric m�TSP problem on n vertices with m de�ned as a free variable can be

D 



���

solved by �nding the optimal solution to a traveling salesman problem on a complete

graph with n vertices�
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Appendix B

A two�index formulation of the nursing problem

As was previously mentioned� this problem has a formulation that uses only O	n�


integer variables� For example� Kulkarni and Bhave ����� with corrections by Laporte

����� and Laporte et al� ���� gave such formulations for other vehicle routing problems�

We now provide an alternative formulation applicable to our problem�

Minimize �
X
n�F

	zn � yn " sn � dL�n� � SL
 " �
X
n�H

	zn � yn
 	B��


subject to

x���L�n��� � � n � F �B���

x���L�n��� � ��� xDP �n��n� n � H �B���

x���i�� �
X
k�L

xik � x���i�� � � i � N � P �B���

yi 	 tij � yj � �bi 	 tij � aj���� xij�� i� j � P� or i � N� j � P �Bi� i �� j �B�
�

dL�n�xnL�n� 	 yi 	 tin � zn � �dL�n� 	 bi 	 tin � an��� � xin�� n � N� i � P �Bn�B���

yj 	 dj � yi � �bj 	 dj � ai���� xij�� i � P� j � L �B���

yL�n� 	 dL�n� � zn � �bL�n� 	 dL�n� � an��� � xnL�n��� n � N �B��

yi 	 tij � yk � �bi 	 tij �
�

�
ak��� � xij � xjk� i � N � P� j � P� k � L� i �� j �B���

yi 	 tin � yL�n� � �bi 	 tin �
�

�
aL�n����� xin � xnL�n��� i � P� n � N �B����

yn 	 dL�n� � zn� n � F �B����

yn � zn� n � H �B����

zn � yn 	 sn � dL�n� � SL � �� sn � �� n � F �B����

zn � yn �MSL� n � N �B����

�nj � �ni � �� xij � �i� j� � A�n � N �B��
�



���

�nj � �nn � �� n � N� j � �P �N � L�nBn �B����

xnDP �n� � �� n � N �B����

an � yn� zn � bn n � N �B���

ai � yi � bi� i � P � L �B����

xe � f�� �g� e � A �B����

Note that a solution from the triple�indexed formulation could be made feasible

to the above formulation with the following assignment� xij �
P

n�N xnij� Without

a separate arc for each nurse between two points in the graph in the double�indexed

formulation� we must now restrict the solution set so that each main circuit has only

one 	feasible
 nurse node and only one  tail�! This is guaranteed by the shortest

paths constraints 	B���
 and 	B���
� To see this� let we � �� xe� Let v a particular

nurse�node and u be any other node� Then they are in the same component if and

only if there exists a path of weight � from v to u� Since the weight function is

integral� if a path is not of weight �� it is of weight at least �� So they are in di�erent

components if and only if the shortest path from v to u is at least �� Let f�t � t � V g

be a set of values� known as feasible potentials� satisfying �b � �a � wa�b for every

edge 	a� b
� Then it is well�known 	and easy to show
 that the value of a shortest

path from v to u is at least �u��v� Hence if we have a set of feasible potentials with

the extra condition that �u � �v � �� then u and v are in di�erent components�
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